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We have decided to give Sewing
Silk and Twist greater prominence in «ιιν stock than heretofore. We shall carry at all times
the largest and most
complété
stock of colors to be found in Portland, so that if a lady cannot
match colors elsewhere, call on
us aiid we can do it. We shall sell
only the celebrated Belding Bros.

RENEWER.
It is a mediciual preparation, and, at
the same time, an elegant and cleanly toilet
article. Its action upon tlie scalp is healthful. It nourishes the glands which support
the hair, and causes thin, dry hair to be-

& Co. goods, as the} are superior
to any other in quality. They are
Silk
the only American Sewing
manufacturers who ever received
a OOLD MEDAL, at any exposition
either at home or abroad. They
are the most popular goods made.
never
used
Those who have
the Belding Sewing Silks are iuvited to give them a trial; they
will tlnd them entirely satisfac-

thick, soft, and vigorous. It restores
the color of youth to locks which have
become faded with age or disease; and
relieves and cures itching, caused by
humors of the scalp. Dr. George Gray,
come

Nashua, X. H., writes: "It gives me
pleasure to testify to the wonderful effects
produced by Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair
Kenewer, as observed by me in very many

II. STVDLEV, Manager.
499 Congress St., cor. Brown.

As per terms of

Co.,

Sole

hair from falling out, and, realizing that I
was fast
becoming bald, I tried, as a last
resort, Hall's Hair Kenewer. I have used
only four bottles of the Kenewer, and am
perfectly satisfied that it is the best preparation in the market for checking the
falling out of hair, invigorating the hair

Agents.
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ALPHEUS (i. ROGERS,
Treasurer.

TESTINC THEIR STATUS.

ME.

Dr. lleed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to ; all cases that are given up as incurable
homcepathic physicians. I
by Hie allopathic and
will take their ease to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination second
one 2-ceut stamp and $2.00.
sight and consultation free.
Office Hour*—»
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Destructive Fire at New Sharon.

Medical Booms 592 Congress St.,
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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
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the coining Twine for I'rotit.
Can make up Purse Seines at few hours notice of
or
Stow Twine. The Stow Twine Seines
Hartley
have given entire satisfaction as they are light
and strong.
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Observation.

FISHERIES.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co s at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

SE

Thermo'ter

Gloucester Net and Twine Co.,

ËMtablished in 1843*

62.3
61.5
97.2

(July 30, 1885, 11 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time

Boston, Mass 29.84|
Eastport, Me 29.88
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at all stations.
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

B. P. HAIL & CO., Nashua, Ν. H., V. S. A.
Sold by all dealers in medicines.

at

Nt., Opp. Preble IIohm·.
No Itipping Required. Kid Gloves Cleansed
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Weather.. Cloudy Cloudy Cloudy Cloudy Fair
Mean daily bar. ..29.865 Maximum ther.. .66.6
Mean daily tlier. .63.1
Minimum ther.. .69.9
Mean daily d'w pt.62.4
Max. vel. wind. .10NE
Mean dailyhum'y.97.5
Total rainfall.. 0.03
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FOSTER'S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
every

Thermo'r.. 162.8
Dew Point. 62.8

Velocity...

effectual.

mits any nuisance or does anv damage upon or
around any of the Public School Buildings.
F. E. PRAY,
ie!3eodtf
Supt· Public School Buildings

The Veterans'

Rights

York and the Civil

Union of

New

Service Rules.

New York. July
30.—The
Veterans'
Rights Union have determined upon testing
the status of ex-soldiers and sailors of the
late war under the operations of the civil
service rules and legalized provisions. In
the late examination in Brooklyn for foremen in the fire department two veteran soldiers who had obtained the highest marks in
the examination were set aside and the places given to non-veterans.
Recently the Veterans' Rights Union brought the matter before the State civil service board but the latter decided adversely to the ex-Union soldiers, whereupon the Union determined to
test the matter in the courts. In the meantime the fire commissioners appointed temporarily nine of the candidates of the highest rating to »ffices, several of whom were
veterans. Today the counsel for the Union
obtained a temporary injunction against the
fire commissioners restraining them from
making permanent the temporary appointments and requiring then to show cause on
Saturday why the two ex-Union soldiers
should not be appointed foremen in the de-

partment.
ON

THE

TURF.

The Manchester (Ν. H.) Races.

Manchester, Ν. H., July 30.—The secday's programme of the July trotting
meeting of the Merrimack Valley Associaond

Summer Visitors

tion was carried out this afternoon. The
weather and track were fine but the attend-

Are invited to call at Sign of Gold Boot for their
line Boots.

trotted yesterday, Rex

WANTED

light.
the 2.37 class,

ance was

In

sale

EVERYBODY SHOULD KNOW
That we keep the Boyd Boots, a stock of Fine
Boots in all tlie latest styles, at prices that defy
competition. Our increasing trade on Fine Boots
compels us to keep all the desirable styles.

heat of which

was

set back in the
third for running, and the heat was given to
M. J. B., but Rex easily took the next heat
and race.
The 2.29 class did not fill, but a special race
was made, with Rowdy Boy, Little Dick and
υ uvn

we have the exclusive
of A. Garslde & Sons' line Ν. Y. Boots, all
widths, sizes and half sizes.

Everybody to know that

one
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the best ever shown over the Manchester track, the best time prior to this being
2.2<A. Spratt took the fourth heat and the
next two, although the crowd 'gathered in
front of the judges' stand and refused to allow the last heat to be trotted unless all
pools were declared off. This the judges refused, as they believed Spratt was the fastest horse, and the crowd refusing to leave
the track the drivers charged upon them at
the full speed of their horses, and compelled
them to leave the track.
Spratt was struck
by a club as he got the word. Best time 2.28.
was

Fakmi.votox, July 30.—There was a disastrous fire at New sliaron this morning.
Day's hotel and stables, R. A. Curtis' store,
Dr. Josselyn's dental office, Thomas Smith's
store, French's coat shop, Morrill's barn and
several sheds were destroyed.

Lightning at New Vineyard.
At New Vineyard, yesterday, the store of
E. S. D. Voter, the house and stable of Ira
Voter, the house of O. S. Turner, the barn of
J. Look, and the farm buildings of Charles
Durrell were burned by lightning.

Work of

Dropped Dead.
Enoch .Staples, a prominent business man
of this town, dropped dead this afternoon.

Ray Discharged.
Bath, July 30.—The examination of William A. Ray, charged with committing an
assault on Mary Crosby the 14th inst., at
Pleasant Point, was discharged this afternoon after a hearing occupying six days.
Cheers greeted the announcement of the ver
diet.
State Prison News.

Tiiomaston, July 30.—Colonels Porter
and Bean, inspectors, are making an official
A very
visit to the Maine State Prison.
large blacksmith shop is being erected at the
prison.
Suicide Near

Bangor.

Bangoiî, July 30.—Oliver Coulliard, aged

city,
committed suicide this morning by cutting

80 years, who lived five miles out of the

He had been dehis throat with a razor.
pressed mentally for some time past.
Drownea at

«Kownegan.
Samuel Hanson of
Skowhegan, July
this village, about 45 years of age, was
drowned while bathing in the Kennebec
His body has not been
river this noon.
found.
Postal

Washington, July

Changes.
30.—The

following

fourth class postmasters for Maine offices
have been appointed :
Mr. F. B. Dunton, iu place ol Mr. Drake, who
has resigned, at Centre Lincolnville.
W. H. Small, in place of George Duly who has
been removed, at Parker's Head, Phippsburg.
MAINE RIVERS AND HARBORS.

PEOPLE

WASHINGTON.

Appreciate Fine Stylish Goods at prices thatusdefy
to
competition. Our rent and expenses enable our
sell Kino Stylish Goods for less money than
competitors. We have the Goods but not the expensive rent.

GENTLEUIEUi'S
Low Shoos for little or no profit to close. All of our
Low Shoes, must be sold in order to make room
for Fall goods.

10# Pairs of Cliilds' Hi."P. Ties
"
"

100

"Misses'

only
"

Consuls to be Retained.
30.—The President
has decided to retain the following United
States consuls on account of their excellent
records :
J. H. Stewart at Antwerp, Belgium.
H. J. Sprague who lias been at Ills post since
1948 at Gibraltar.
R. S. Chilton, Goderich, Canada.
f
Oscar Malleas at Leith, England.
Win. Thompson. Southampton. England.

Stephens at Victoria, 1!. C.
l'hillip ( 'arroll at Palermo. Italy.
11. O. Williams (Consul General) at Havana.
C. <Λ Ford, commercial agent
at Sague

K. .1.

.75
1.00

I.a

Grande.

Joseph Smith, formerly commercial agent at No.
Hingliam has been transferred to Newcastle-onTyne.

Building in Course of Construction
Falls, Burying Many Workmen.
Wilmington, Del.. July 30—A new brick building, just under roof in course of construction by
the Diamond State Iron Company.fell to the ground
yesterday afternoon, burying many workmen. A
severe storm was raging and the building rocked
to its foundation.
One of the workmem observed
the walls parting, and giving the alarm, dashed to
the door and escaped just as the walls came crashing down. The bodies of George Eliza, carpenter,
and Wilbur Jones, draughtsman, hare been recovered from the ruins. Walter Peace is missing and
supposed to be among the debris and dead, as he
It is
was seen in the building just before it fell.
supposed that there are other workmen lying in
the ruins. Five or six presumed to have been in
It Is thought
the building are unaccounted for.
that the list of killed and fatally wounded will
attributes
builder
A
foot
a
dozen.
up
probably
the disaster to the thinness of the walls and the
The
weather.
to
the
lime
hot
building,
Injury
by
now a complete wreck, was 240 feet long by 40
wide.
feet
A

THE SHOE HEALER
SIGN OF COLD BOOT,

ST., TELEPHONE 502.
eodtf

A Rumor that Scribner's

PILES !

PILES !

Blind. Bleeding. Itching and Ulbeen discovered by l)r. Williams' (an Indian Remedy,) called Dr. Williams'
Indian Pile Ointment. Λ single box has cured
the worst chronic cases of 25 or 30 years standing. No one need suffer live inimités after applying title wonderful soothing medicine. Lotions,
instruments and electuaries do more harm than
îrood. Williams'èIndian Pile Ointment absorbs
the tumors, allays the intense itching, (particularwarm in bed,) acts as a
ly at night after gettingrelief,
and is prepared only
poultice, gives instant
of
the
private paats, and for
itching
for Piles,'
nothing else. Forsale by all druggists and mailed
on receipt of price. $1. sold by

MWFlylstp

jy!3

SEMINARY,
WILLISTON
ΕASTIIAOTPTON,
JWAS6.

various Colleges and higher
Schools of Science. The Fall Term will begin
3d.
For
September
Catalogue address
J. ■■. NAWTKIt. A. M., AftiiiK Principal,

Prepares Hoys

jyl

what these papers reveal is not even whispered,
through they are said to relate to intensely interesting portions of his life which his friends have
always hitherto been anxious to shield from scrutiny.

STAN WOOD Λ. CO.,
POBTLA1VD, ME·

for the

eodlwlaugleodlw

Magazine

will Reappear.
New Yobk, July 30.—Tlie World says :
It is reported that Scribner's Monthly will be
re-established by the house of Charles Scribner's
Sons, and the first number will probably be given
to the public early in 18H(>, or after the expiration
of the term agreed upon at the time of the sale of
the old Scribner's Magazine to the Century Company. Among the leading features assigned by
rumors to the opening numbers will be certain unletters and biographical materials republished
the present, have
lating to Thackeray which up tothe
been jealously withheld from
public. Just

A sure cure for
cerated l'iles has

E. L.

Blunt

Their

ANOTHER ROTTEN STRUCTURE.

421 CONGRESS
jyl 1

Says Concerning
Improvement.
Washington, July 30.—Col. C. E. Blunt,
United States engineer with headquarters at
Portland, Me., has submitted bis annual report to the chief engineer of the works in
his charge.
Respecting the improvement of
What Col.

Washington, July

Dr. Cullis' Faith
I

North Conway, Ν.

Meeting.
II., July 30.—The

second annual session of the faith meetings
at Intervale Park, conductedjby Hew Charles
Cullis of Boston, closed today with a temperance
meeting by the Woman's Christian
Temperance limon. The meetings were
largely attended by residents and visitors.
The park is being constantly improved and
a large number of cottages have been erected
which are very attractive.

the breakwater at the mouth of the Saco
river he says :
The fact that its improvement lias already been
recognized by Congress as important by several
appropriations for the present breakwater and for
dredging and work in the channel above its mouth
amounting in all to 3177,500; that the flourishing towns of Sara and Blddeford (the latter fourth
in the state in population) lie but a few miles
above at the head of navigation, seem to render

unnecessary any extended statements as to the
commerce benefits.
Up to the 30th of June the
contractors had placed on the breakwater, beginthe
outer
ning at
end, 3404 tons of stone, partially
completing 150 running feet of the work, and it is
that
the
contract which calls for the
expected
placing of 11.000 tons of rough stone will be finnext
winter.
The sum now available
ished before
for this work is |fl0,293 and $50,000
more is
for
nnxt
the
fiscal year.
asked

With respect to Lubec Channel, which
forms the eastern boundary of the State of
Maine, Col. Blunt modified his estimates of
1883 and 1884 and recommends for the près
ent only the widening of the channel so as to
give a general width of 275 feet increased at
the bends to 300 feet and retaining the present 12 feet low water depth.
For this purlie
askes an appropriation of $32,000
pose
for the next fiscal year.
Respecting the improvement ofMoose-a-bec
Bar at Jonesport the engifteer states that
proposals for the work have twice been rejected as too high, but the third advertisement has been made and it is hoped a contract can be made in time to be executed this
fall. The amount available for the work is
810,000 and a like sum is asked for the next
fiscal year.
With respect to Belfast and Portland harbors the engineer reports the present condition of the improvemements and states that
no further work is
proposed. He therefore
submits no estimate for the next year for
improvement.
Of Bangor harbor and the Penobscot river, $l!),!>07 is available and $40,000 more is
asked for the next fiscal year.
For Rockland. Me., harbor, to complete
the Jameson breakwater to a level of five
feet above low water and
begin the construction of the South Ledge breakwater, an appropriation of $75,000 is asked for next year,
the sum now available
being $17,312.
Killed by a Falling Stage.
Worcester, July 3o.—Stickney

Price

killed and Marcus Fizzell fatal! injured
by the giving way of a staging on which they
were at work at Whitinsvfile
today,
was

Cleveland

Selects

the

the Funeral Car at Mount

Preparing

McGregor.
Cen. Crant's Remains Seen
tain Residents

,

1885.

PRICE

determination to sustain his

Pall Bearers.

by MounYesterday.

powers to the
end that ho was enabled to take his allotted
quantity of food. At no time, however, was
strangulation threatened and during all his
illness his breathing was not mechanically
impeded by the extension of the disease into
the larynx. Just before he was transferred
to Sit. McGregor he rather suddenly lost his
voice never to regain it.
This was due
partly to the thickening of the cords by inand
partly to relaxflammatory infiltration
ation ;of the parts from general weakness.
His food consisted of beef extracts, milk,
eggs and farinaceous materials, always in

liquid form.

the last two days of his life he began to fail very perceptibly and Dr. Sands
and myself who had been previously summoned at the iinal ."consultation agreed with
Dr. Douglass that the end was near and that
more was to be done than to make
nothing
the patient as comfortable as
possible. The
General had then lost his ability to swallow,
his pulse was 120 and his respiration 20 per
minute and shallow. His consciousness
gradually left liim at midnight and continuing to sink he died without a struggle at 8.08
a. m., Thursday, July 23,1883.
Much to the
regret of the entire staff no autopsy was permitted and thus ended the remarkable case.
In commenting upon its features it must be

1-luring

Circular Issued Concerning the National Monument.

The

Cottage

by Lightning but
Damage Caused.

Struck

No Creat

Mt. McGbegob.

X. T., July 30.—The

to place the remains of
General Grant in the executive chumber of
the capital at Albany on their arrival there
on Tuesday next, has been altered by Governor Hill, after consultations with repreIt being feared
sentatives of the family.
that a very large number of those desiring
to view the remains would be unable to do
so, were the body in the executive chamber,
it will, therefore, lie in state in the south
vestibule, the catafalque resting between
eight large granite pillars. The entrance
will be from Washington avenue and the
exit at State street.
The draping of the car that will carry the
remains ot General Grant down the mountain is being done today by two men from
the firm which made the casket. The car is
run
into the woods of the mountain,
switched upon a side track and secluded
from view while the work is progressing.
The mountain photographer, this morning,
made a negative of the interior of the cottage where the body lies, showing the canopy and the flag-covered casket.
A party of ladies on the hotel veranda have
been all the morning making rosettes for
draping the funeral car from the! mountain.
The work will be finished today.
The hour
of admitting mountain visitors to view the
remains was changed to 2 p. m., and at that
hour a quiet and respectful procession began
passing in at the front entrance of the cottage and emerging by the nortli entrance to
the veranda where the General in life was

original intention

to

Washington, July 31.
The indications for New England today are
continued warmer
and
generally fair
weather, and variable winds.
Throughout the northwest the day has been
one of intense heat, and several cities report
the hottest weather ever known. In Illinois,
Iowa and Nebraska the mercury ha» ranged
from 100° to 107° in the shade.

Wind

to a beautiful brown or black,
as desired.
The colors produced are
natural and lasting. It cannot be washed
off, contains no destructive ingredients,
is cheap, safe, convenient to use, and

have your Oar·

or

communications

whiskers,

WANT

Prenaiug,

of

a new

commends itself to all who have occasion
to use a dye for the beard ox- mustache.
It will change gray, faded, or sandy

Clarion voices now are swelling,
In the praises of this brand.
(iladly to the world are telling,
All the Joys at its command—
Resounding chorus of rank and file,
"Smoke the ever fragrant Crocodile!"
Pomona.
jy22dtfsn

IF

quent insertion.

Portland, Me., July 30, 1885.
m jll a M) 3 F m i 7 ρ m jll r M
Barometer. 129.860 29.858 29.869 29.865, 29.867

WHISKERS

hell thy praises to ring;
all others, my Crocodile!

as a

Excelling

Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and BO cents per square tor each subse-
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FOR THE

Charm thou my senses, Ο weed delicious,
llare is thy power to beguile ;
Other friends may prove capricious,
Cherished companion thou the while.
Oft when I'm weary and spiritless
Dost thou afford solace and cheerfulness ;
Inspire me then thy virtues to sing,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year; ii paid in advance. $2.00 a year.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Buckingham's Dye

Smoke the Crocodile cigars,
Morulng, eve, or on the cars,
On the Coat or oil the train ;
Kindle one when in the rain.
Ever smoke these good cigars.

a Year.
To mail subYear, if paid in advance.
Kates of Advertising—One inch of space,
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil,
constitutes a "square."
§1.50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less. $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents ;
one week, $1.00 ; 50 cents
per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales." $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions or less, §1.50.
a

THE WEATHER.

COLOR. It
cleanses the head of dandruff, and leaves
the hair soft, glossy, and beautiful." F. T.

President
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Dollars

scribers, Seven Dollars

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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THE ILLUSTRIOUS DEAD.

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Address all

Sandhein, 1010 Spruce st., Philadelphia,
Pa., writes : " After unavailingly trying
a number of
preparations to prevent my

M. A. Jewell &

97

It will certainly restore

cases.
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voices remarked the scene of deep feeling
felt by all those who saw the dead General's
face.
One hundred and fifty persons viewed the
remains of Gen. Grant this afternaon. A
heavy thunder storm occurred late in the afternoon, and Col. W. B. Beck commanding
Battery A, from Governor's Island, and Gen*
Ε. II. Jackson, commandant at Fort Columbus, Governor's Island, were struck by light
ning and severely stunned, but will recover.
The family at the Grant cottage were startled by the thunder and lightning, but were
in no wise injured.
All the telegraph wires
from the mountain to the outer world were
burned.
The lightning struck the roof of
the Grant cottage and knocked several shingles off. It entered the cottage through the
roof and tore off the plastering. The electric
light above the casket was also put out.
Mention was made in these despatches
last night of a packet placed by Colonel
Grant upon the person of the dead General.
The packet referred to was a letter written
by Mrs. Grant. It acknowledged the farewell letter of the General found in his coat
pocket after his death and added a farewell
until both should meet in a better world.
The ring placed on the General's linger
was one that Mrs. Grant had given him but
for which in life his linger had grown too
small.
The negatives made of the casket, canopy
and parlor interior have been turned over to
the family and no prints will be sold.
The Pall Bearers.

Washington, July 30.—The President
recently telegraphed Mrs. Grant to know if
she had any preference or suggestion to
make in the matter of the pall bearers. He
received a despatch today saying that the
only suggestion she would make was that
in case any prominent Union officer like
General Sherman or Lieutenant General
Sheridan should be selected, a leading Confederate officer like General Johnston or
General Buckner be also included in the list.

Washington, July 30.—The

President

has named the following pall-bearers for
Gen. Grant's funeral : Gen. Sherman, Lieut.
Gen. Sheridan, Admiral Porter, Vice Admiral Kowan, Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, Gen.
Simon B. Buckner, Hamilton Pish of New
York, Geo. S. Boutwell of Massachusetts,
George W. Childs of Pennsylvania, John A.
Logan of Illinois, George Jones and Oliver

Hoyt of New York.
Arrangements for the Funeral.
New Yobk, July 30.—Members of the Ar-

my of the Potomac will be given a place in
the line. Gen. Hancock has written to Gen.
Sherman that he will leave New York at !)
a. m. August 2 for Mt.
McGregor and that
representatives of the armies of the Tennessee and Cumberland would be placed in the
line on the day of the funeral. A number of
new aides were appointed and Rear Admiral
Jouett will have charge of thenaval arrange
ments.
The Crant Monument.
Ν ε \v Yobk, July 30.—The Grant monument committee issued the following today :
To the People of the United States:
The family ol General Grant having chosen
New York as his last resting place, the mayor ami
people of that city desire that a great national
monument shall he erected which will fitly honor
his memory. To promote this object the mayor
of New York has designated a local committee to
inaugurate the movenieut to procure the necessary funds, and in due time appropriate action will
he taken for the organization
of committees
which shall represent the entire country and various localities. Pending these formal proceedings
we are directed to invite the people of the United
States to participate in the erection of a suitable
memorial In honor of General Grant by the contribution of such sums as they may fe'el able and
willing to devote to this great purpose.
All newspapers,
railways, telegraph and express companies, postmasters, banks, bankers,
churches, municipal authorities, commercial
bodies and exchanges, manufacturing and business establishments, are respectfully requested
to co-operate in the immediate collection of contributions to hp forwarded tn Πΐ'ργοί Mni-tran Jt
Co. for this committee, or to the mayor of New-

entire people may have the opportunity of uniting in this last tribute to the
memory of the illustrious (lead. A certificate of
acknowledgement will be duly furnished to each
individual contributor and funds
received
through any source will be credited to the locality
In which the donor resides.
Chester A. Arthur, Chairman.
The Western Union Telegraph Company
tlie
issued
following order today :
To All Western Union Office Managers:
Pursuant to the instructions of the executive
committee of the company you will receive from
the public and remit to the treasurer of the company all contributions offered for the erection of a
national monument iu New York in honor of
General Grant.
Thos. T. Eckart, Gen. Manager.
The monument committee lias accepted an
offer from the Mutual Life Insurance Company of a suite of offices in the Mutual building. The Metropolitan Telephone and Telegraph Co. contributed $1000 to the fund this
York,

so
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our

conceded on behalf of scientific medicine
that everything possible in the present state
of our knowledge was done to prolong his
life and make it as tolerable as the circumstances of the disease \vould admit. The

diagnosis given early in the case was proved
correct by the microserope, by the clinical
history of the patient and by the fatal issue.
Appreciating the usual course of the disease
the staff at no time set any period for death
until within the last 24 hours nor did any
member of it at any time during the patient's
illness give the slightest reason for alarming

tlie public by sensational rumors.
As it is the disease had a much shorter
course than usual owing to the prostration of
the patient's system, dependant in a great
measure upon other causes.
The cause of
the disease in this case is largely conjecture.
It is however quite probable that irritation
of smoking was an active cause of the cancer in General Grant's case, or at least it is
fair to presume that he would not have had
the disease if his habit had not been carried
to excess. So far as can be estimated the
cancer commenced only nine months before
death.
The cancer presented an unusual
feature in first invading the side of the
throat rather than that of the tongue as the
latter is most frequently the original seat of
this disease. Although tnere was more or
less
constant
a
oaln
of
iinawine
character
tue
was
patient
happily
that
of
spared
suffering
agony
which is often associated with an invasion of
the deeper parts of the tongue by cancer.

Such

existed, however, was got under control by cocaine and morphine so that
the last wish of the patient that his death
should be peaceful was fully realized.
pain

as

Notes.

Washington, July 30.—At the Cabinet
meeting today it was decided that the President and all the members of his Cabinet
would attend the funeral ceremonies in New

York city.
New Yohk, July :J0.—General Hancock
says that the offer of Albert Hawkins, President's Grant's.coachman, must be declined
by the family as the arrangements do not

permit

the use of a driver.
Inspector General Jones telegraphed today from Mt. McGregor that the family wished General Hancock to invite the members of General
Grant's cabinet. They will be given a place
in the line. Proper provision has also been
made for the House of Representatives' com-

mittee.

Requests and application for positions in
the Grant funeral procession continue to
pour in. C. R. Codman, commander of the
Loyal Legion of the State of Massachusetts,
has sent a protest 011 the part of the commanderies of the State against the burial of
General Grant in any spot not belonging to
the national government and asks General
Hancock to get the views of the other commanderies in the Legion regarding the matter.
RIEL'S TRIAL.

Regina, X. W. T., July .TO.—In the Riel
trial yesterday, the remainder of the Crown
witnesses were examined and the case of the
prosecution was closed. The evidence bore
chiefly 011 the part taken by the prisonerl in
inciting rebellion,and leading theîlialf breeds.
Merchants who were imprisoned und whose
stores were
raided at l)uck
lake and
Prince Albert, gave a history of the early incidents of the rebellion.
Thomas Jackson, brother of Riel's secretary identifted a number of documents in Riel's
handwriting, calling 011 the half breeds and
Indians to join him in the rebellion.

Charles Nollin, Riel's cousin, said the pristold him last December that he claimed
indemnity of $100,000 from the Dominion
government for losses in the former rebellion
lie said that if he got the indemnity he
oner
an

would go away, and if not he would raise a
rebellion. The witness also deposed as to
Riel's leadership of the rebels.
General Middleton was examined, and
dwelt chiefly on the events of the cam-

paign.

At one point Riel's anxiety got the better
of him, and he asked to be allowed to cross
examine the witness. He found fault with
the plan of the counsel to rest the defence on
the insanity plan. He was finally quieted
down.
Dr. Wray of Quebec, and Dr. Clark of
Toronto, reached Regina yesterday, land inquired into Riel's mental condition.
They
will probably be examined for the defence

today.
Chicago, July 30.—The Daily News Regina special says Riel's counsel have practically given up the fight and will rest their
entire defence on the plea of insanity.
BEAT

HER

RECORD.

Maud S. Trots a Mile In 2.08 3-4.

Cleveland, O., July 30.—Maud S. went
mile this afternoon
over the Glenville
track in 2. OH J. Her time by quarters was 34Ï,
a

1.0*4 and 1.35J.

family.

FOREIGN.

Lord

Salisbury Outlines the Policy
the English Government.

presented

future

Cholera Appears in the Aristocratic
Portion of Madrid.

England Shaping

Policy to Maintain
Predominance in Egypt.
a

meeting.

An

CRANT'S DISEASE.
From Its Incitation to the End DeCEN.

by Dr. Shrady.
New York, July 30.—The next number

Immense Petition Presented to

the

English

House of Commons

scribed

of

Record will contain an article
by I)!1? Shrady describing Gen. Grant's disease from its incitation to the end.
The
alarming hemorrhage on April 7th, Dr.
was
due
to
the
detachment
of
a
Shrady says
portion of the slough from the right side to
the pharynx, and no large vessel was implicated. The separation of the slough was
anxiously awaited, and when it occurred the
latient, as was expected, became much re-

Urging Immediate

the Medical

ieved of many of his more distressing local
symptoms, and of his depressed bodily condition. Then it was announced by the press
that because the General had rallied the physicians had erred in diagnosing the case, and
consequently the patient's chances of recovery were good,
Much as this happy result was to be hoped for, the stubborn fact
of the existence of the original disease and
of its steady progress towards an inevitably
fatal issue" was fpainfully apparent to the
gentlemen watching the case. The return
of the patient's strength was not a
surprise
to his physicians.
It was what they aimed
to bring about by the treatment
employed,
but the gratifying change for the better was
believed to be simply of a
charactemporary
ter. Death, directly or
indirectly due to the
extension of the throat disease, was a question of a few months at most.
The
temporary rally of the patient's
strength was taken advantage of in every
possible way to conserve his vital forces and
make his last days as comfortable as
possible and the success
attending these efforts
was manifested in
many ways. He, however,
possessed in a remarkable degree the faculty
of repressing his feelings,
bearing his pain
and maintaining his mental
composure, all
of which were calculated to deceive the casual observer as to the real extent of his suffering. lu the midst of this and with the
constant reminder of approaching deatli he
stoically gave himself up to the composition
of his life's story, anxious only that he
should live long enough to finish it.
The progress of the local disease was a

steady

one from the
beginning. The loss of
palate and adjacent soft parts occasioned
great difficulty in swallowing and this was
most painfully marked toward the end. His
nourishment, w'hich for six months was always m a liquid form was seldom taken
without some choking.
These paroxysms,

the

however, became quite severe and it was
only by his supreme self-control and calm

and that the Porte shall be left
with free hands in the settlement of the occupied provinces. Sir Henry Drummond
Wolff's misnion to the Sultan has reference
to the question of administrative consolely
trol in
Egypt. The Sultan keenly opposes
an international control.
Lord Salisbury is
shaping a policy to maintain English predominance in the administration of Egyptian
affairs.

charged

Passage

of the

Criminal Act Amendment.

Twenty Exiles Shot Dead While
tempting ito Escape from

At-

Their Cuard.

Sir Henry Drummond Wolff is
to obtain the Sultan's consent to a

scheme of administrative reform, which
shall place the power in the hands of the
English or of Euglisli nominees.

The Rothschilds, having the option of repaying themselves in stock, for the advance
made to the Egyptian treasury, will make
enormous profits on the premium rates, apart
from their ^commission, on the issue of the
stock to the public. An investor will have a
small chance of dealing before the quotation reaches 99.

The Daily News states that it believes it to
be a fact that Mr. Gladstone intended that
the Bank of England should issue the loan.
"It is

reported,

the News says, "that Prince

Bismarck insisted that German financial
houses should share in the 'plunder,' and
that the Marquis of Salisbury complied in
order to conciliate Bismarck."

Ravages of Cholera.
Madbid, July 30.—It is impossible

to obtain complete returns from the cholera districts as heavy storms have broken the telegraph wires. lieturns from all Spain so far
as received show a total for Monday of 1217
new cases and 471 deaths, including 37 new
cases and 25 deaths in Madrid
city, and 85
new cases and 14 deaths in Madrid province.
The cholera is not only increasing in the
poorer quarters of Madrid, but is making its
way into streets of the better portion of the
capital, which hitherto have been exempt.
The King has intimated that if the cholera
continues to spread in Madrid he will return
to that city.
In the whole of Spain yesterday there
were reported 31G0 new cases of cholera and
1252 deaths.

Desperate Battle with Convicts.

Moscow, July 30.—Sixty criminals

who
had been sentenced to exile in Siberia recently while en|route rose againstltheir guards
and although unarmed began a desperate
fight for liberty. The battle lasted a long
time and the soldiers were absolutely unable
to conquer their manacled assailants. Twenty of them were shot dead and of the other
Two of the soldiers were wounded.

escape.

El Mahdi's

Dying Injunction.

Caiho. July 30.—D1 Mahdi was ill only two
days. There were no doctors present at the
time of his death, which occurred on June
El Mahdi enjoined his successor to
tinue to wage war with the Christians.

30.

con-

Mayor's Banquet.
Londox, July 30.—The Lord Mayor presided at a banquet to the ministry last night.
The Lord

There

was a

notable company present, in-

cluding Lord Wolseley, Sir Peter Lumsden
and many ladies.
After the usual loyal
toasts, Lord Salisbury replied to the toast to

the ministers. He admitted that Mr. Gladstone's policy had been honorably adhered
to. He defended the government against
the charge of adopting the Liberal policy,
contending that the extended franchise In
Ireland necessitated a change of policy in
the direction adopted. In regard to foreign
affairs he said it was necessary for the honor of the nation that the government should
continue the policy of the late government,
even though it was opposed to the Conservative policy, but they regretted their inability
to take up the threads of the policy left by
Lord Beaconsfield. The government would,
however, devote themselves to domestic affairs and the promotion of such a condition
of things in the countries in Africa and the
East dependent upon England, as would restore the cordial
among the European
powers which is essential for the prosperity
of the world.
Sir Michael Hicks Beach, Chancellor of
the Exchequer, responded for the Commons.
He referred to the recent expedition of business resulting from the forbearance of the
Liberals, and to the Conservatives' chances
in the general election.
One portion of Lord Salisbury's speech
was significant.
He eulogized the policy of
the late Lord Beaconsfield in dealing with
the Afghan question. That policy was to establish a scientific frontier for India, and after that to claim nothing more, but accept
nothing less. He hoped that when the next
Lord Mayor's banquet was held, the Conservative leaders would be able to show peace
with Russia and the prosperity of Egypt assured.
Lord Randolph Churchill, Secretary of
State for India, and the Earl of Iddesleyh
(Sir Stafford Northcote), First Lord of the
Treasury, both remained away from the banquet. Ί heir absence has caused much comment, and has added to the sensation produced by Lord Randolph's decision at the
last moment to not attend the great Tory
meeting yesterday in Liverpool.

feeling

A

High Tory

Salisbury.

Army

to

the House of Commons.

London, July 30.—The Salvation Army
marched this afternoon with much parade to
the Parliament buildings to present to the

House of Commons a monster petition urging the immediate passage of the criminal
act amendment, raising the age at which a
girl may consent to an immoral life from 13
years, the present limit to 18 years. The petition contains half a million signatures and
is one mile and a half long.
It was borne in
a special carriage. The procession was very
on

the Thames'embankraent

whence a deputation proceeded to the House
of Commons to present the monster prayer.
In the House of Commons the care of the
petition was entrusted to Mr. James Stuart,
radical member for Hackney, and long distinguished as an educational philanthropist
and champion of ^educational privileges for
Mr. Stuart at one introduced the
women.
to
the
matter
Commons.
He
said that such was the popular feeling upon
the subject that it had taken but 17 days to
uini

cuis euuimuuo liuuiuer ur

siguauu ua.

The vast roll was then moved up to the
clerk's desk and he read the petition to the
House, holding that part of the document in
his hands, but the bulk was lying upon the
floor and occupying most of the space in
front of the speaker's table.
will
substituting for the clause enacting that moneys
advanced to purchasers shall be taken out of
the church surplus fund the words "any
funds at the disposal of
the land commission."
The modification is an enlargement
of the purchase opportunities created by the
act, and is made to mollify the Parnellites
who have been dissatisfied with the limited
scope of the measure in its present form.

Foreign Notes.
The Porte lias made a contract with
for 33,500,000 worth of his guns, and
the politicians at Constantinople are wondering whence the money to pay for them is to
be obtained.
The Island of Madagascar is tranquil. It
is reported that the Hova commander at
Majunga has been killed.
Advices from Askabad say that Kussian
re-enforcements have been ordered to Merv,
and that several provision contractors have
already gone.
The church of Santa Anna, at Naples,
Italy, which was built in the sixteenth century, has been burned.
The Pope's allocution complains of the increasing difficulty which the church encounters in Italy, France and Germany. It enjoins concord and declares that Catholics will
defend to the utmost the rights of the
church.
(ieneral Sir Donald Martin Stewart will resign as commander-in-chief of the Indian
army in October, and will take a seat in the
coiincil of India.
Lieutenant General Sir
Frederick Sleigh Roberts will succeed to the
command of the Indian army.

Kroupp

MEXICO.

to fear from the United States.
lie refuted
certain assertions made recentlvi regarding
the Monroe doctrine, which he declared was
perfectly consistent with the company's enterprise. One of the bondholders present
questioned the figures in the report, and demanded that a committee of enquiry be appointed. Charles De Lesseps opposed the
motion, and the report was unanimously
adopted.
The old board of directors was
re-elected.
The meeting unanimously authorized the board to persist in its application to the French government to permit a
lottery loan of 000,000,000 francs.

The Egyptian Question.
30.—Said Pacha
Grand Vizier of Turkey, seems to grow
worse in his illness.
He is now becoming
insane. His incapacity delays the AngloTurkish negotiations about Egypt. It is rumored that England meditates conferring
with the other powers to obtain their endorsement for the settlement of the Egypt
ian question without the consent of Turkej
in the event of a failure of the present ncgo
tiations on that subject between Great Bri
tain and the Porte.
London, July 30.—The Marquis of Salis
bury has reopened negotiations with tin
Porte for a Soudan expedition.
Mr. White
British Minister ad interim at Constantinople, reports that the Sultan is willing to oc
by eastern Soudan on condition that a par
of the cost of occupation shall be défrayée

Constantinople, July

No American citizen, whether specially an
admirer of Gen. Grant or not, can read such
a declaration as that without.pain.
If I pronounce it untrue I must, of course, give my
authority, and to do that requires me to tell
a tale out of school, though fortunately one
that will not harm anybody.
When I wrote the article on Grant for the
"American Cyclopaedia" I felt bound to include that same statement, but Mr. Dana, the
editor, in reading the proof of the article,
struck out the sentence, and wrote on the
margin, "This is not true." As Mr. Dana
was assistant secretary of war when that
campaign was in progress, there could hardly
be a higher authority ; and as he was at this
time politically unfriendly to Gen. Grant, it
is not to be supposed that he would have
stricken out the ugly incident except in the
interest of truth,
Kossiteh Johnson.

Possible Purchase of the American

Railways.
Mkxico, Jnly

City of
A financial
newspaper which is the organ of the National bank, in this week's issue, gives
currency
to the report of a heavy English loan to Mexico. The sum mentioned is $100,000,000 the
first instalment to be frcm $15,000,000 to $20,-

000,000.
The

same paper reports that a British
agent lias brought forward the idea of the
purchase of the American railways by English companies. It is said that a decree for
the recognition of the debt forms a part of
the basis of the projected loan. All this is
in line with the projected Anglo-Mexican
trade alliance which is being advocated in
Mexico. English manufacturers view with
anxiety the diversion of the trade of the
country to the United States, and are think
ing how to bind Mexico in a close commercial alliance with England, as has been done
in the case of Chili.
The trials of the students confined in I3elem penitentiary on the charge of inciting an
outbreak against the government are proceeding rapidly. Several students have been
discharged from custody. A large force of
police is stationed in the court room during
the trials.

THE

DOMINION.

The Canadian Fisheries.
Ottawa .July 30.—The government steamer
La Canadienne has returned to Gaspe from
the lower gulf and reports summer fishing
from Blanc Sablin to Natash<|iian a total fail
ure.
No fishing vessels are to be seen nil' the
coast all having
left for Newfoundland.
Above Natashauan the catch is much below
the average but on the south shore the fishing is reported good.

1885

Aquatic.
Among

the entries for the regatta of the
National Association of amateur oarsmen in

Boston, August

12tb and 13th are

:

single sculls—John P. Buckley, Portland,

Senior

Cumberland boat club.
Four oared shells—Junior. Dlrlgo club, Portland (W. T. Greeley, W. I'. Perrln, P. E. Gibbons,
M. G.

Davis.)

"Aunt Sally", whose face and voice were
so long known in the streets of Boston, died
at the Tewksbury, Mass., Insane Hospital
on Monday, aged (i'J years.
She was born in
York, Me., and was the widow of Captain

Freeman.

BASE

BALL.

GAME TO-DAY.

The Portlands will play the Haverlillls this afternoon at the Portland grounds. Galviu and
Hurley will be the lattery for the Haverhills,
and nrobablv Watson and Thaver lor the Portlands. Game will be called at 3 o'clock.
HAVERHILLS 5; PORTLANDS 4—COSTLY ERRORS
DID IT.

Nearly

900

people interested in the national

game, who had reasen to believe that the home
club would repeat their brilliant record ot the
first of the week, ran the risk yesterday afternoon
of getting a ducking—as every indication was for
rain—and went out to the Portlands' grounds.
How great was their disappointment we will not
say, but judging from the groans, hisses, etc., it
was of pretty large
dimensions, during the first
inning. Weidel and Hanna were the home team's
battery, with Titcomb and Robinson for the visitors.
The Portlands were first at the bat, and went
out in great style—Aimls hit to third and was
thrown out; Munce took first on called balls, and
was thrown out in attempting to steal second;
Weidel struck out. Here our record ends. The
Haverliills went in, and it seemed as though nearly every man on the home team were assisting the
visitors to win. They all had an off day. Lots of
chances to put the side out were passed by, and
before the inning closed, on five bad errors and
only two easy hits the Haverhills had scored four
runs. In the second inning another was added on
errors.
After this miserable exhibition the home
team braced up and kept the visitors down to the
five runs.
The batting of the Portlands, with the exception of Annis, was weak.
At a previous game
Titcomb had been batted out the box ; yesterday
they could do nothing with him. Then again the
Haverhills supported him splendidly yesterday.
The features of the game were Annis' batting ;
brilliant stop of a hot liner with one hand by Shaw
from Foster's bat, and the stop of a wild pitch iby
Robinson,two men being on bases when he sprang
into the air and Just reached it. Annis' two-bagger In the second brought Dugan home from first
base; again Annis' two bagger in the fifth
inning brought the same man home from second ;
again in the eighth Annis hit into the left field for
three bases, bringing a man home from second ;
and a wonderful catch of a fly in left field by
Annis. In fact Annis saved the nine from a shut
out. The score ;

The Last

Foster, If
Robinson,

7

27

28

11

It. BH. TB. PO. Α.
13
7
10
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
C
Ο
3
0
1112
Ο
Ο
Ο
3
7
0
1
1
9
0
0
0
0
2
3
Ο
Ο
4
Ο
Ο
2
0
0
0
0

Ε.

1
11
l
0
0
Ο
Ο

c

Bowen, of
Duval, 3b

ρ

Totals

1110

R.

4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
8

McGarr, 2b
Hawkes, ss
Hurley, rf
Titcomb,

E.
1
0
3
1
0
0
Ο
1
5

ΑΡ..

31

PO. A.
1
1 17
0
Ο
θ
Ο
0
1
1
6
3
l
l
4
7
1114
0
0
0
0
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
1
1
Ο
7

BH. TB.
■

6

C

β

PORTLANDS.

Annis, If
Munce, cf
Weidel. ρ

4
2
4
4
4
4
4
3
2

Holland, 31)
Fulmer, 2b
Hartnett.lb
Sliaw.ss
Hanna, C

Dugan,

r

f

Totals

31

Innings
Haverhills...,

4

5

9

24

0
1
1
1
Ο
0
0
4
0

10

7

23456788

1
4
0

6
Portlands
01010020
4
Runs earned—Portlands 1.
First base on errors—Portlands 5, Haverhills 2.
First base on
called balls—Portlands 4. Struck out—by Weidel
4, by Titcomb 7. Total strikes called—on Weidel
8, on Titcomb 8. Two base hit—Annis (2). Three
base hit—Annis.
Double plays—Shjiw, Fulmer
and Hartnett; McGarr and Irwin. Passed balls—
Hanna 3, Robinson 3.
Wild pitches—Titcomb 1.
Umpire—Joseph Quinn. Time of game—1 hour,
55 minutes.
LAWRENCES, 5; NEWBliRYPORTS, 3.
The Lawrences played their first league game
with the Newburyports in Newburyport yesterday
afternoon, the visitors winning by the following
1000000

x—

LAWRENCES.

Kiley, li
Burns, c

Hassett, 3b
CConneU, lb

Brosnan, 2b
Fish, ρ
Conway, ci
Vadeboneoeur, ri
McAndless, ss

a.b
5
5
5
3
4
4
4
4
3

b.
ο
0
0
0
ο
1
Ο
ι
3

bh.
0
0
0
1
ο
2
ο
ι
3

37

Β

7

Totals

0
0
0
1
ο
2
ο
ι
4

po. α.
1
ο
8
0
0
3
11
ο
4
l
Ο 13
1
1
ι
ο
1
2

8

27

tb.

ε.

Ο
2
0
0
ο
2
1
2

Ο

~7

20

NKWBVRYPORTS.
ΑΒ.
..5
4
*
3
4
4
4
4

,.

Ellis, lb,

Cody,

rf

Clark,

ss,

Ρ
Fish, cf

Heefe, 2b
Phillips, 3b
Jandron, c
Barton, If

3

Κ.
1
2
0
0
0
Ο
0
0
0

ΒΗ. ΤΒ. ΡΟ.
1
1 1β
2
2
1
3
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
3
0
Ο
3
2
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
2

Ε.
1
1
3
0
1
2

Α.

0
0
4
0
3
6
3
2
0

0
1
0

10 27 15 ~9
1 23456789
Innings
Lawrences
0 0 000130 1—6
0 02000010-3
Newbnryports
Earned runs-Lawrences 2. Newbnryports 1.
Two base bits—McAndless, Beck and Phillips
Passed balls—Burns 2. Wild pitch—Beck 1. First
base on balls—I*awrences 2, Newburyports 2
First on errors—Lawrence* 7. New buryports 3
Struck out— Lawrences 1, Newburyports 7
Double plays—Beck, Keefeand Ellis.
Totals

36

STANDING OK
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3
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..18

Ν. E.

LEAGUE.

27

ϊο!θ

4Γ,

NATIONAL LEAGUE GAMES.
AT PROVIDENCE.

Innings

Providences
St. Louis

1

2

8

456789

v0 0000003 1—4
..1

OlOOOOCO— 2
Base hits—Providences 8, St. Louis, 6. ErrorsProvidences 9, St. Louis, 5.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

1 2345 6 789
Innings
200 0 0 0000—2
Chicagos
Ο 0 00000 0 0—0
Philadelphias
Base hits—Chicagos, 5; Philadelphias, 4.
Er3
rors—Chicagos, ; Philadelphias, 5.
AT NEW YORK.

Innings

1 23456789
NewYorks
000000 Ο 3 x— 3
Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο 1— 1
BufTalos
Base hits—New Yorks. 8j BufTalos, 5. Errors—
New Yorks, 4; Buffalos, 3.
AT

boston.

23456789
Bostons
0020000 1—3
Détroits
00000000—2
Base hits—Bostons. 6; Détroits, 6.
ErrorsBostons, 7 ; Détruits, 6.
BROCKTONH, 17; MERIDIN8, 14—EXHIBITION

Innings

1
O
2

GAME.

The heaviest batting game seen 011 the Brocktons' grounds this season was played there yesterday afternoon between the leaders of the Eastern
New England and Southern New England leagues.
Both clubs played a poor fielding game.
The
score by innings Is:

Innings

Brocktons
Meridens

,.

1
1
2

23456789
0
Ο

Resting Place

of Cen. Grant.

N. Y. Sun.

gected,

shrubbery. ManhattanviUe,

to the

northeast,
lies in tiie valley ninning northwest
and
southeast between Claremont and the highland north of 129th street. At the bottom of
the valley Manhattan street leads to Fort
Lee Ferry.
The view up the Hudson to the north is
the finest view from Claremont. All the windings of both the east and the west shores of
the river are as
revealed as in a map
for twenty miles clearly
northward.
On one side
il-r»_i!
j··

■uv>

«uv
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which stretch from Spuyten Duyvil to Sing
Sing and beyond. A high and irregular line
of hills makes the horizon.
As to the view
from below, the monument at Claremont, if
it shall be at all massive and elevated, will
•be a prominent object in
the landscape.
With a glass travellers on steamships arrlvin Hoboken can distinguish it.
For many
miles navigators on the Hudson cannot mise
seeing it.

The spot suggests Revolutionary war memFort Lee is a bold promontory on the
opposite side of the river, the old fort in Central Park is on the southeast. Fort Washington is on the north, and the highlands near
West Point shut in the horizon
beyond the
Tappan Zee. it has also been pointed out
that the water front and the park, being the
of the city, must remain undisurbed forever. Xo structures can be erected to break the uniformity of the view from
above and from below.
Furthermore, it Is
said that the fact that the entire northern end
of Riverside Park is unimproved is rather an
advantage than a detriment to the building of
the tomb. The twenty acres to be occupied
are now like a ploughed field.
The only improvements thereabouts are the smooth drivethe
Claremont
restaurant, and the oldway,
fashioned horse shed, with six divisions invitingly open toward the road.
The site is remote from lines of travel,
and is nearly eight miles, air line, from the
City Hall, and six miles at least by any practicable route from the Grand Central Depot.
To owners of carriages it is a twenty minutes drive from the north end of Central
Park. The restaurant, Mayor Grace said
is on the site where the tomb will
yesterday,
l>e placed, and the old building will be razed
to the ground. The
temporary tomb to receive the body of General Grant is to be built
of brick near the restaurant
ories.

iiroperty

RAPID HOSE COUPLING.

Ceorge

R. Brett Cives an Exhibition
of His Peculiar Talent.

[Boston Herald.]
Mr. George R. Brett of Decatur, 111., possesses the title of "Champion Hose
Coupler
of the World."
Since Monday last he has
been stopping at the Waverly House, Revere Beach, Mass.
Wednesday afternoon
Mr. Brett gave a private exhibition of his
skill in

breaking couplings and putting on
pipe, for the edification of a small party of
journalists, veteran firemen and athletes.
His feats in themselves proved a decided
novelty to nearly all present, yet the most
wonderful part of the performance was the
startling rapidity with which he accomplished his various moves. He uses two
sections of ordinary hose, which are joined
together by couplings manufactured by the
American Hose Company of Chelsea. It is
the regulation coupling used by most fire
departments. Mr. Brett's first feat was the
breaking of couplings and putting on pipe
under the Iowa state rules, which require
til ft

ftOlililpr

tn

atarwl

coupling, with hands above the head, make
one and one-half turns on coupling and then
attach pipe.
He accomplishes this in one
and three-quarter seconds, two second»,

and une and one-quarter seconds. Mr. Brett
next adjusted the couplings to three full
turns by withdrawing the washers. The
first trial was made in two and one-hall seconds. and the next two in two and threequarters second. One of the party was then
invited'to simply break the coupling in
order to afford a contrast in the matter of
speed. It took him fully five seconds to un-

the coupling.
Mr. Brett, who was born in Decatur in
is
1851,
visiting the East for the purpose of
participating in the forthcoming firemen's
tournaments in New England, land professes
his willingness to
against any
compete
team of two hose couplers singly
in New England.
Brett will sojourn at the Waverly House
for some days.
From there he goes to Syracuse, Ν. Y., to take part In the tournament
11th.
The spectators evinced
opening August
no end of wonderment at the
rapid work of
the Decatur coupler. At the conclusion of
the exhibition
Proprietor Munroe of the
Waverly entertained the party, and an impromptu musicale was held in the parlors.
screw

CRANT AND MAINE FISHERMEN.

8

The following is the standing j)f the clubs in the
Eastern New England League to date:
W""·
Lost. Played. Per cent.
ι»
ι.
2C.
Brocktous
15
41
63 4
20
Lawrences
i«
42
old
Haverhills
19
24
43
44 2
22
405
37
Newburyports..15

Portlands,

CENTS.

The site chosen is on a sort of promontory
on the Hudson River,
and is the highest
point of land in ManhattanviUe. The outward swell of the promontory begins at 122(1
street, and the river bank returns to its regular line at 129th street. The summit of this
elevation is an almost level plateau of a little
more than twenty acres.
On the river side
the descent is abrupt. At its foot, 200 feet
below, are the tracks of that branch of the
Hudson Hiver Railroad which runs into the
West Thirtieth street depot. From the edge
of the bluff a stone could be flung down to
the tops of the cars. On the northwest is the
ferry to Fort Lee and on the north and
northeast red brick houses, stores, and manufactories of ManhattanviUe cluster around
the base of the hill. A steep footpath permits the pedestrian to shorten the road from
ManhattanviUe up. The regular road is the
old Bloomingdale road, made long before the
Riverside Park was planned. It winds up
and around the base of the hill and reaches
the top to the south of the accepted site of
the tomb.
If the observer on the summit of the hill
looks to the south, he has opened before him
the long vista of Riverside Park and it» 177
acres of driveways, hewn-stone wall, and ancient oaks and maples on the steep slopes of
the Hudson river. On liis right are the everwidening surface of the Hudson and the distant cities of the Hoboken and Jersey City,
and on the left the spires and tall buildings
of New York city disappearing in a haze.
To the east and southeast only pasture land
dotted with oaks can be seen. It is unimproved private property, and will, it is exrise in value and become the site of
andsome villas with lawns, walks and

HAVERHILLS.

Irwin, lb

The Irish Land Purchase Act.

London, July 30.—'The government
amend the Irish land purchase act by

The

Prospects of the Panama Canal.
Paris, July 30.—The annual meeting of
the Panama Canal Company, was held in
Paris yesterday.
M. De Lessees presided.
Delegates from the Columbian, French and
Spanish governments were present, together
with other distinguished persons. M. De
Lesseps read the annual report, which was
received with applause.
The chairman
thought that the canal company had nothing

butchery."

ΑΒ.

The Errand of the Salvation

large,and halted

Cold Harbor) on June 3, lasting
hardly more than a quarter of an hour, cost
him (Grant) 11,000 men ; and when orders
went out to renew it, the whole line, without
any previous concert, absolutely refused to
move.
They were disheartened by such
assault (at

Monmouth, Me., July 25,

THREE

RIVERSIDE PARK.

The Assault at Cold Harbor.
To the Editor of the New York Tribune:
Siu : In the Tribune's interesting sketch
of Gen. Grant's career I find this passage in
the account of the campaign of 1863: "An

Sheet Dissatisfied with

The London Standard expresses great dissatisfaction with Lord Salisbury's speech at
the Lord Mayor's banquet last evening, and
with his Irish policy.

of

Action of Ex-Consular Officers.
New York, July 30.—Consular officers
who were abroad during Gen. Grant's administration met at the Windsor Hotel today
to take action upon the death of the General. Among those present were Gen. Dan'l
E. Sickles, Molilon Chance and E. D. liassett. Addresses on Gen. Grant's life and career were made and a committee was appointed to draft suitable resolutions to be

pj; Egypt,

υυ

Richmond, Ya., July 30.—After the reading of the platform today, J. E. Massey was
nominated for lieutenant government by acclamation and Gen. J. A. Walker, liufus A.
Ayres and Κ. K. Henry were placed in nomination for attorney general.
Ayres was unanimously nominated. A
resolution was adopted by a rising vote, expressing sorrow at the death of General
Grant and gratification at the thought that
he in trying hours bore himself towards the
people »f the South with such magnanimity
and good faith as can never be forgotten and
tendering sincere sympathy to his bereaved

afternoon.
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Account of a Trip the Old Commander Once Made to Mt. Desert.
Some years ago Mr. I. Π. Bailey of Bath,
with other friends went along with the soldier on an excursion up the New England
coast. A yacht took the party for a sail to
Mt. Desert, but a dense fog settled on the
water,, and the little craft groped its way
through the darkness. After some hit-and
miss driftingthe party were hailed from the
shores of one of the lesser islands that
abound in that desert region, and cordially
invited to tie up for the night. There was
rejoicing on the rocks when the natives discovered that fortune had sent them the great
hero of the war as a guest. Simple minded
fishermen were these people who lived on
the little island, but in no circle in all the
world was a heartier welcome ever given to
the famous man : and if action goes for anything no reception with parade and loud acclamation ever gave the great leader more
pleasure. The best house on the island was
put at his disposal ; there was nothing that
the open-hearted fishermen were not willing
to do gladly to insure his comfort. Their
rude courtesy fascinated Gen. Grant. He
made no effort to conceal his pleasure at their
kindliness.
The mood of thoughtfulness,
self-abstraction, taciturnity—the characteristic trait by various men called different
names,—was all gone.
Gravity had yielded
to geniality, and rare good nature softened
his manner.
When supper had been eaten,
the iiarty gathered around a fire-place in the
kitcnen of the house.
Grant talked of the
war, of Vicksburg, of Chattanooga, of what
the Union had suffered, and what it was destined to achiexe.
It was a clear-out
that he told, a lucid statement of events,story
and
he told it well and feelingly.
Some of his
auditors had never heard him talk
before,
ami had the impression that prevailed so ex

tenslvely, that his taciturnity was habitual,
possessing some of the characteristics of stolidity. They sat and listened with rapt attention. It was 2 o'clock in the morning before any of them got to bed.

NOTES.

Bradley of the Haverliills has been released.
The Qneen Cttys of Bangor play the Portlands
Saturday afternoon In this city.
Blakeley and
Thayer will be the battery for the home team.
Thayer says he can hold him. We shall see.
Manager ltobinson of the Queen City» was in
town yester day looking for
players. He has interviewed

Beuuers anil a friend of Weiilel's.
An effort was made to secure Goodwin, the
Colby pitcher, for the Queen Citys, but the Mechanic Falls people did not like to part with him.
There will be three league games here next
week. The Brocktons will play a game Tuesday
and again on Wednesday, and the Haverhills are
down for Thursday.
HUey and Donovan, both of them Portland boys,
will be the battery for the Queen Cttys In tomorrow's game.

It is probable tiiat the Philadelphia league team
will play here Aug. 14th.
The Belfasts will be here Aug, 12th and J3th.

CENERAL NEWS.

Shonberger's iron and steel work» at Pittsburg, l'a., will start up on full time in every
department except the nail factory, next
Monday giving employment

to 2000 men.
A warrant has been issued for the arrest of
Wm. Caldwell proprietor of the New York

Sunday Mercury
red

on a charge of libel preferby Fanny Danvenport and her husband.

AH the print cloth mills of Fall
Mass., except the Ihirfee and Union,River,
will
shut down four weeks before October
l, to
curtail production.
A despatch from
Ga., states
that Thomas N. Brantley, a
white man
wbo had married the widow young
of a

Bainbridge,

prominent
physician, was takeu from jail and
the Alabama side of the river. lvnehed
He had
abused his wife.
on
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SWIMMING UNDER MENTAL·

foot,

shows that floating and swimming are
matter of mental control than physi-

cal exertion.

WORTH THAT.
New York Tribune.
Mr. Joseph Taylor, of the Northwest, offers to let the current carry liitn over Niagara for 810,000.
A man who would make
such a proposition cannot own a life that is
worth more 50, or say 75, cents.
HE HAS THROWN AWAY HIS I.AST VOTE.
An employe to John Roach's son.
Mr. Roach, I have been α Democrat all my
life, but since this government crusade has
begun on your father I have been thinkthe
fact that Democrat and
ing over
damnation begin with the same letter, and I
have cast my last vote for that party.
THE ACCOUNTS ARE NOT BALANCED.
Boston Journal.
The National Mugwump Committee has
published a pamphlet report of its receipts
and expenditures last year.
When some of
the contributors look over the list of HigNOT

oovkkkob, a pboclamation.

The National bereavement caused by tho death
ot General U. S. Grant, has
suitably called forththea
universal expression of sorrow
throughout
civilized world. 1 am aware that the heart of the
people of this State is in full sympathy with the
general expression of encomium which has been so
richly bestowed on his exalted character—measured 011 the battle field for this Union, in its National executive departments and
finally exemplified In that last great trial for life 111
which he disa glorious spectacle of divine self
played
sacrifice
ana composure, the fruit of a God-like
manhood.
In consideration of the death of so illustrious a
patriot and statesman, I do recommend that our
National flag be suspeuded at half-mast on the
public buildings of our State until the day of the
funeral, and that there be a general suspension of
public and private business during tile hours of
the funeral services of our honored ex-president.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta this
twenty-fourth day of.I uly, 111 the year of our
Lord, one thousand eight hundred and
live. and the Independence of the United eightyStates
of America, the one hundred and tenth.
Fkedeuick Κογ.ικ.
By the Governor.
Obahaxdal Smith, Secretary of State.

ginses, Pillsburys, Trouus, Chases, Joneses,
O'Learys. Keileys, Barbieres and others too
numerous to mention, they will be likely to
innuire whether they really had their money

Now that Capt. Chase has retired from
politics who will boss the Portland Democracy?
When Gen.

Hazen sails for Europe wo
hope h<! will not be so selfish as to take all
the pleasant weather along with him.
We observe that the Democratic
city committee of Augusta has advited Col. Morton to

stick.

The advice

Tho

was

entirely superfluous.

brotherly love subsisting

worth.

s

Boston Transcript.
Mrs. Rosa C. Gilbert not only denies that
she is dead, and that, consequently, the remains found in Charles river are hers, but
says that she never was a waitress in a restaurant, that her husband never was a butcher, and that her folks are all respectable. It
is now the turn of the imaginative detectives
to say something. By the way, it is high

the force published
liis theory of suicide for an explanation of
the

mystery.

our

among

Princess Beatrice's wedding cake cost
82,500 This is not the cake that is so often
taken.
A I,

city besides Chicago
York

to protest against New
the burial place of Gen. Grant.

as

The Mugwump paper that calls Miss
Cleveland "our Democratic queen," "the royal mistress of the mansion," and so
on, is

getting silly.

The new postmaster at Baltimore has notified all the women clerks in the establishment that lie will dispense with their services on September 30. Offence : Cant't vote
and jmll wires on election days.
The Springfield Republican says that Col.
Smalley does not belong to the "growing
end of the Democratic party in Vermont."
We didn't know before that the party in that
State had more than one end.
Mr. James M. Webb who has
just been removed from the postoflice at
Saccarappa lost
a leg in the war of the rebellion.
Chairman
Brown proved his "offensive partisanship"

by

a

full length photograph

we

presume.

It is to be hoped that the Rev. Dr. Newwill not model his funeral sermon over
Gen. (Jrant after the one he delivered over
the remains of ex-Gov. Stamford's son.. One
of that sort is about as many as the American
man

people

can

stand.

Wonder if Marshal Andrews still thinks as
lie told a Boston Herald reporter in April that
with an "honest and rigorous" enforcement of
of the liquor law all the
rumshops can be
closed up, and if so what does he think of
the enforcement he has been
giving us for
the last month ? Does he consider it "honest and

rigorous?"

DeLesseps's Isthmus canal enterprise is in
η bad way if the
despatches are to be believed. Little but preliminary work has
yet
been done, yet the money is all gone and the
French government refuses to guarantee a
new issue of bonds.
Without this guaranty
it is

going
exceedingly difficult, most
likely impossible, to raise more funds.
DeLesseps evidently greatly underestimated
the difficulties of cutting a water-way
through the Panama isthmus.
to

be

almost without number.
Edwin Booth and Lawrence Unrretf

mer

am

summering together.
Kev. M. J. Savage holds religious services at
the Bay View Hotel, Old Orchard, every Sunday morning.
Hon. Wayne McVeagh, ex-Secretary of the
Interior, is at the Poland Spring House with

family.
dress

Fancy

balls

becoming

are

more nu-

at Old Orchard.
The fishing off Old Orchard is especially
good, this season. Fine catches are reported
Cod and mackerel are very
every day.
merous

plenty anil easily caught.
Squirrel Island is the first

to come to the
iront with its annual base ball nine. Most
to
the
go
sea
shore
to
people
get rid of this.
Gen. Κ. II. Elmer, ex-Assistant Postmaster-General, will spend the summer at Poland

Spring.

From the top of Green Mountain on Mt.
Desert may be seen Mt. Katahdin, one hundred miles away. Bay of Fundy, Penobscot
bay, Camden hills, Blue Hill bay, Somes
Sound, Baker (Island, 26 miles away. Grand
Manan, and nine different lighthouses.
These are only a few of the interesting points

to be seen on any clear day.
Prof. L. A. Lee, of Bowdoin, is taking his
annual vacation on one of the boats engaged
in the government fisheries.
The Green Mountain railway at Mt. l)es
ert is doing a better business than ever before. Thus far this year its earnings have
been 75 per cent, more than those of the corresponding time last year. The stockholders
smile.
Mr. Joseph Murphy, the actor, is angling
along the Penobscot. The Brooklyn Union
says lie is the richest man on the stage. He
is wortli a cold $500,000 if he is worth a dollar.
The Bar Harbor Tourist is responsible for
this yarn : A Boston woman went to a clairvoyant for her fortune. The clairvoyant
told lier that she was going to Bar Harbor in
a black suit with just a little yellow, that she
was going to the Tontine House, and that
the first man who spoke after she stepped into the door was to be her future husband.
She came to Bar Harbor as had been foretold.
She stepped into the door, when
quick as a wink Mr. Clerk shouted, "Ring
the gong." So Mr. Clerk is to be her future
husband, and Mr. Clerk is now married.
She has been walking about as a woman in a
trance ever since, and Clerk feels as bad
about it as she does.

no

fruit trees In front.

Apply

16-1

I.ET—A first-class rent on State Street.
A For particulars inquire of A. IS. DEWEY,
No. 30 Exchange St.
16-1
ΓΙΊΟ

; 2 new furnished cottages
TO atLET-Cottages
Libby or Front's neck. Apply to J. M.
l'rout's
Neck.
ALLEN, Scarboro,
Jyl4-ltf

ner

FREE in Portland.

$26.00.

One Special Lot of Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
consisting of three different patterns, with tops of
Italian Marble, Hudson Shell or Lepanto. These
are Full Sets of Ten Pieces each,
Including French
Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combination Coin-

One lot of 00 Solid Asli Cliamber Sets, of a style
entirely new the past spring. These are Full Sets,
and are warranted. They have a beautiful .Marquetry Ornamentation, and were considered Low
at our former figure of 933·00· We now, however, offer them for

mode. The stock is warranted KILN DRIED
Lumber, the style is the latest, and the workmanof the very best.
ship
1 lie Former Price of these sets was 855.OO.
As a Special Inducement, we offer them
during the
continuance of this sale, for

$42.50.
CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.
One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets, warranted. These sets have French Bureau, with
Landscape Mirror, the Commode has three drawers
and a side door, and the drawer pulls are of the
favorite square shape, in solid brass. These sets
are unquestionably the best bargain in genuine
cherry sets ever offered in this country.
Former Price 853.OO. Special Cut Price,
these sets, to residents of
$1.25 per week until paid,
$5 per month if purchasers receive their Pay
on

down and

Mahoganized

Chamber Sets.

One lot of 100 Elegant Mahoganized Chamber
Sets, of Ten Pieces Complete ; Curly Maple or Mahoganized panels, French Bureau, with Bevel
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls. Former

Price $33.OO.

Reduced to

tirely New, having been designed expressly for
our Spring Trade, and aie not shown anywhere

We furnish these sets with best Italian, Lepanto or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desiredWe have several other patterns of Mahoganized
Sets, equally low in price, which wo have not
space here to enumerate.

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

,

One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, Ten
Pieces complete, with Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode.
Former Price 940.00.
Now offered at

Boston.

PARLOR SUITS.

$22.00.
One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the New
Square Design, Ten Pieces complete. These were
considered a bargain at 930.00 ; but we have
marked them, to close, at

addition to these two special offers we have
on exhibition Parlor Suits in almost endless variety, ranging from $50 to $150 Each, made from
new and fresh Spring Designs, Upholstered in a

W. H.
HERVEY &
Jy3o

ROOMS

anywhere

in New

England

on

11HIS

Cottage

No. 164 Brackett St., Portland, Me.

THE

PRESS

AND MAYOR DEERENFORCEMENT.
Gen Neal Dow in a communication to the
New York Sun alleges that "whatever the
Pbess says on the subject [the enforcement
of the liquor law by Mayor Deeriug] must be
taken with large allowance." Let us see.
Something over two weeks ago the Pbess
alleged "that the sale of liquor in this city
is now quite as general and scarcely less
open
than it was alleged to be before Mayor Deerand
Marshal
ing
Andrews began their raids."
Until Gen. Dow's communication appeared
in tho New York Sun not one word had been
uttered publicly by Mayor Deering, Marshal
Andrews or anybody else in denial of the
truth of that assertion.
The Argus which
has always been very prompt, in its local columns at least, to come to the rescue of
Mayor Deering has said not a word either editoror
in
other
form.
ially
any
Gen Neal Dow
himself though the Press's paragraph has
been staring him in the face for two weeks,
has not ventured to deny it though the columns of the Portland
papers are always open
to him. The statement made by the Pbess
on July 13 stands today uncontradicted
by
any one, unless the remark of Gen. Dow that
anything the Pbess says about the rumshops must be taken with "largo allowance"
can be construed as a contradiction.
And while there lias been 110 denial of the
INC'S

m

—
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very notable continuation of its truth. Four
days after the Press made this statement
Mayor Deering called the police together and

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and

charged that rumsellers were not only
allowed to keep their shops open, but also
that they were habitually protected from
punishment in the courts by false oaths on
and

the part of the officers.

Gen. Dow will observe that coneeming the
facts there was no difference of opinion between the Press and Mayor Deering.
The
mayor admitted, basing his admission on information from the marshal, that the lawviolated in the face nnd
was habitually
There is a difference of
eyes of the police.
opinion between the Press and Mayor
Deering as to the responsibility for this habitual violation.
Mayor Deering appears to
think that it rests entirely on the police.
The Press on the contrary thinks as long as
Mayor Deering neglects to remove or attempt to remove the officers on "certain beats"
who are "persistently shutting their eyes
and seemingly with a private tinders tan ling" to violations of the liquor law he shares
in the responsibility.

on hand.

Jan23

eodtf

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

GRSterliug aud Continental Exchange
bought aud sold at uio&t favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Letters of
Credit fseucd, available in all the Principal Cities of ISurope.
Investment Necurities Bought and Sold.
jan31
eodtf

BONDS !
State of

IVIaine,

Portland Water Co.,

Lerds & Farniiugton,
Maine Central,
Biddcford & Sac ο Water

Ijanqiug. Michigan,
Zanesvillf, Ohio,
Wau*au, Wis.,
Net eon vil le, Ohio,
Iowa Loan

6e
6»
6m
-6m
Co., 5*
4m

4s
5»
6»

& Trnat Co.,

6*

fully

years. Present owner has other business
which takes his time and capital. This store is 011
a great thoroughfare and will always make
money.
SAMUEL G. CURRY. 45 Milk St.. Boston.
18-1

OK SALE—$350; Best restaurant in Boston
for the price ; one of the oldest ; good trade
weekday, orofits 011 Sunday fraile nn&riv
au the expenses. SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45
pays
Milk St., Boston, Mass.
18-1

Γ

% interest in an old
FORN.ll.E-$10,500;
established 1st class machinist business;

large run of work; manufacturers, machinists
tools, jobbing, etc. ; partner wanted to take charge
of financial department ; a rare opening for the
party ; best of references given and required ;
right
will

prove safe and profitable ; and investigation
invited. W. F. CABBUTHEES, 24 Tremont How,
Boston.
9-2

dtf

dred dollars don't miss this chance.
& CO., 178 Washington St.. Boston.
a

These goods were sold
bargain the lirst of
season

but

at 25 cents per

we

MALE—Wall paper and artists' material
FOR
store for sale, in
flourishing village in Masa

MAINE.

sachusetts, doing

a
business ; will stand instore ; best location in town ;
of about 52000, at appraisal ; this
settle estate ; old stand, been established
Address E. L. POND & CO., 178 Wash-

vestigation ; good
stock

II*

rent low :
is sold to
20 vears.

IMS.

good

ington Street, Boston, Mass.

as it

a

at a great

reduction.

We assure our
customers that this is positively the greatest bargain
of the season.

21-1

MALE—A bake

milk, summer drinks and ice
pastry,
furnished living ropins connected;
cream; 3
also 5 furnished lodging rooms overhead if wanted ; rent low, with 2 years lease ; price of whole,
including fixtures,Istock and all the furniture, for
§1500; tliis is a money making place and is sold
best of reasons.
E. L. POND & CO., 178 Washington St., Boston.
20-1

groceries,
large

Tût RECORD I»

yard,

Death losses paid,

$7,892,511.71

Endowments paid.

3,140,251.96

Surrendered policies,

5,592,112.84

Dividends,

4,208,002.74

TIOR

F

MALE.—A restaurant In

neartheatres^ close to

Boston, right
Washington St., one

Jy29

d3t

or

we

IT

Bath
Ge & 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 6s
P. & Ο. Κ. II....6s

PAPER,

ENVELOPES,

50 Vears' experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

look into System and Advantages of the
Endowments and Five Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

sure to

Nil W

lORH.

iipil

—

Congress St.

We will give Gas free of charge
having 2 or more Teeth
When only one tooth
is extracted 50 ets. will be charged.
We still continue to make the best
S. S. WHITE'S Gum Teeth for
to any one
extracted.

TOWNSEND, Brunswick, Me.
CAMPBELL, Brunswick, Me.
EASTERN CIGAR CO., Ν. E. Agents,'82 Comjy20eodlni
mercial street, Boston.
Hale's Iloney the great
Cough cure, 25c., 5oc

$

31.

Glenn'· Miilphur Noap heals & beauGerman Corn Remover killsCorns
and Bunions. Hill'» Hair anil Whisker
Dye,
Black and Brown, 50c.
Pike's Toothacke
Drops cure in one minute, 25C. Deans Rheumatic Pills are a sure cure, 60c.
ja"16
eod2dp&wlynrm

1

o.oo,

and Warrant them satisfactory.
Cheaper teeth such as used by many dentists, at
a much less
price. Particular attention paid to

25c.

DIAMOND

dtf

CAS FREE.

C. E.
A. F.

and

LITTLE, Agt.

Ε. B. & F. W.

LOCKWOOl),

ISLAND.

Portland, Me.
eodlm

adjourned meeting of the Stockholders of
THE
Diamond Island Association for sole of
choice
will
be held at the Restaurant Build-

of lot»

ing, Diamond Island, Wednesday, Aug. 5, 1885,
at 2
o'clock
m.
Vii
p.
Plans and list of lots may he obtained of Secretary, 199 Middle St.
P. J.

]'y29dlw

LARRABEE,
Secretary.

NO. 1 CEDAR SHINGLES,
SI.50 Per Thousand.
Also all kimls of building lumber

432 COMMERCIAL

Sturdivanl'·
Jy20

ST-T^7

Uh'f.
τ

TROY, CHICAGO, GLEVELAND.
S.G.HALLETT. 236 Water St., HefTori

PORTLAND, MAINE.
hi

CLEMENT··
TiilWÎïTll·""'''''

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 00, 00,
or any number of days.

IT

ISSUES POLICIES
plans, and its

IT

Send for Descriptive Catalogue,
A. MULSIX,
my2o

FOR BALK «V

Fiitc

Portraits

a

Hpccialty.

OPP. FALMOUTH

—

Portland, Maine.
codem

janC'83

PORTLAND,

ME.
eodtf

the premises.

on

1G-4

NVI'.KKS.

few fine coat makers can commence work at once and have steady employment. L. C. YOUNG, 47 Exchange St. 28-1

WANTED—A

THE

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

in an undertaker's store
by a young man. Best of reference» given.
Address "B," Press Office.
28-1

WANTED—Situation

gents' and
WANTED.—Ladies',
cast off clothing, will pay very
for

children's
best cash
price
silks, velvets, cashmeres; also gents'
suits, carpets, &c., all kinds second-hand goods ;
please send postal and we will call. Address MR.
or jinn, m.. r<o. it>w federal street,
city. 27-1
Τ Κ D.—Second-hand Carpets, furniture,
bedding, stores,|&c. ; also east off clothing;
I pay cash. Please send postal. I will call. Audress M. T.. This Office.
27-1

circular

a

SINKINSON,

WAX

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,
Portland, ïlainc.

or

Fifty
agents;
WANTBBGrant's History, introduction by
more

eo<ltf

FIELD,

at

Tenney

Dunham's,

&

12

By Palmer & TrowTHE
tl
lIlL· Sli\T1tIt
Mil IwIllL.
bridge. 176 pages.
38
Anthems, 15 Responses and 3 Chants. Church-

like and impressive music.
the music l>y the compilers.

MI|jALIfli>t

one-third of

About

$1, or $9 per dozen.

By Ernest Leslie.

224

pa-

Besides fine arrangeges.
ments from the Masters, there are good Anthems
by 25 successful modern composers. Music in excellent taste throughout. $1, or $0 per dozen.
Any book mailed for the retail price.

OLIVER mm & CO.,

■

FOR

maEe

A fine residence, situated at
2»/a story, 12 finished rooms;
convenient for two families ; sightly, healthy, and
pleasant ; in a good neighborhood ; will be sold at
a great sacrifice if sold
immediately.
Inquire of
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saccarappa, Me.
3-12

FOR
Saecarappa,

Boston.

BONDQ
V

,7/ΊlECDRITIES MORTGAGEIJ
and

NEGOTIATED BY TH>

FIRST NATIONAL
(Successor

in tentt

vaid

BANK.Corning, Iowa

to Qbo. W. Fein κ & L> arrow.

at your

PF"fWELVE

own

hovie in

Ν.

Γ.

Exchange.

YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Motto In Loaning. Send for circular
triving full particulars as to loans, references, etc.
le

OUP

CsAS.C.NoBTON,0a8h'r. Lew E.DABBOw,Pree't
( Oilman, Sob 4 Co., Bankers, Ν. Y. City,
Befer to J MtacuAien'
Naiiouxi. Bamk, Chicago, Illioofat
UOV20
TTSly

Annual Meeting.
Stockholders of the Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad Company are herebv notified
that their annual meeting for the choice of directors and the transaction of such other business as
may legally lie presented, will be held at the ofllee
of tlie treasurer, in Portland, on the first TUESDAY. the fourth day of August, 1885, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
On the day of the meeting the conductors will
pass stockholders free over tlie road to and from
(lie meeting, on presentation of share certificates
F. R. BARRETT. Clerk.
in their own names.

THE

]yl4codtd

Summer Residence, situated
BEAUTIFUL
the shore of Casco Bay, at Falmouth Fort4

side, miles from Portland, with 20 acres of land,
and island opposite belonging to the estate. Nice
orchard, good well of mineral water, fine privilege
for boating, fishing and bathing. For further par
ticulars enquire at premises or address
MIîS. It. JOHNSON,
marGeodtf
East Deering, Maine.

Ί1ΗΕ

paper
this
Advertising Bureau (10

«lilt

Spruce Street), where
contracts may bo made tor It

ing
Iy7

advertis-

IN NEW YORK..
dtf

vs.

EASTERN NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE GAMES.

BROGKTONS
HAVERHILLS

24-1

PORTLANDS,

vs.

TniBNDAl', Auk.

Portland Base Ball Crounds.

Oil account ot° other Advertising
Business that I have contracted
with, I am compelled to dispose of
the Stereopticon and Advertising
Business in ITIarket Square about
Sept. 1st,or will give exclusive possession any time. This opportunity to make money is very seldom
offered, and it is patronized by all
classes of business in and out of
the city.
You can see it in operation every evening. For interview
call at U. S. Hotel after 7 p. in.,
room 75, where you can see
Jy25dlw
C. W. MORRIS.

STEAM ER
of the Forest

EXPRESS,
Steamboat Company,
make a

l)eei>kSeaFisliiiigTri|i
SUNDAY,

AUCUST 2d.

Leaving Custom House Wharf at 8.30 a. m. ; returning about 1.00 p. m. i*o Free Li»t.
35.00 prize fur the largest lish caught; £2.30
for the next largest.

LiaeN nud Bait Furnished Free.

Jy30

d3t

Greenwood Garden,
PEAKS' ISLAND.

THEATRE, ltl\k,
And All Attraetions under One Admission.
Elf-Steamer Cadet's 20 cent tickets to Peak»'
admits to Garden. Children lô cents.
C. H. KNOWLTON.
jyedtf

PAVILION THEATRE, PEAKS' ISLAND.
Every

Afternoon and

Evening

KATSNOSHIN'S
ROYAL SPECIALTY COMP'Y
Take Forest City Boat3.

Theatre, 15

cents.

ROOMS TO LET.

MRS.

TO

with

School

board.

TO
after 4 p.
18-1
LET-Furnished rooms at reasonable rates
in
TO
pleasant and healthy locality ; kitchen
accomodations

Round Trip, including

jy27tf

PERRY'S

for

Children

—AîîD—

m.

SEWING CtASSES

a

LOUT AND FOUND.
Waldo House, Little Chebeague
LOST.—At
Island day of Grocers' excursion,
lady's

Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St.,
September 21st.
Pupils received at the earliest school age and
fitted for the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell's
If desired.
CLAHSEM IN MEWING work ou a tried

system.

An Advnntoi fin»· in Mewing will bo
formed to learn the use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter this class pupils must understand ordinary plain
sewing. A few pupils in
sewing will be received during Aug. and Sept.
jyll
dtoctl

a

gold ring, with finely

NEW ENGLAND

cut cameo, surrounded ny
The finder will be suitably rewarded by
eaving the same at 145 DAN FORTH ST.

Îiearls.

CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
Boston, Mass.,
Largest

OLDEST In America;
and Best Equipped in the WORLI>—100 Instruct1971 .Students last year. Thorough Instruction In
Vocal and Instrumental AIuslc, Piano and Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory, Literature, French, German,
and Italian Languages, English Branches.
Gymnastics,
ctc. Tuition, $5to $20; hoard and room, $45 to $75
term. Fall TVrm begins September 10,1885. For
ustrated Calendar, giving full information, address,
E. TOUKJEE, Dir., Franklin 8<j., BOSTON. Mass.

29-1

or»,

28-1

Kr

LOST—A

the evening of tin· 21st butt, beLOST.—On
tween Exchange and Lewis Sts., a small Wilioughby pug dog. A liberal reward will be paid
for his return to No. 31%
Exchange St. C. P.
MATTOCKS.

24-1

bracelet
Cumberlaud St.
FOUND—Gold
Call at 4β9 CUMBERLAND ST.
22-1
on

July 25th. about (S.30
p. 111. on the road at Portland Light, a white
silk handkerchief. The owner can have the same
by calling at this office and paying-for this advertisement.
29-1

FOUND.—(^Saturday,

horse with banged tail, unshod,
FOUND—Bay
evidently escaped from pasture; found feed-

ing in my oat field; is now at my farm, near Pond
Cove, dape Elizabeth.
HENRY ST. JOHN
SMITH.

27-1

MARIE MIAICE

je30

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
YORK,

Insure Against Marine Risks

ecd2m

Maine

Wesleyan Seminary

m FEMALE COLLEGE,
Kent's

Hill.

Fall Term Begins August 25th.
Six Literary Courses,
Conservatory of jTIusic,
Department oi Art,
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE ABB SHORT
HAND INSTITUTE
Onens this Fall- Short-hand taucrlit
B3r"*Send for circular to

hv mail

Rev. E. M.Smith, A. M.,Pres.
jy22

eod3w&w4w30

INSTRICTION Π EMJLISII AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

IV.

J.

OF NEW

City
will

ill*

EDl'CATIONAL.

liET-Twu handsomely furnished rooms
at No. 22 Wilmot St. ; also a 7 octave
piano
forte at No. 144Vs Exchange St.
HASTINGS'
WARBBOOMS.
22-1
rooms

Admission 25 Cts.

jy31

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN,

FOR SALE.

JL Ε Τ—Pleasant front
Apply at 1 GO FREE ST.

β.

—AT—

$ x .00.

on Main Street, in
l»V/ the town of Deering, 4 miles from Portland City Building, and Va mile from Allen's Corner, consisting of 30 acres of tillage and about 20
acres of wood laud ; it has a
very large frontage,
lying on both sides of Main Street, and extending
to Gray Street, with very desirable building lots
on Main Street ; a part of it is
particularly adapted
for market gardening ; said land will be sold in
part if wanted. For further particulars inquire of
J. W. ATKINS, ou the premises, P. O., address,
Portland. Me.
may30eodtf

24 1

and
Sts.

PORTLANDS,

vs.

Tucxdny A WediiCMiny, Λιι^. 4 Χ 5.

FUK^A LK

ΛΙ ΙΙΗΝ OF LAND

on

or

CAME.

(of Biiusoi')

Game Called at 3 O'clock.

STOVE.

Address BOX 1555,

board by gentleman
WANTED.—Table
wife in the vicinity of Carlton
Neal

7

COLCORD,

BOYD

STREET.

jan24

ST.

dtl

CATUARIIVE'M 11 Λ ■ I*,
AUGUSTA. ME.

DIOC'KMAH ΜΊΙΟΟΙ. FOB MRIJ.

The Rt. Kev. H. A. NICELY, I). I).. President
18th year opens Sept. 24th. Terms 8250 a year.
For circulars address the Rev. Win. O. *lurIU. Μ. Α., Prill.
jylleodlOw

Mrs. Caswell's Parlor Glasses
Only.

—

AND

—

for
good agents to
WANTED—Three
the Eagle Wringer.
Good commissions

Company will take risks at tlielrofllce, New
York, 011 Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as water-borne.

SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES Ac MISSES,

ager.

Prenons

Will reopen Sept. 16,188». Special attention is
given to the common and higher English branch-

canvass

paid. STERLING MANUFACTURING CO.. No.
35 Temple St., Portland, Me. B. Ii. Martin, Man23-1

ANTED—A girl to do general tousework
γγ·
τ Τ
in a small family ; one willing to go into the
country during the summer, may apply at the
office of the GAS COMPANY before 5 ρ m.
22-1
\\TANTE D—Λ first class cook.
TV 3. LIBBY, Portland.Me.

Drug Clerk,
WANTED.—A
two years experience, good

one

quired.

tion of

Address H.
22-1

having

one or

references reAddress or apply to E. F. SHAW, JuncYol k & Pleasant St.
21-1

Tliis

Marine Risks from 1st
January. 1884 to 31st December,
on

1884...

and kitchen girls for
Glen House.
Apply at 73 BKACKETT
7 to 9 p. m.
21-1

ST.,from

TED—Furnished house,or basement and
first floor of furnished house ; must be centrally located, and possession given immediately;

WAN

will pav a good price. Address H. J.
United States llotel, city.

DÀNIKLB,
20-1

know where the
Everybody
headquarters are to buy the best flavored
black cherries on earth at wholesale prices, in
lots to suit customers, at It. COSTELLO'S, No.
7 Exchange street.
20-1

WANTED

—

to

"1Τ7ΆΝ TED—Ladles to call, at No. 92 Free
Τ Τ
street, and investigate the "Excelsior
Square" system for dress cutting, where it will be
taught for a short time only. This is the system
that lias been recently adopted by nearly all the
first-class artists of Boston and many other cities,
and is to be the leading system of the age. Agents
wanted. MR. and MRS. Β. T. PHELPS, Inventors and Proprietors.
18-1

WANTED—Ladies who arc troubled with
IT
Corns, Out-growing Joints ami In-growing
Nails, to leave their orders with MHS. DK. SHERMAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be pleased to
wait upon them at their residences. Corns removed lor 25 cents.
Jy31-2
Vf 7"ANT E D—Ladies and Gentlemen In city
> Τ or country, to receive light, easy work at
home all the year round; distance no
objection;
salary from #1 to $3 a day; no
canvassing. J.
F0\VLEK & CO., Boston, Mass., box
5117. 15-8

$3,058,030.44

a liuie
a man

burning company near Philadelphia.
competent in every respect to fill the
superintendent. Address, st*ting age

position of
experience and references. A. A. CATANACH,
1523 Christian St., Philadelphia, Pa.
jy29d8t

WANTED.
woman to take care of
young
children and assist with
EXPERIENCED
mending. Address
G. Ε. Α.,
Office.

Argus

jy29d3t

WANTED.

small family, furnished house, from
October to April, situated west of
High street·
(or partly furnished, carpets, &c.)
HOlfSE,
Box
Me.
817, Portland,

BY

a

jy27dlw

Tabic Girls Wauled.
experienced table girls at the "Waldo,"
Little Cheheague Island; best of
references
required. Apply to ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
Exchange street, or at hotel.
Jy27tf

3or

4

es,

Arithmetic, Book-Keeping,

etc.

Classes will
ml ih<- Kuc
of

recite twice

Total Marine Premiums

week 111 the IliMory of \r«, beginning with the
subject of Architecture; three times a week in
Oeueral I.ilrrnliire, beginning with the Odyssey and reading analytically the Iliad, the /Eneld,

$5,505,706.14

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31. 1884
$4,040.271.04
Losses paid during same period
2,109,019.20

ASSETS:

$12,938,289.38.
Six Per Cent. Interest on nnionnt Outstanding: Script Paid on and after Fe». 3, 1885.

Dividend to Poliey Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.
LOSSES PAID IN THIRTY OAYS AFTER PROOF,
J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. II. MOORE. 2d Vice President.
A. A. RAVEN. 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

J. W. MUNCER &

CO.,

('ORREMFOKUE^TS,

Portland,
fel)3 '85

...

19 1-2 Exchange St.
(Umeodllm&wGw

WANTED.
>
1»Y

NO. 96 PARK ST.,

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884
1,447,756.70

WTANTED—Laundry
τ

Society.

stated meeting for July, will be held at Reception Hall, next FRIDAY EVENING, at
8 o'clock. 31st inst. The directors meet half an
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
hour previous.

TO-DAY.
EXHIBITION

—

Tin and Hardware Stock and Store at
liridgton. Me. Ci rand opening for man with
to
$1,500
$5,000. Good assortment.
Will hire
tin-plate worker who understand hardware rto run
the business if not sold soon, G. P. PEKI.ÉY,
Jy27deowtf
Hridgton. Me.

a

Τ

Send to JOHN C. HA.YNES & CO.. Boston,
(branch house of O. Ditson & Co.)for Grand Illustrated Catalogue of all Musical Instruments.
Strings and Trimmings.
jy28
TThS&w

8ÂFÊ1

a

Address W., Press Office.

PORTLANDS,

St.
22-1

HALE—Steamer "I.izzie." Said steamer
is 35 feet long. 8 feet wide over all ; hull new
last season, steel boiler and engine new this season, and everything first- class; will speed 10 to 12
miles lier hour. For further particulars, enquire
of JAMES gUINN. 49 Commercial St.
14-4

hire large cottage
Peaks'
WASTED—To
Island for the first two weeks Γη
August,
furnished
cottage preferred.
Portland. Me.

HAVERHILLS

Exchange

Me., is offered for sale on easy terms. This house
lias been kept by the present proprietor for 10
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
14-H
Inquire on the premises.

General
Dr. New-

Gough's "Platform Echoes;" "Picturesque
Washington;" "Tokology"—great book for ladies;
"Kings of Capital, Knights of labor;" also grand
religious works, and inanv other big books for fall
canvassing. MAINE BÔOK AGENCY, Ε. H.
Judkins. Manager, :)8δ Congress St.
25.1

\

EASTERN NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE GAMES.

single jigger with pole and
Queen CItys
FOR
shafts Might and In good repair. C. S. FA IR-

man;

Clioirs.

Quartet

a

buy

an established business or start a
Address, giving full particulars, to
28-1
DRUGGIST, Press Office.

ADVANTAGES of thin Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

JAMES

29-l_

store ; a registered apotheWANTED—Drug
cary wants good location for first class
store will

Adjusted

FARE 50CENTS

Round Trip, including Admission to Kink. Call
for Kink Tickets.
jy29
<13t

22-1

LOST—Liberal

a

A special t rain will leave Portland for Old Orchard
at 7.υθρ.ιη. -, returning, leave old Orchard at 10.30.

l

WANTED.

;

(·<!.'> Hccn) from 7.4.1 la O.OO.
After concert, general skating to continuous music
by Chandler's and liink Hands, in all :t."> musicians.

_

HALE

reward paid for delivery to this
office of an embroidered shawlette lost near
Bowdoin St. and Western Promenade.
24-1

store.

CONCERT BY CHANDLER'S FILL BAND!

FOR

cashmere shawl, between Portland
and Pond Cove or in the city, about ten days
ago. A suitable reward will be paid for returning
to 129 SPRING ST.
24-1

new

Skating Rink, Friday Evening, July 31.

NALE—Pure bred Berkshire pigs, from
four weeks to seven months old. For sale by
C. K. IIAWES, Knightville, Cape Elizabeth. M·.

Middle St.

w

premium pi.an and
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT FLAN
are special features of this
company and issued by
none other.

jy29

HOTEL,

HALE—The

residence of the late W. F.
FOR
Phillips, No. 103 STATE ST., Portland. En-

quire

HOARD.

ÏTANTED—First-class cook and laundress;
r
also a gill to do second work, at 681 Congress street; references required.
DR. S. H.

approved

nil

oil

Citizens Mutual ltelief

PHOTOGRAPHER

situated

old Carll house at Hollls. on
the Saco, Is re-opened for summer boarders.
For terms, address MRS. MARY D. MOULTON,
Hollls, Maine.
22-1

After three years for any cause except fraud.

July 12,1885,

—

F. .'I.
"1

cheap.

ARE
ITS POLICIESINCONTESTARLE

Ailing.

228 J-2 middle St.,
1.V2

at

on

six rooms, painted and blinded; piazza lirst and
second stories ; good well of water; desirable lot;
will be sold at a bargain If applied for soon.
N. S. GARDINER. No. 40 Exchange St.
23-1

Sebago Lake. Sunday, a gold ring.
LOST—At
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at McKENNEY'S clothing store,
No. 181

211

NOTICE—The

misconception.

$104,000,000

W. D.

PORTLAND cigar store.
Α. H. HASKELL, 72 Exchange St.
UEO. II. McKKNNKY & CO., 39 Pearl St.
V. 11. FULLER it SON, 92 Congress St.
F. A. TURNER. 221 Congress St.
J. K. DUNN & CO., Saccarappa. Me.

tifies,

ITS

guished composers contribute about 60 Anthems
for all occasions. Good Solos, Duets and Choruses.
Good supply of Christinas and Easter music.
$1, or $9 per dozen.

Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

BEST 5-CENT CICAR
IN THE WORLD.

A. L. MILLETT&CO., 501
M. A. DILLINGHAM.

CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance for

224
1 lift! liVii By Arthur Henshaw.
LilUij IJJbv· large octavo pages. 36 distin-

CONTEMPLATE

ASSETS,

FOB SALE BY

St., Boston, Mass.

POLICY

§1 sent, will bring to you, by return mail, a copy
of Laus Deo, or Santoeal, or Vox Laudis.

LIFE INSURANCE,
Be

janldtf

YOU

IF

28-1

MALE, S3500.—Best busiuess lodging
house in Boston, full of good
FOR
lodgers the year
round .furniture is of the very bestquallty
throughout, also many others: sickness cause of sale.
.JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington

MUTUAL recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its

Dltson & Co. are fortunate in having THREE
at once to present to the notice of
choirs and their leaders.
All are equally fjood;
as
the
tastes af their compilers vary.
they vary
Please examine and choose.

TOILET SOAPS,
BRUSH BROOMS,
SOUVENIRS OF PORTLAND,
A Splendid Cream Note Paper for 25 cents per pound,
Best 10 cent Soap in Portland.

OF

—

Boston. Mass.

UNION

THE
tuality,

first-lass hooks

Mutual Life Ins. Go.
THE

are

dealings with its policy-holders.

For Choruses

COMBS,

Old

Orchard,
FOR SAIjE—Cottage
Oakland Avenue, caiup ground; contains

as

welhave great facilities for selling farms all
the
New England States. ,ΙΟΗΝ W. S. RAYMOND
& CO., Heal Estate Agents, 277 Washington St.,

$β,»42,only *5,-

Music Books of the First Gloss,

JAPANESE FANS,
POCKET BOOKS,
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
HAIR BRUSHES,

104 MIDDLE STREET, Portland.

January 1,1884.

ARE

HAS

mar4

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

No.

PRESENT| ASSETS

atf

WRITINC

an

us
over

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
$100.000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of Si'J.ViOO.tM) by the New
York standard.

SPECIAL BARGAINS IF

and Open Buggy cheap
Carriage built by
THOMPSON, JR., to order, Corning Buggy most
new. very cheap.
25-1

—

Old Orchard

SAIjE—Carriage
FOR
at Mart. Plum street.

res-

ITS

A great variety of New Prints, embracing the Choice New Styles that
have been selling all Summer at 7 and 8 cents, now at only 5 cents per
yard. Among them are many choice Indigo Bines, warranted perfectly
fast colors.
We have also a large variety of Bleached and Unbleached Cotton Cloth
in all widths which now are selling at extremely low prices.
Also, all our Ladies' and Misses' Jerseys have been marked very low
to close. We are selling a large variety of White Bed Spreads at mnch
less than regular prices to close.
Also, all our Ladies', Gents' and Children's Hosiery are selling at
wonderfully low prices, and 20 dozen Ladies' Black and Colored Silk
Gloves at only 28 cents per pair; about half price.

25-2

TOTAL PAYMENT to
SHOWING
Policy-holders of nearly
good business,
Sunday
ask
night work,
bonus, sell at actual value, want
offer. G.
MILLIONS OF DOLW. JACOBS, 2tiG Washington St., Boston, Mass.
BK IjKT—Unfurnished rooms at the St.
TWENTÏ-ONE
to
LARS, equal
To
27-1
Julian Hotel, No. 190 Middle St. ; good
taurant connected witli house. Apply to R. W.
KINDRED THOUSAND DOLMALE—Parties in Maine desiring to sell
SIXLARS, paid policy-holders for each year of FOR
UNDERWOOD, Janitor.
13-7
their farms would do well to write to
tlie company's existence.

ooi.t.J, while its liabilities
!Wi,5re.50.

Special Bargains forThis Week.

Side Bar Box and one Corning, all
and first class. C. G. ROBINSON,

for those wishing to board themselves; no objection to children. For further particulars address MRS. S. E. GOODING, Yarmouth, Me.
14-2

A

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

one

shop, milk depot and
FOR
grocery store in Boston; large trade in bread,

Has had thirty-five years' experience

the

have closed out

large lot of tlieni

advantage in any wood
shop
in city or country at 100 per cent profit, will contract for a small sum with parties to manufacture
on royalty, or will sell whole thing for
$500, must
be disposed of at once to raise money.
Address
E. L. POND & CO., 178 Washington St., Boston,
24-1

working

ORGANIZED

Slue Bar,

make
31) Prelile St.

E. L. POND
31-1

BALE.—S500 buys
manufacturing
FOR
business, protected by patent, can be manufactured to

10 Cents Per Yard.

one new

every

Catalogne* and terms of household good*
seat by mail upon application.
Order* by
mail for any of the above good* promptly
attended to. No charge for packing. <Àood»
delivered in Portland free of charge.

OF

eodtf

Rockland
6s & 4s
No. Pacific Uold..6s
Alison
4s

one

one

ons.

on

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

We offer to-day one case
IΟ inch, white ground, figured Batiste, at the unparalleled price of

H.M.PAYSON&CO. FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.
BONDSΣ

27-1

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

run success-

French Batiste Dress Goods.

and other sale securities for said by

jy3

janl4dtf

FORMATE.—A

Jy22

No. 218 Middle Street.

THOMPSON,

fine little mail or travelling
business, secured by copyright ; will be sold
cheap ; can be handled anywhere by anyone ; best
opportunity ever offered to go into business for
yourself; profits enormous ; if you have a few hun-

BANKERS, A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle Street.

He said :
I have ordered you assembled to personally notI
that
am
informed by the City Marshal
ify you
in the

lieve without hesitation by all Prohibitionists. And their testimony certainly corresponds very closely to the assertion of the
Press. The Piîess said there had been a
notable letting up in the enforcement of the
liquor law. Mr. Deering says lie is informed
by the city marshal that the police are "persistently shutting their eyes to the unlawful
transportation and sale of intoxicating liquors." This is putting it quite as strongly as
the Press put it. The Press said liquor was
l>eing freely sold. The mayor says the marshal informs him that "shops are open,
kept by notorious violators of the law." The
mayor even went further than the Piîess,

Street.

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Banks and Trust Funds, constantly

officially addressed them.

that
execution of the laws of the State ami
ordinances of the city, you are persistently, and
seemingly with a private understanding, shutting
your eyes to the unlawful transportation and sate
of intoxicat ing liquors. My attention lias been
drawn to the fact that upon certain beats liquor is
constantly transported in defiance of the law and
even before the eyes of the police. I am also
aware, and the officers must be aware, that shops
are open, kept by notorious violators of
tan·, that
have not been reported to the
City Marshal, and
officers that have been stationed for consécutive
upou beats where such places are open go
days
before the courts and swear they do not know who
the proprietors are or the name of the person or
persons who control the premises. Something is
wrong. There is not au officer who is willing to
be considered so stupid that he cannot Dnd out in
24 hours the proprietor of any place of unlawful
sale, and these matters must be corrected.
We suppose that Gen. Dow does not hold
the opinion that "large allowance" is to be
made for anything said by the Hon. John
W. Deering or Mr. Benjamin F. Andrews.
Their testimony is accepted this year we be-

Exchange

PORTI.AND BIRD STOKE.

TO

—

FOR SALE.

ΚΑΙΕ-$500: One of the best Cigar and
FOB
Tobacco stores in Boston. Been
for

WE MUST ENLARGE ! GOODS MUST BE SOLD !

'

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

male canaries, of this
Just received at

ναι,Ε-Young
FORyear's
first importation,

BUSINESS CHANCES.

application.

We have a line of Holland Shades 011 genuine
Hartshorn Fixtures, in 10 different colors, which
we shall offer in connection with the above sale at

7

J.ET.

STORES

CO., No. 5 Union St., Boston.

City, County

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
jelO
eodtf

FOR

GRAND EXCURSION

SAEE—The well known BAKER HOUSE
Portlands.
FOR
situated in the thriving village of Yarmouth,
NATIKDAV, AUG. 1.

in the Thompson blook, Nos. 117, 119,
121 and 123 Middle street, a few door below
the post office ; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Rent reasonable. Inquire of H. E.

6.V EACH.

1

COTTAGE

is

TO

HOLLAND SHADES.

I

dtf

situated at Scarborough Beach,
Maine, or "Front's Neck," so called, seven
miles from Portland, and at one of the best Sea
Shore Resorts on the coast of Maine. House contains live large sleeping rooms, parlor, sitting
room, dining room, kitchen &c., all well furnished
except parlor which will be furnished if so desired; lias a good stable on the premises. Terms
for the season two hundred and
fifty dollars as it
is, or will furnish the parlor for three hundred
dollars. For further information inquire of HIRAM RICKER & SONS, proprietors of the Foland
Spring, So. Poland. Me., or at their office 35 Congress Street, Boston, and 164 Nassau Street,
Tribune Building, New York, City.
jy9
dtf

Term* of Credit on above ranges, to residents
of Portland, $4 down and SI per week until paid,
or $4 per month if purchasers are
paid monthly.

j[

Spring,

of

TO REM FOirniE SEASON.

Besides these special designs, we furnish the celebrated Walker, Magee and 3STew Hub Kanges at
very low nrices. Every range we sell is warranted
to bake, illustrated catalogues of our
ranges mailed

St., corner

LARGE FURNISHED

$17.00.

>

In

To Let.
in suits, with board.

$22.00.

One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered in
frames of solid Black
Walnut, and of the very best make. This Set consists of Seven Pieces, including Window and Corner Chairs, Large Arm Rocker with Western
Spring Attachment, Easy Chair, Two-Part Hack
Sofa, and two Reception Chairs; reduced from
*15.OO to

Monthly.

dtf_

to let single or
Apply at No. 99 High
13
may

One lot of 75 single-oven Ranges, complete with
ware, reduced from $20.00 to

first-quality Hair Cloth, with

$38.50.

je22

We
of
our establishment.
One lot of 100 Double Oven Ranges, complete
with ware, reduced from 835 to

One lot of 75 MOHAIR PLUSH Parlor Suits.
SEVEN PIECES complete, including GENT'S
EASY CHAIB, LARGE Λ KM NOISELESS
PLATBOKM ROCKER,
TWO-PART
BACK
SOFA and FOUR LARGE SITTING CHAIIiS.
The FRAMES are BLOCKED and DOWELLED,
and are. manufactured
from
WARRANTED
KILN DRIED LUMBER.
REDUCED from
$53.00 to

Tenue of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until
paid, or $5 per month, if purchasers are paid

STORE

STOVE DEPARTMENT.
ask particular attention to this portion

$45.00.

$27.00.

To Let.
No. C71 Congress Street.
Apply to
SETH L. LARKABEE, No. 39(1 Congress St.

In this Department we have made a
sweeping
twenty-five per cent, reduction.
We offer an English Dinner Set of 124 Pieces of
the new square shape for $9.00.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44 Pieces $3.50.
An English Dinner Set of 112 Pieces, $I0.50.
Terms oi" Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $3 down and SI per week until paid,
or §4 per Month, if purchasers are
paid Monthly.
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
the variety of Designs is fully matched bv the cut
at which the Sets are marked, we have
prices
Dinner Sets for from $12 to §50, and Tea Sets
from S5.50 to $12.

These are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
made and attractive looking.
Term» of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $4 down and $1 per week until paid,
or £4
per month if purchasers are paid Monthly.
We have Forty Other Different Styles of Painted Enamelled Sets Constantly on Exhibition at
our Warerooms.
Those above mentioned are En-

Monthly.

ΊΙΟ

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.

$18.00.

else in

a-8_

yard.
We have also a large variety of ltoxbury, Lowell, Brussels and Moquette Carpets, together with
a full line of Rugs and Mats, all at prices
largelyreduced from former figures.

One lot of 115 Painted Enamelled Chamber
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
Mirror, Combination Panels and Handsome Ornamentation. Reduced from $23.00 to

Woodman,

I.ET-The fasl and staunch Steamer "Lizzie" can be charte· ed to take pleasure parties
to anv part of the harbor or Islands.
Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 49 Commercial street.
14-4

One lot of several patterns All-Wool Carpets at
60c. per yard. One lot of 50 Pieces ΑΠ-Wool
Extra Supers at 65c·. per yard. One lot 75
Pieces Tapestry, of standard make, at 65c. per

We Defy Competition in these Special Sets
above enumerated, Quality of Materials, Workmanship and Price being together considered.

second floor

over

no

Building.

SALE—Bow boat; price 830.00, including spoon oars. new cushions etc.; newly
painted and in good condition. Address P. o.
BOX 117G.
-"J-l

niv own

Co., has been occupied for the past fifteen
years by Lord, Haskell & Co., new elevator with
motive power, one of the best. Apply to GEO. W.
WOODMAN.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

$30.00.

Exchange
i>-3

I.ET—The largest and best
ΊΙΟ
for business in Portland,
True &

Combination of Colors ot Embossed Plush, Spun
Silk or Hair Clotli, on which we announce similar
cut prices to those above mentioned.

Painted Enamelled Chamber Sets.

have also a very Large Variety of other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from §50 to $1 BO, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.
AVe

or

FESSENDEN, 51VÎ!

St.

Black Walnut Chamber Sets.

Portland, $5

over

ples".

$50 worth of goods will have his FARE
2-Every purchaser
PAID BOTH WAYS BY BOAT and goods delivered FREE.
3··Ιη the case of purchasers of $100 worth and
upwards, FARES
will be paid ROTII WAYS, the goods delivered FREE, and
parties can
pay $IO down and take ΟΛΪΕ YEAR in which to pay the remainder.
of

Ρ Ο R Τ I A W D

First National Rank

IΓΙΟ

one

FINANCIAL·.

TRUST COMPANY,

A:?IUMKI?IENTf9.

SALB.—House arranged for two families, with water closets up stairs and down,
furnace, gas and sebsgo, stable nearly new, will
rent for scuo, witliln a few minutes walk of tlio
Post office, a good investment, price $4200.
N.
H. GARDINER, 4» Kxchange St.
a0-1
Κ

one

cor-

no

The latest report about the Portland collectorship is that the President has told the
Maine Democrats that if they will agree upon
two good men lie will make them collector
and surveyor and that a "powwow" is to be
held on the subject. The Democrats about
here have been holding "powwows" 011 the
subject for the last three months, but the
more
"powwows" they have the madder
they get. If these "powwows" continue the
militia will have to be called out.

the premises.

on

NAI-K.

KALE—At slaughter prices, two secondFOR
hand Phaetons,
Coupe Rockaway,
1-Aiij person purchasing $25 worth of goods will be PAID HIS
KENT—Store No. 237 Commercial, corand
Top Box Buggy, two Ccneord Wagopen
ner of Union St. Also 2d story of store
FARE TO BOSTON BY BOAT, and the goods will be delivered ΓOlt
Milk Wagon all
three Express Wagons,
of Cross and Middle Sts.,
Horatio Sta111 good order; also
Canopy Top, 2 seat
FRANCIS

$42.00.

Quite a colony is springing up at Northeast
Harbor since President Eliot of Harvard and
Bishop Doane located on that part of Mt.
Desert.
Long, flowing sashes, very rich in colorings, are seen on the hotel piazzas this sum-

ami

flails itself cramped for space in which to transact the great and ever increasing volume ol its business. To make room for mechanics
to work, in effecting
the necessary enlargements, It is compelled to mark down its entire stock to most unprecedented
close out. These Special Bargains will be offered to the citizens of Portland, for the Next Thirty Dnyn Only, with the following Unparalleledligures, to
Inducements:

Tenu» of Credit

his

37

rooms

W. H. HERVEY & CO., OF NO. 5 ONION STREET, BOSTON,

SUMMER COSSIP.

Democratic brethren in Portland is very

touching

some one on

Pearl

St., containing 10
ΊΙΟ LET—House
other family In the house ; garden
;

For the SECOND run; within less tlian eighteen months, tho GREAT HOUSE FURNISHING FIltM of

THEY WERE ALL LIBELS.

time that

jy-'0-2

CONTROL.

Boston Transcript.
The swimming of the turbulent East river
a
man
by
tightly bound with rope, hand and

FOR

ΓΤΙΟ LET—Two houses ou Lowell Street, Ave
A rooms each. Sebago water; rent $0 each. EnW. BURN HAM, 1091 Congress St.
quire of

ENLARCEMΕ NTS !

One of the postmasters suspended in Maine
yesterday is a one-legged soldier. He was an
"offensive partisan" from "way back."

more a

STATE OF MAINE.

TO I.ET.

MOST OFFENSIVE.

Boston Journal·

We do not read anonymous letters and connnuneations. Tlie name and address o£ the writer are
la all cases Indispensable, not
necessarily for publication hut as a guarantee of good faith.
ΛΤβ cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not Used.

nr tub

MlNCEI-IiANKOlm.

a

week in the f■ i.

ο ι- Y

li»h

I.nuiiuatr as a supplement to the^study
English Literature and English History; twice

Paradise Lost, the Infenio, etc.; four times a
Physiology; three times a week in
(■eologv, and one lecture a week in Jliurrnloyr, with the study and free use of a collection
of 3(56 specimens and models; four times a week
in «reek, beginners- class fitting for college;
three times a week each In French and Gtrmnu.
Special students will he received In all
these classes. A large collection of
^photographs
will lie used in the teaching of history, mythology
and geography. English pronunciation a
specialty in every class. So far as consistent with
the plan of the school, the discipline of the public
schools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in the family may be secured by personal
application until July 1st and after Sent. 1st, or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
years of age will not be admitted unless they can
enter existing classes. Number of
pupils limited.
Letters must DC addressed to OC Park Street.
je27
eodtocl
week in

DISSOLUTION' OF PARTNERSHIP.
Co-parlnersliip heretofore existing l>eTHEunder
tweeen the undersigned, transacting busithe firm

ness

name of Swan & Barret is this
day dissolved by mutual consent.
FRANCIS K. SWAN,
ni FI S 11. H IN Κ LEY.
GKORGK IL RICH ARDSON.

Portland, July 15,1885.

Co-P:ii'tiici>lii|> \olite.
The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership in business as Bankers and Brokers
under the firm name of Swan & Barrett, and will
continue the business hitherto conducted
by their
predecessors, ander the same Arm name.

RUFUSH. HINKLEY,
GEORGK H.RICHARDSON,
HENRY ST. JOHN SMITH.
Portland, July 15, 1885.
jvllidtf

First-class storage for Flour, Fisli,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
No. Î97 Commercial Street.
jyl4dtf

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN

BARGAINS

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,
SUPERIORITY OF METAL.
SAMPLE ·) β different etylee of PEN8, sent for trial,
CARD, àiyJ on receipt of 12 two-cent Stamps·

—IN—

BOOTS AND SHOES.
HAVE removed the stock of boots anil shoes
from my Middle Street store to my new store
Congress Street, and will close them out in
single pair or in lots, at verylow prices.
Η. β. PAL.11ER.
jy21il2w

I

r,4l

a

(Possess 3

(ThT^acter s τ ι ο s.

Weirecommend these PENS

ι

as

the BEST.

LORINC, SHORT & HARMON
474

1e20

Congr<*«M Nt., Poi-tlnml,

Me.

eixlGm

PRESS.

THE

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
U. Fessenden. Marquis, Armstrong, Iludsdon,
Robert Cesteiio, Gllpatrlck, Jewett. Peterson,
btarks, Strange, Gould. Lanagan, Wade, Boston
& Main» Depot, and Clilsliolui Bros., 011 all trains
that run out of the city.
Auburn, Wlllard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S, Jordan.
Bath. J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
A. Mitchell.
Freeport, W.
Lewis.
Fryeburg,Ε.A.H.1".Evans.
Fairlieid,
Η.
Κ nowlton.
D.
Farndngton,
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Goriiam. Jas. if. Xrisii & Co.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Ltvennore Kails. G. 1). Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge. E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. I.. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. .luiiison,
Kiehtnond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews.
Sabattus. Ε. II. Joiinsou.
Saccarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, H. If. Kendrick & Co.
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, A, H. Seabury.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
June'.2S, 1883.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a.m. to 8.00 p.m., Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open for Carriers and General Delivery,
from 9 to 10

a. m.

AKHIVAL,

ASD

—

& Qulncy
Chicago,Burlington
Erie
Erie

preferred
Illinois Central
Lake Shore
Michigan Central
New Jersey Central
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
Rock Island
St. Paul
St.lPaul preferred
Union Pacific Stock
WesternUnion Tel
American Express Co
Adams Express Co
Alton & Terre Haute
Alton & Terre Haute preferred
Boston Air Line

Burlington

& Cedar

—Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 9.00 a. ill.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00
a. in. and 1.10 p. m. Close at β.15, 11.45 a. m.,
4.40 and 9.00 p. m.
Eastport. via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. ni.
Close at 4.40 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to
sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.

Express. Augusta. Bangor and the East—Arrive
at 2.06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and theNortli—
Arrive at 1.10 p. m. Close at 11.45 a, m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. It.—
Arrive at 12.46 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close
at 11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. in.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P.& O.
R. R—Arrive at 8.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
τ/ία X* Sr
1).XT XJ
întoi.nwwli.>tA
Ο. R. Κ.—Arrive at D.00 a. in. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Worcester. Mass., and intermediate offices, via
P. & Κ. K. It.—Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.30
m.

Rochester. Ν. IL,and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers' deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted) in the business portion or the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. in., 12.20, 1.40 and β.00 p. ill. In
other sections at 8.00 a.m., 1.40 and 5.00 p.m.
Collections are made on week days at 7.00 and
On Sundays
11.00 a. m., and 4.00 and 8.00 p. m.
at 0.00 p. m.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Mamma (pointing to some unclothed cherubs):
"Lizzie, if you are a good girl you will go to heavLizzie (who
en and be like those little angels."
has a strict sense of propriety) : "Well I hope
I'll be better dressed than they are."
The Human Bellows.
The lungs furnish the air. Tliev keep blowing,
blowing, blowing, all day and night. Lungs must
be sound if health is expected. When luug fever
comes, there Is danger. The Rev. A. W. Whitney, of Iliugham, Wis., had lung fever and was
laid aside from his pulpit and pastoral duties. He
writes that after a long sickness he used Brown's
Jron Bitters and gained strength and health.

angel,'
"Why.
it does

Pure Cod Liver Οχι.
WITH II vroPHOSrHITEH In Consumption and
I)r. C. W Barrington,
Wastin// Diseases.
Pittsburg, Pa., says: "I think your Emulsion oj
Cod Liver Oil is very useful In consumption and
wasting diseases."

Scott's Emulsion

ok

A child's apprehension of religious things is
illustrated by an Incident related of a Chicago
clergyman's little daughter. She had been told
that God was everywhere, was with her night and
day, out doors and indoors. One day her little
dog was following her when she didn't want him,
and she stopped and said witli emphasis: "Now,
Ponto, you go back. It's l ad enough to have Gou
tagging around after me everywhere without having you."

The Secret Art of Beauty lies not In cosmetics, but is only in pure blood and a healthy performance of the vital functions, which can bo obtained by using Burdock Blood Bitters.
are now made to take the place of
If surgical science continues to adway, by and by we shall have harebrained fellows in earnest.

Rabbits' eyes

human ones.
vance in this

The care exercised, and the purity of the materials used, in the manufacture of the Congress
Yeast Powder, insures the best results In cooking.

ANDJOMMERCIAL.

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.

Flour.

Superfine and
low grades..3 25^3
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00,0*5
Patent Spring
6 00SG

Wheats

MichiganWin-

tersrraights4 75^5
do roller

—

5

50 «,5

St Louis Win-

straights.
do roller

I
50

WinterWheat
0 OO&C
Patents
Fi*h.

Cod, ψ tl—
Large Shore3 25^3

High Mixed Corn.59@G0
No 2 do,

car

lots..58(«;59

Corn, bag lots

—

61(^62

59;a.60
Meal, bag lots
44*0.45
Oats, ear lots
75 Oats, bag lots—45,o.4G
Cotton Seed,
00i car lots··07 00|t;27 50
75 Cotton Seed,
bag lots.. 28 ©Ο,ο 29 00
50 Sack'dBr'n,
25

..5 25^.5
5 75o6 00

—

(ûraiu.

—

50@18
bag...
50&19
50; Midiings,crl8 00&21
do bag....20 00O.22
car

lots

do

Large Bank3

50
75 a, 4 00

Ënglisll Cod3

GO « 4

..

17
18

00
00
00
00

ProvitioiiM.
Pork—
Backs —14 00@14 50

001

12 5θ α, 13 00
Mess
50
1 75ô;2 50 Mess Beef..11
1 50 d 2 00
Ex. Mess. 11 50^12 00
12 Oo O.12J50
Plate
1 76(aj2 25
Ex Plate.12 7Γι«13 00

Pollock..

OOgll

Haddock
Hake
HerringScaled $> bx... 14@18c LardNo. 1
12@l5c Tubs \J tt..7Vé@73/ec
Tierces..
Mackerel ^ bbl—
7Vi®7%c
71/2&83/4c
Snore 1. 11 00;» 13 501 Pails
No. 2, 5 50^7 50| Hams t> tb. 10Veille
I covered.. 13
@14c
Large 3s
Oil.
3 00(a4 00
Medium
2 50^t3 00 Kerosene—
Small
Produce.
Port. lief. Pet
6%c
Water White
Cranberries—
9%c
Devoe
Brill't
12y2c
Cai>eCod...
! Pratt's Astral... 120,14c
Maine
Pea Beans.. ..1 75^,1 85 Ligonia
10*4 c
Mediums.... 1 75al 75 Silver White
9yac
(ierinan md.l 40al 50 Centennial
1
10*40
—

—

—

—

Seed»
YellowEyesl 90 a2 00
1 50 ία 3 501RedTop
Onions
2 25 a'2 37
Potatoes,bbl 2 25 «2 501 Timothy Seedl 85 a2 00
Eggs .fc? doz.. 14 a 15c ι Clover
10V2@H c
25c
KaiMiUN.
Chickens <£> lb
3 00@4 00
16 «;17c Muscatel
lb
Fowls
London Lay'r 3 00 a3 35
IS utter.
c
Creamery F lb 22 <£24c Ondura
■

Gilt Edge Ver
Choice
Good
Store

10^13
QV2&0xh

20.o,24c Valencia
Applet*.
18;o;20c
crate 1 50 α2 00
New

15 al Go
ΙΟ,αΙ 2c
i'heem.
Vermont...
8%@9V&c

Evaporated,lb 80-1 lc
Dried Apples. 3Vb a4V2

do
4V2«;5
N. Y. fact'y 8V2SOV2C
OritngeN,
4 00@4 25
Mesina
ttùçar.
I,«111 on-.
Granulated ρ lb.. ·6% c ;
G 50^7 50
Extra C
6Vic I Palermo
Sliced

Foreign Rxports.
BUENOS AYltES. Bark lienrX Warner—240,-

209 ft lumber 2250 do pickets.
Bark Ella—437,8S0 ft lumber.

Imports.
PORT GILBERT,NS.
Sclir Oriental—9500 ft
plank 37 cords bark to market.
Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, July 30.188Γ».
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland 26 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads, 86 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations 011 Hides
and Tallow :
Ox and Steer Hides 90 ps and over, OV2C ϋ* lb
Ox and Steer Hides under 90 lbs— 6
c l> lb
Cow Hides, all weights
6
c ψ lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights— 4
c ψ lb
Calfskins
10
|> lb
Sheep Skins
50c@Sl each
Lamb Skins
40 « 45c each
Light and Deacon Skins
25(gj35e each
Rendered Tallow
5
c-H* lb
Rough Tallow
;
@3c φ lb
Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks arc received

daily:
A.

T.|& S. F

(By Telegraph.)

Mcxical Central 7s
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred
Flintf& Pere Marquette common
"elle Telephone
Portland. Sao Λ: Portsmouth R
• aine Central Rairoad
Boston & I,««well Railroad
HStern Railroad
New York & New England

ββν.
37%
791/3
80

20014
117V2
110"
118%
5oy4
20^

New York Stock and Money Market
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, July 30, 1885.—Money 011 cal
continues easy at 1 02 per cent; prime mercantil·
paper Λ ο 5.
Foreign Exchange quiet at 4 85 am

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, July 30, 1885.—The following
are the closing quotations for milling stocks :
New York

Colorado Coal
Homestake
Ontario

Quicksilver

Government bonds dull and feverish
86%.
State bonds are very dull and steady. Railroa<
bonds active and heavy. Tim stock market wai
quiet and heavy throughout, in the last hour ο
business the greatest declines being made bj
Grangers, Vanderbilts and Jersey Central. Tin
market closed dull and steady at" declines made
and generally at about the lowest prices of tin

4

Horn Silver
Silver Kina

Standard

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, July 30.1885.—The follow
ing are closing official quotations of mining stocks
to-day :
Best & Belcher
Gould & Currv
savage

2Vi
1 -Va
2

Bodie

1%

Chollar
OPhir
Hale & Norcross
Sierra Navada

1

llA
|63/«
l'/e

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON, July 30,188C.—The following
day's quotations of Provisions, etc. :
Pork—Long cut 13 00@13 50; short cuts 13 50
@14 00 ; backs 13 50®14 00 ; light backs 12 50@
13 00; lean ends 13 00®13 50; prime mess 13 00
@13 50; extra prime 1100@1150; mess 11 75®
are to

12 00.

Lard at 7@7Vic %">' lb for tierces; 7Vi@7%c for
10-ib pails; 7%(g8c for 5-lb pails; agevic for3-lb
pails.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice new
18@20c ; New York and Vermont new dairy 1G@
17c; fancy at—; extra Western fresh made
creamery 18@19c: common to good at 16@18c;
Western ladle packed 10@12c ; do fair to good 0@
11c ; imitation creamery, choice, 12® 12 Vic. Jobbing prices ramre higher than these quotations.
Oneese—Choice {Northern at 8@8Hc; fancy
;
lower grades according to quality; Western at 7@
7s/ic.
Eggs—Eastern! at 15e ;fancy —c ; New York and
Vermont at 14V2C ; North at 14c ; Western 12V4®
13Vac; Island 14Vi@15c.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1J45<®
1 50 ψ bush; choice New York small hand picked
do 1 50® 1 55; fancy
; small hand picked peas
1 60®1 «5 ; common to good 1 40@1 45c ; choice
screened do 1 40; choice improved yellow eves at
α 1 80 ;old fashioned yellow eyes at 1 75@1 80;
red kidneys 1 90@1 95.
Fruit—Evaporated apples r,y2®7V2<' lb;fancy
8c, and North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@5 00; Palermo do 4 00®
4 50. New Jersey apples 1 50S1 75 t> bbl.
Hav—Choice prime liay $22®$23 ; fancy Canada
held higher; fair to good $20 «$21; choice East
fine J19@$20; fair to good $16a|18 ; poor do $10.
Itye straw, choice $20@$2l.
—

—

Brighton Cattle Market
For tho week ending Wednesday, July 29,1885.
Amout of stock at market—Cattle 2042 head ;
Sheep and Lambs 9,288 ; Swine 13,205 ; Veals
80 ; Horses 128 ; number of Western Cattle 1.757. Northern and Eastern Cattle, Cows,etc., 285
Prices of Beef Cattle i> 100 lbs, live weightExtra quality at 6 00 a G 50 ; first quality at 5 25@
5 87y» ; second quality 4 50«5 25; third quality
3 62V2 M 37 V2 ; poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls, etc., 3 00@3 50.
Brighton Hides 7c ψ Η».
lt>.
Brighton Tallow 5c

Country Hides, heavy, GigGVfec ψ lb.
Country Hides, light 6c.
Country Tallow 3c ρ lb.
Calf skins 10c ψ U>.
Sheared skins 15,« 20c i> skin.
Lambskins 35@50c ψ skin.
Sheep and Lainbs—Western Sheep at AVzidZc ψ
lb landed at the yards ; Lambs
îb live
weight.
Swine—Western fat hogs are costhig butchers
41/4@41/2C ψ lb live weight landed at the slaughter houses. Store Pigs selljat 1 25@6 00
head,
or 5@10c ψ lb live weight.
Cattle Market.

day.

CHICAGO, July 30,1885.—Cattle—Receipts 6,300 head ; shipments 2,100 head; steady; shiprping steers 4 50@5 i*5 : stockers and feeders 2 74
@4 25 ; cows, bulls and mixed 1|75@4 25; Texans

00@3 35.
Hogs—Receipts 14,500 head; shipments 5000;
active; rough and mixed at 4 15@4 40; packing
and shipping at 4 45@4 75 ; light 4 60@5 10 with

extra selected 5 15@5 20.
Sheep—Receipts 1000 head; shipments 000;
firm ; natives 2 25@4 25 ;Western 3 00@3 75 ;Texans2 00@2 75. Lamb" 1 75@3 50 pTiead.

Domestic Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
VEW YORK.3 July 30, 1885.—Flour market
Receipts 15,447 bbls; exports4973 bbls; heavy
and in some cases shade lower; export and home
trade demand light ;sales 13,500 bbls.

Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 40^3 GO ; Superfine
Western and State at 3 25@3 75 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 60®4 00; good to
choice do 4 05@5 25 ; common choice white wheat
Wes extra, 4 75g5 25: fancy do, 5 30@5 50;common to good extra Ohio, 3 65 « 5 25; common to
choice extra St. Louis, 3 65®5 50; patent Minnesota extra, good to prime, o00@5 50; choice to
double extra do, 5 50@5 60,1 including 2500 bbls
city mill extra at 5 ΟΟ&δ 10; 600 bbls fine do at
ou ; ovrυ nuis supernue ai .1 -■> fi Λ t ο
6
;J 4UU
bbls extra No 2 iit 3 60,a,4 00 ; 3800 6bls winter
wheat extra at 3 65@5;50; 3900 Minnesota extra
at 3 65@5 50. Southern flour is steady, ltye flour

Pure.

Absolutely

Tills Powder never varies. A marvel oi purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude oi low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans
Royal Baking Powder Co., IOC Wall St., Ν. Y

dly

Biar7

CAPT.

Memoranda.
Sell D Β Webb, (of Deer Isle) Holbrook, with
340 bbls mackerel, in trying to work into Burnt
Coat Harbor 24tli, in a thick fog, went ashore oil
the south-east end of Heron Island and remains.
Cargo probably saved. The vessel registers 76
tons and is 18 years old.
London, July 29—Ship Jolm D Costa, from Melbourne for Calcutta, (before reported lost) was
totally wrecked in Torre Strait. Crew saved. The
wreck and cargo were sold.

filling slowly.

Leave
Portland.
A. m.

5.45
7.00

9.00
10.30

M.
12.45
2.00
3.15
4.30
0.10
7.30
9.00
p.

POKT BLAKELY—Sid 22il, barque C Ο Whitmore, Cailioun, Honolulu.
Λ l'ALACHICOL A—Ar 28tli, sell Agues I Grace
Small, New Bedford.
MOBILE—Old 2ôtli, sell Ε Κ Emerson, Child,
Cârdcnâs
PENSACOLA—Ar 24th, ship Virginia, Allen,

London.

GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 27th, sell Lizzie Dun.
Anderson, Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28tli, sell Harry L Whiten,

Rich,

Kennebec.

Cld 27th, sehs Alfaretta Campbell, Campbell, for
Providence ; A W Fisk, White, Boston.
Ar 20th, sell Gardner G Deering, Rogers, from
Kennebec.
Cld 20th. sells Maud H Dudley, Oliver, Bath;
Lucy D, Wall, Sandy Point.
Sid 29th, seh Mand H Dudley.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, seh 1' J Woodruff,

Mayo,

Boston.

29th, brig Osseo, Hix, Calbai'ien ; sells Georgia Clark, Bartlett. Boston; J H Kranz, Pitcher,
Bootlibay; Earl S Potter, Hammond, Bangor;
D S Siuer,
Frank Learning, McKee, Kennebec:
Guthrie, Rockport; Sarah Ε Ward, Wixon, Bath.
Cld 20tli, sell Ε C Allen, Meady, Boston.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 30tli, brig Matie 1!
Russell, Ath.erton, Sagua.
NEW YORK—Ar 29th, schs Clara Ε Rogers,
Sands River, NS; Ned Ρ Walker, Maehias; Rlchd
W Denhani, Augusta; A Heaton, Rockland ; Clio
Chillcott, Clark's Island j S S Kendall, and Lucy
M Collins, Bangor; Leouessa, Rockland: Col Milliken, Gardiner; Witch Hazel, from Hurricane
Island.
Sid 29th, brig Kaluna, fer Port Spain.
Cld 29th, brig Victoria. Spencer, liarbadoes ; seh
Ε V Glover, Ingersoll, Jacksonville; LAHodgdon, Alexander, Port au Prince ; LuellaASnow,
Snow, Surinam.
Passed the Gate 29th, brig Kaluna, from ΝY oik
for Port Sprin ; schs L L Mills, do for Bangor; G
Β Eerguson, Kondout for Boston; 'Γ W Allen,
New York for
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 27th, schs Izetta, Hinks,
and Wm Butman, Larrabee, New York ; Franconia, Young, and Ε Gerry, Perry, do.
Sid 28th, sell Joe Carlton, Heal, Camden.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 28th, seh Ella A Smith, fm
Saeo for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 29th, sell Maria S, Knowlton, New York, or Dennysvllle.
FALL RIVER—Sid 26tli, sell Addie Sawyer,
Cook, for New York or Calais.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 20th, sell Mary A Rice.
Gray, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 28tli, sell Onward,
Lowell, New York for Bangor.
Sailed, sells Lucy, Lugano, Lizzie Brewster.
Passed by, sell Jas Barrett, Preble, Ilallowell
for New York.
Sid 20th, sclis Win Pickering, F Nelson, W II
Ar

DeWitt.

BOSTON—Ar 29th, sells Mary Langdon, Emery,
Rondout; Stella Lee, Treat, Deer Isle; Lizzie,
Sanborn, Macliias;
Henry Clay, Stevens, Ellsworth; Reporter, Snow, Bangor; Atalanta. Howard. ltoekland.
Cld 29th, sells Grace Bradley, Melntyre, Savannah via Bath ; J C Gregory, Gregory, Rockport ;
Jane L Newton, Stover, Amlioy.
Ar 30tli, sehs Mauna Loa, Thompson, Hillsboro;
Lucy, Wooster, Perth Aniboy ; Sylvi, Newbury,
Calais; Itaska, Wilson, Millbridge: Commonwealth, Joy. ltoekland; George & Albert. Wentwortli, Bangor.
Cld 30th, sell Jane L Newton, Stover, for Perth

Ambpy.

PROVINCETOWN—Ar 28th, sch Express, fm
Bangor.
Slu 28th, sell Alice Belle, Barker, Kennebec.
SALEM—Ar 29th, sch Fair-Dealer, Grindell,
Bangor for Boston.
Sid 29th. sclis A J Fabens, Peck, Rockland ; H
Prescott, Davis, Bangor.
LYNN—Ar 28th, schs Alpine, from New York;

Alta-Vela, Young, Amboy.
Ar 29th, sch F Nelson, Bawley, Aniboy.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 29th, schs Albus, Averill,
Bangor; Samaritan, Crowell, and Adeline Hamlin, do; Sea Queen, Gott, Franklin for New York.
Ar 39th, sen Grace Webster, from Portland for
Alexandria; Saml W Brown, Boston for Belfast.
BELFAST—At 25th, sell J Ρ Ober, Denning,
Portland.
BATH—Sid 29th, sells Falmouth, Clark, Philadelphia; Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, Baltimore ;
Olive Elizabeth, Randall, New York.
GREEN'S LANDING, July 27—Sid, sclis Gurnet, Fisher ; Conqueror, Cousins ; Valparaiso,
Knowlton, and Sliawmut, Stinson, coastwise.

Foreign Ports.
Sid fill Shanghae June 13, barque 1' J Carlton,
Amesbury, Iloilo.
Sid fm Hong Kong June 12th, barque Goodell,
Hagan, for Havre.
Ar at Trapani 9th Inst, barque Moonbeam, Dunbar, Norfolk.
Slil fm Marseilles July 23, barque Mary S Allies
Crocker, Hycres, to load for Boston.
Sid fm Sharpness 24th, ship Louis Walsh, Pendleton, New York.
Slil fm

Asninwall

13t.li. brier Georma.

Drink-

mm
r Ε

·Η.

[whom

porating

|

|

middling 10c.
MEMPHIS,July 30.1885.—Cotton steady; middling 10c.
European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, July 30,1885.—Consols 9913-10.
LIVERPOOL, July 30, 1885.—Cotton market
quiet; uplands 5Vied; Orleans 5 9-16d; sales 8,-

jelO

£1

codCm

The 7.30 p. m. trip
9.00 o'clock trip will be omitted.

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sun rises

JULY 31.
1.14 AM

days

W.

BENSON'S

I»

ECZEMA.

parts of the body,
« ...v

Elegantly
my13

V

BEST THING KNOWN

H

™

$1 per package
6mnrm

right

clown

p. M.

Leave

Trefethens.

7.55
9.25

2.25
3.40

8.00
9.30

10.55

5.30

11.00

A. M.
m.

8.30

10.15
and back on foggy nights and the
Leave Forest City
Landing, P. I.
A. M.
P. M.
8.15

Little Diamond.

p. M.
P.

A. M.

P. M.

2.30
3.45

7.45

2.35

9.35

3.50

5.35
6.25

11.05

5.45
6.15

AIDEE,

will leave South Freeport daily, (Sundays excepted) for Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. in. Returning, leave Buruham's Wliari at 10.30 a. m
and 5.00 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
Will
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
touch at Cousin's and Littlejohn's Island both

6.40

For Diamond Island and Diamond Cove.

MWF&wly

MAHOPAC, Ν.
DAUGHTER WAS, VERY
BAD OFF ON ACCOUNT
OF, A COLD AND PAIN
ON
HER
DR.
LUNGS.
THOMAS' ECLECTRIC
LAKE

Y.

MY

λι

Λ il d

r-r\

u

ο
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λ
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Ο F 5 Τ Η Ε
HOURS.
ONE
BOYS WASCUREDOF A
SORE THROAT. THE MEDICINE HAS WORKED WONDERS IN OUR FAMILY,* ο

PINCKNEY.'

ALVAH

SPECIALTIES." !
THOM AS'ECLEC-

"ITS
DR.

TRIC

OIL

FOR

COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA,
CATARRH,

SORE
AND

THROAT,
BRONCHGIVES IM-

TROUBLES
MEDIATE RELIEF.
THE MOST VIOLENT ATTACK i OJF
NEURALGIA
IAL

'RECEIVE

WILL

ATE

IMMEDI-

PERMANENT
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On and after Monday, June 22d, this new and
staunch steam vacht will run as follows :
Leave Diamond Island at 6,20, 7.30, 8.30,
9.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.45, 4.15, 5.45, 6.45 p. m.
Leave Burnham's wharf, city, 5.50. 7, 8, 9,
10.15 a. in., 12.30, 2.10, 3.15. 5.00. 6.15 p. 1)1.
The 10.15 a. m. and 3.15 p. m. trips are sailing
trips to Diamond Cove, (touching at Diamond Island.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties by applying to the Captain on board.

ALICE.
On and after July 4, 1885, the above steamer
will leave Burnhain's Wharf near foot of Franklin
St., Portland, daily, as follows: For Long Island,
Little Chebeague and Jenks Landing at 0.45 a.
in., 2 and 5j>. m. For GreatiChebeague east end,
at 5 p. m. RETURNING, leave Great Chebeague
at 0.45 a. in., Jenks Landing at 7 a. in., 12.15 and
3. p. ni., and Little Chebeague at 7.15 a. m., 12.30
and 3.30 p. m.. touching at Long Island on all
trips. For further information, applv oil board to
CAPTAIN B.' BREWER.
jy3dtf
KTEAIUER

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
"Delightful Sail Twenty Miles down Casco Bay Among the Islands."

ΝΙΙΝΒΛν TIME-TABLE.

Leave State St. Wharf for Beaks', 9.00,10.30
a. ill. ;
2.00, 3.15 p. m.
Returning, leave Beaks' for State St. Wharf,
9.30. 11.00 a. m. ; 2.30, 5.30 p. m.
Leave Franklin Wliarf for Peaks'. 10.45 a. m.,
3.30, p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks' for Franklin Wharf at
4.15 p. m.
Tickets, admitting to Garden, 20 cents. jy22(ltf

Star Line Steamboat Go.

:
Portland, aslfollows,
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Jenks and

EndGt. Chebeague and Harpswell, 9.30 a.m.,
6.00 p. m. ; Oi l's Island 0.30 a. ill.
Returning for Portland leave Orr's Island 12.50
p. m. ; Harpswell *0.15 a. in., 2.45 p. ill. ; East End
0.45 a. m.. 3.15 p.m.; Jenks' 7.00 a.m., 3.30
Little Chebeague 7.15 a.m., 3.45 p.m.;
p.m.;
Long Island 7.35. a. m., 4.05 p. m. Arrive at PortEast

land 8.15

a.

in., 4.45

PEAKS' AND CUSHING S ISLANDS.
GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.
The elegant, staunch and swift
Steamer

». in.

othHarpswell
•Monday mornings
er landings 15 minutes earlier than schedule time.
0

leave

a.

m..

Ο ADET
will run as follows (weather permitting) :
Leave Franklin Wharf at 5.45. 7.45,9.00,10.30 a.
ill.. 1.15, 2.00,1 3.15, 4.30, 6.10, 7.30. 9.30 p. ill.
Leave Beaks' Island 6.20, 8.00,9.15,11.05 a. m.,
1.35.2.15, 3.45, 5.05, 6.25. 7.45,10.20 p.m. Leave
Cushing's Island 6.00, 8.15, 9.35,10.45 a. m„ 1.30,
2.85, 3.30, 4.45, 6.45, 8.00, 9.45 p. ill. Leave
White Head 6.10, 9.25 a. m., 2.25, 4.55, 6.35 p. m.
Round trip tickets with admission to the Garden
for 20 cents; children 15 cents.
ΝΙ'ΚΒΛΪ TIME TABLE.
Leave Franklin Wharf 9.30,10.30 a. m., 12.30,
2.00,3.00 p.m. Leave Peaks'Island 9.45, 11.00
Leave Cushing's Isa. in., 1.00, 2.15, 5.00 p. in.
land 10.00, 10.45 a. ill., 12.45, 2.30. 5.15 p. in.
Leave White Head 10.50 a.m., 12.55, 2.20, 5.05 p.
m.
Leave Long Island 11.30 a. m., 4.30 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.. Manager.
jyl8dtf
—

NI VDVV TKIPM.

Leave Portland 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. ni. Leave
Harpswell for Portland 12.00 m., 4,00 p. m.
Round trip tickets to Harpswell Sundays only
35 cents, Jenks' and Long Island 25 cents.
For further particulars apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
je29tf

LIEF;-, IN FACT,lBkAScA
CURE
FOR
NEURALGIA
IT HAS NEVER FAILED.''

<SVHVOUltfdOtld 3H1 'SN0IIV1IWISilOIOIN

Indigestion Cured.
suffered for more than five years with indigestion, scarcely able to retain the simplest lood on
my stomach. The burning sensation was almost
intolerable, and my whole system was deranged.
1 was wakeful and could not sleep, and consemore or less nervous all the time.
1 dequently
clined in flesh, and suffered all the usual depression attendant upon this terrible disease. In a
word, I was miserable. At last, failing to find relief in anything else, I commenced the use of
Swift's Specific. I began to improve at once. The
medicine toned up the stomach, strengthened the
digestive organs, and soon all that burning ceased,
and I could retain food without difficulty. Now
my health is good, and can eat anything in the
shape of food, and digest it without' the slightest
difficulty. I most cheerfully bear this testimony,
because there are hundreds suffering as 1 was,
and 1 am sure they can be as readily healed. Take
the prescribed dose after eating.Μ instead of before.
JAMES MANN, No. 14 Ivy St.
Atlanta, Ga., May 13.1885.
For sale by all druggists.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO..
Ν. Y., 157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
fanl
d&wlynrni

TIME TABLE.

The steamer MAY FIELD will leave Franklin
or Boston boat wharf for Peaks', as follows: 8.15,
9.45,11.15 a.m., 2.30,4.00, 5.00, 7.40,10.00 p.m.
Leave State street wharf for Beaks', as follows:
8.00, .9.30 a. m., 2.15. 6.15 and 7.30 p. in.
Returning, leave Beaks' for Franklin wharf, 8.35,
10.10, 11.35 a. m., 2.50. 4.30, 6.00 and 9.30 p. ill.
Returning leave Peaks' for State street wharf at
8.35,11.35 a. in., 4.30, 6.00,10.30 p. ni.

28,1885,
from Custom House Wharf,
ON will leave daily viz

I

A chance

to

will >>500.00.

The results from the use of the extract of the
South American Moxie Nerve Food Plant have
excited medical and observing New England the
last ten weeks, as never before. We are a people
with worn out nerves, abused with stimulants,
drugs, morphine, severe mental labor, excitement
and sexual excesses. This food can recover the
whole field. Though harmless as milk, inside of
eleven weeks, in Lowell alone, it has recovered
305 cases of nervous and mental exhaustion from
one to twenty years standing.
Some were helpless, two mentally inbecile, three had paralysis,
one was blind. Two cases of insanity were cured
in Boston, but the friends will not allow use of
names, both in high life. It makes healthy people clear-headed, vigorous, and able to stand
twice their usual labor with less fatigue.
Continued, it hinders exhaustion of brain and
nerves from excessive labor.
It stops nervousness, and gives an immense appetite.
Lowell,
alone, has taken 33,000 bottles m ten w eeks. As
we have no room for testimonials, we offer $500.00
to any person who can show our statements to be
untrue. Eleven old drunkards say it stops the
rum thirst. For sale by all apothecaries and grocers.
35 cents a quart bottle. §3.50 a dozen
Double extracts, 50 cts., and $5.00 a dozen. People say it is the best beverage in America. The
Soda fountains have it.
ΛΙΟ\ TF Ν FRY F FOOD CO
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Hostetter's Stomach

,Bitters, a» a specific
for indigestion,stands

HAS

1IOTUERN

complaint,
of

course

wholesome

this

stomachic effects a
perfect and perma-

In all
cure.
cases of
dyspepsia
the liver is more or
less disordered, and
upon this important
gland the Hitters act
nent

feh,

STOMACH

with regular distinctness, regulating and
invigorating every secrctive and assimilating organ on which iiodily and mental health depend. For sale by ail Druggists and Dealers gen^

8|TtEBs

jylWF&Mlmnnn

erally.

PILES.
without the use of knife or ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk, US Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years
experience aed hundreds of cases cured in different parts of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skepti-

CURED

POBTLAND, Dec. 1, 1884.
We, the undersigned, having been successfully

treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the publie. His method is slmalmost painless, and requires no detention
rom business.

Îile,

FRED H. THOMPSON, 3<i Union St.,
RICH·]) K. GATLEY, 6i> & 01 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Partis St., Portland.
1). F. GEMS, 455 Cumberland St.. Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL. 60 Cross St.. Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD. 5 Temple Place, Portland.
N. W. MORSE. 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladles treated in Portland will
be given at the Dr's. room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland St.

AT U. S. HOTEL, ROOM IS,
Every Saturday, from
d 1».

marll

1

9 a. m. W

in.

codtf

IIPOKTED

WINES and LKJUORS
PACKAGES,

Importers,
ME.

LIQUID

using Murdock's Liquid Food to-day in large
quantities.

FnAJVCE.
The French Government, through a commissiontook the same interest,and are using it.

er,

Λ

plain,

and

.«ΙΪ.,Ηη,Ι

AH/lAi^AmAnf

V1.

η

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO,,
NEW

The English Government use it in all their sevdepartments, and in large quantities. Our orders have heen as great as 0000 eases in a single
month, and will continue to increase, as they use
it as a substitute for Beef Extracts and Tonics, realizing that it will make blood faster than all other Foods or Extracts known,

l»r

faculty anil a sale unctiualed by any
other "distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

STREET,

l'OKK.

marlO

dly

eral

HEÎJET, JOHNSON & LOED,

For Murdock's Free Surgical Hospital for Wom-

en.

We solicit cases that have not yielded undei
past operations, or are too wcka ana exhausted ti
be operated on. Such cases we can buildup in tw<
to four weeks, enabling the patient to have noi
only a safo but a successful operation, as relapse
has never followed in any case that we have had
One Hospital assigned to the members of an)

Allopathic Society.
One Hospital assigned to the members of anj
S
Homoeopathic Society. to have
a bed for a pri
Enabling any physician
vate case if lie so desires.
Or any physician can have a bed assigned, anc
we will taKe* charge of the patient.

MURDOCO LIQLID FOOD CO., Boston
it ll wril I 7 Snow Hill, ΙιΟΐιιΙοιι,
tV«KKN, I :IM Ht. I'll ni «I., Moulreal.

WS&Mtf
jyl_
BATCHELOR'S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

KST1BLI8HED 1881.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! Ko disappointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory circulars
Ment postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
paper. Sold by all drug-

fflgists. Applied by
at

ex-

BATCHÊ-

LOR'8 Wig Factory,30
East 10thSt.,Ν.Y city.

maylG

Commencing July 26, 1885, and every
Sunday after, until Sept. 1st.
Sunday Passenger Trains will leave Portland
for Scarnoro, Pine Point and Old Orchard Beaches, Saco anil Biddeford at 10.00 a. ni., 1.00, 2.00,
3.00 (mixed) 3.30 stops at Old Orchard lh. 50m.,
4.15,5.30 p. in.
Returning leave Old Orchard
Beach 6.52.10.24 a. m„ 2.35, C.OO, 7.30, D.49 p.
ni.
Fare to Old Orchard and return, 30 cents.
■IAS. T.

FURBER,

Gen.

J. FLANDERS, (ί. P. & T. A.

BOSTON&

Manager.
jly25dtf

MAINER.

R.

PAN8ENGER NERVICE
ill

effect

Hominy, July 39, 1885.

eo^ynrm

Mau Francisco

Northwest, West and Southwell.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup't.
Je29dtf

New York & New England Railroad.
Take the best train between Boston and
New York, leaving either city at 3 P. M.,
Kuns oo
at the other at 9 P. M.
time Ifeek Day» and Sundays, every day
in the year.
Je22d3m

arriving

TRAINS

PORTLAND

LEAVE

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R. R.
ARRANGEMENT,

SI : M .ME It

COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1886,
until further notice, Passenger Train» will
Leave Portland as follows: Η.'ΛΑ a. m., for
Fubynaa, Rtlhlrhrm, Littleton. Lanra·ter, Woodaville, IHontpelier, Ht. Johnabury, Newport, Montreal, Quebec, Bar·
liuKton, Hwauton, Ogdeu.burgh, and all
points on connecting lines.
1-J.40 p. m—Express for all points In Whlss
MoiiiiIjiiiih, arriving at Fabjnn» 4.30, Bethlehem 5.10, Profile Uoune 6.00, Munail
Ml. Wnxhington 6.30 p. m. This train will
not stop at Mouth Windham or Hiram.
p. ill., for Hartlett and Intermediate suctions.
ARRIVAL*.
S. l.% a. m., from Bnrtlrtt and way stations.
Ιϋ.:<3 a. in., from all While mountain points.
3.45 p. m., from No. Conway and way station*
S.OO p. m., from Montreal, Burlington aud

WESTERN DIVISION

all points

For Ronton at 6.15,8.45 a.m., *12.45, 3.30, *5,30
p.m. Arrive at Ronton 10.30a.m., 1.15,4.55,8.00,
9.25 p.m. Ronton for Portland 7.30,8.30 a.m.,
1.00, 3.30, 6.00 p. m. Arrive at Portland 12.05,
Scnrboro
12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. m.
and Pine Point 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m., 2.00,
3.30, 5.00, (Ï.10, *8.05 p. m. Old Orchard. Naco
and Riddeford «5.15,8.45,10.25a.m., 12.45, 2.00,
3.30,5.00.5.30,6.10, *8.05 p. m. Kennebunk 6.15,
8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30, *8.05 p. m.
Hcnnebunkport 6.15, 8,45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30,
5.00, 5.30 p. m. Old Ore-hard Reach for Portland 7.59,9.30, 11.36, 11.57 a.m., 2.35, 4.05,

(from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern Division)4,33,
4.45, 7.15, 7.43, 9.34 p. m. Well* 6.15,8,45 a. m..
3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. m. North Berwick 6.15. 8.45
firent Fall*
a. m„ 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. m.
and Rover 6.15,8.45 a. m., 12.45,3.30, 5.00, 5.30
p. ill. Εxeter, Un verb ill, Lawrence and Lowell 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Rochester, Farmington and Alton Ray 8.45, a. m.,
12.45, 3.30 p.m. Wolfboro and Fenter Harbor
8.45 a.m., 12.45 p. m. Weirs and Lake Village
via Alton Bay and steamers across the Lake 8.45

a. m., 3.30 p. m. ; via Lawrence
8.45 a. in. HI XMAV TRAINS for Kwlon
ί .00, 5.30, p. πι. Arrive 5.30,10.00 p. m. Hwton
for Portland 6.00 p.m. ; arrive 10.15 p. ill. For
Hiue Point, Hcnrboro and Old Orchard
Beach. Waco and Biddcford 10.00 a. m., 1.00,
3.00 (mixed), t3.:t0. 4.15, 5.30 p. m. Dover and
5.30 p. m.
«real Fall» 1.00. 3.30
•Stops at Old Orchard 1 nour 52 minutes, tStops
at Old Orchard 1 hour 50 min. tThe 12.45 p. ill.
train connects with Sound Lines for the South and
West ; the 5.30 with Kail Lines for New York. Parlor cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15 and 8.45 a.
in., 12.45 and 5.30 p. ill. ; on trains leaving Boston 8.30 a. m., 1.00,3.30 and 6.00 p. m.

ket Junction) «.15

(mixed)

on

through line.

J. HAMILTON, Hupt

je27dtf

Juue 27,1885.

Romford Fails and Bnckfield Railroad.
Summer Arrangement, In Effect June 29,1885.
Lv.
"
"
"
"

"
I.
"

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
2.00 A. M.s Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Naco, Bidtfeiord, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Nulcm, Lynn and Boitlon,
arriving ai β.20 a. in. AT O.OO A. M. : For Cape
Elizabeth, Hcarboro, Weat Mrarboro, Na< o.
Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Wella, North Bermck, i'onuay Juudiou, (connecting for all
stationsion Conway Division,) Kittery, Port»month, Ncwbnryport, Halem, <*louce«ter,
AT

ltork port, liyuu,('heNeaaiid Bouton, arriving at 1.10 p. in. AT l.OO P. ML.: For Biddeford, North Berwick, Conway Jiunction
(stops only to leave passengers), llittery, Portemouth, Newbury port, Malem, Lynn and
Bo«ton, arriving at 4.50 p. m., connecting with
Sound and ltail lines for points South and West.
AT tf.OO P. .VI. : (Express for Bomon and principal Way Stations, arriving iu Boston at 9.30 n.
in., connecting with Rail Tines for New York.
TRAINS LEAVE BOMTON at 7.30,9.00
a. m„ arriving at Portland 11.50 a. m., 12.25 p.m. ;
at 12.30 p, m. run ni η g from North Berwick to Scarboro Grossing via Western Division, stopping at

in.

4.30a.m. 9.35
§.50
4.50 ·'
9.56
5.05 "
10.16
5.45 "
"
10.35
6.00
10.37
6.20 "

Portland (G. T. Ry)

8.35

MIXED

9.25

Portland and Worcester Line.
OF TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT

On and after Monday, June 29,
1NN5, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.30 a. n·., and
^p^^Portland
H
1.10 p. m., arriving at Worcester
m.
and
7.25
at 2.15 p.
p. m. Returning leave
Uiiion Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15
at
Portland
at 12.50 ρ m. and 5.40
a. m., arriving
p. ni.
For Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Epping
at 7..ΊΟ a. in. and l.lO p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North
at l.lOp. ni.
For BocheMter, Mpringrale, Alfred, Water1.10
boro and Nnco River, 7.'iO a. n·.,
m. and (mixed)
at β.ίΙΟ p. m. Returning
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. m., 12.50 p. m. ana 5.40 p. m.
For 4»orham, Naccarappa, Cumberland

I».

Mill», WeMtbrook and Woodford's at 7.30
a. m.. 1.10, 6.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.10 p. in. from Portland connects at
Ayer J unci, with Hoonac Tunnel Boute for

the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and nil rnil,
via Hpringfield, N. IT. & Ν. Ε. Β. B.,
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philndelphia,
Baltimore, Wanhiugton, and the Mouth and
with Boston &r Albany Β. B. for the Went.
Drawing room cars on train leaviug Portland at
1.10 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at |7.30 a.
Close connections made at Weetbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portlaud & Rochester
at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.

ΜΛΙΛΕ €E\TRAL RAIL ROAD
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Backache
and Scalds,\

Cramps, Sprains,

9 Sciatic a, Burns
Bruises, Frosted Feet & liars?
and all other Fains and Aches.ï
A safe, sure, anà effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, &c„ on Horses.
One trial will prove iil mer Us.
Its effects are instantaneous,
[Price 23c. and 50c. Sold everywhere.
IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK.

MARK

Oilr»' liininiout lo«li«lr Aimuouia.
Removes all Unsightly ltunehes, Cures Lameness
in Cattle, Spinal Meningitis, Founder. Weak
Limbs, Sprung Kuces, Spavin, Ringbone, Quitter,

No stable should be without it.

Railroad, min-

ing and express companies all use fiiles'Liniment, and in the great racing stables of Belmont
trial

and Lorillard it has achieved wonders. One
will convince.
Write J)R. GILES, Box 3483, Ν. Υ., Γ. O., who
will, without charge, give advice on all diseases
and also on the management of cattle. Sold by
all druggists at 50c and $1.00 a bottle and in
quarts at 82.50, in which there is great saving.
The Liniment ill white wrappers is for family use;
that in yellow for cattle.
inayl3eodemcW
IN HEREBY <S*VBN, that
and
the subscriber lias been dulv
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of

γΟΓΗΙί

appointed

LEONARD WILLIAMS, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reindebtquired to exhibit the same ; and all persons
ed to said estate are called upon to make payment
Administratrix.
MARY
A.
WILLIAMS,
to
Jy25dlaw3wS*
Yarmouth, July21st, 1885

llRIGO ΜΙΧΕΜΓ WATER.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water improves it; Is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 30 to 48hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

RL'NDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
<11 ■'{ Fore Mtrect.

Jc23

"
M
"
·'
"
"

UnnK.nl. 1V1I,,

112.35

m.

p.

PASS'R

Train* North

Lv. Portland (G. T. liy).... D.30

a. in.

| 1.30 p.

MIXED
11.10 ·'
"
11.30
11.55 "
12.30 p. in.
12.50 »
1.10 "
1.30 "

Mechanic Falls
WestMinot
Hebron
Buckfteld
Sumner

Hartford
Ar. Canton

Gllbertville

m.

3.15
3.27

"

3.4·
3.55
4.08

'·

4.16
4.30
4.40

"

"
"
"
"
"

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron
;_at Buckfleid for
West Sumner. Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld. Mexico and Kumford Falls ;

Academy

also for Bretton's Mills.

1- L. LINCOLN. SupL

jyOdti

KTEA9IEB«.

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger an*

BY
mail steamers between America and Europe.
second
to
Kates: First

cabin, |60
$100;
cabin,
$40 to $G0 ; intermediate, $35 to $40; steerage,
outward and prepaid, to and from British ports,
$15, round trip $30; steerage, outward and pr·to and from Continental ports, $17 to $2S.
candinavian and Sterling sight checks at lowest
rates.· Apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
dtf
Jel9

gaid,

ANCHOR LINE.
United Mm ten nail

Mirnmahipa
Sail from New York for

GLASGOW vin

LOIVDONVEKRT,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CABIN FARE, Ι?βΟ tO 980. SECOND CLASS, $30.
I.ivrrpool mail Qnrf»town Nervier,
Steamer "ί'ΙΤΙΓ OF RO.TIK."

Aug. 26, Sept. 23, Oct. 21. Nov. 18, and every
fourth Wednesday thereafter.
Cabin Passage 860 to Sloe. Second Class, 935.
Steerage, Outward. liiO, Prepaid. 313.
For passage or further information applv to
HENDERSON BROTHERS. New York,
or

may8-d3m

to T. I». IHrliOM AIK,
139 Congress St., Portland.

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.
On and after ItlOXDA V, June 29,

1885, Passenger Trains leave
Portland

Pop

IIimiirAi'

as

follows:

V η ■> l'elinl'A

M

ΙλΙιιι

HI

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship

dtl

Line.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
m.
From Pine Street Wharf

Ïi.'hiladelphla, at 10 a.

m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freights for the. West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free ef commission.
Passage Ton Dollar·. Round Trip 918.
"Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to.
Ε. Β. Ν V'l Ι'ΊΟλ, Λ gem,
31 dtf
70 Lone Wharf, Boulon.
ν

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, Ν. B.,
Halifax, N. S„ &c.

Summer
3

Arrangement,

TRIPS

PICK

WEEK.

OF THIS
WILL LEAVE
RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 5 p. 111., for lîastport and St. John,
with connections for Calai», Robbinston, St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax. Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalhousie. Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Fails, and other st«l·tions on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets Issued and Baggage checked
to destination
ty Freight received up to 4 p. m., and anv Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes,
Ticket.,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company's Ofllee, First National Bank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COY LE, Manager.
iny!8dtf
MTKA7IKRM
LINE

la.

fax, anil the Province**, NI. Nlrphtn a lit I
Arooatooli County, 12.30 p. in., via I.ewi»ton. 12.35 and tll.ISp· m., via Auguata; and
for Rangor at 5.IB p. 111. ; lor Danger A· Pi»·
cataquin K. R., tll.ISp. m., for Skowheenn, Hcll'a»tnnil Dexter,12.30,12.35, tl 1-15
p.m.; Wnterville, 6.45a.m., 12.30, 12.35,
5.15 and til.15 p. m.; for Auguata, Hal
loavell. 4»ardiaaer antl Rmniiivicli, 0.45
a. ill., 12.35, 5.15, til.15p.m.; Dath, 0.45 a.
m., 12.35, 5.15 p. m., anil on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m. ; Rockland and Knox A- l,iu·
coin R. R., 0.45 a. at, 12.35, and on Sutur
at 5.15 a. in.. Auburu and Lewis
days
ιού at 8.20 a. ill., 12.30, 5.10 p. ni. ; ■.eaviaton
via Rruuaxrick. 0.45 a. 111., tll.15 p. 111.
Farnaingtou, Monmouth. Winthrop anil
ITlaraiiacook. 8.20 a. 111. 12.30p.m.; Oak
anil
lauil
Hforth
Ληνού, 12.3.0 p. III.:
Partaiingtou via BrunaiTick,11.45 a. Ill, and
12.35 p. ill.
From C'ensrrm Mtrect at 12.35 p. an.,
Fast express train for Kllaworth ami Kai
at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hal-

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For

New York.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at β p. m.
Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agvnt.
sep21-dtf

only

Summer

Arrangement.

DAY AND NIGHT TRIPS.

Harbor,stopping

Windfalls.

a. m.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
je29dtf

Jn26dtf

TRADE

PAHS'R

Train» Mouth
Gilbertville
Canton
Hartford
Sumner
Buekfteld
Hebron
West Minot

EASTERN DIVISION.

Depot

There never was an essay
read before any Medical Association or Society in the
world on Raw Food Extracts
or condensed Raw Food, exMurdock's Liquid
cept on
Food.

sports

Boston & Maine R.R.

1>.

Paul, Halt l.ake City,

Ht.

d3m

m.

Burlington, Vt., Proprietors of

UNITED~STATES.
The United States Government have used it for
four years. These are some of the best diplomas
that, we receive, same from Hospitals and Physicians of all countries that have ever tried it, and
are the only kind, as we never offer Murdock's
Liquid Food for award of Medals at Fairs it being
the only Raw Condensed Food known.
Find an Instance on record of any honest manufacturers of anything ever taking essays written
on a different article to sell their product bv. or
trade-mark of other manufacturers, or selling
their product by five or six names, as foreign to
each as an extract of one teaspoon of molasses to
one barrel of water, which would not have the
value of one grain of white sugar, which it might
be represented to be, to parties not- knowing its
value.
This we can prove by these counterfeiters pubauthority essays, see their
lishing: without our
pamphlet 1885 in Chicago and Boston, on Condensed Raw Food read before the American Medical Association at Richmond, Va., and Washington. I>, c to show tiie value of their Extract.
THEY KNOWING, and every one can by writing to the secretary of the association, or the authors or by referring to the essays in our pamphlets, that the essays read were on Itlie value of
Murdock's Liquid Food, it being the only Condensed Raw Food known.
Not satisfied with this they publish (without
authority) cases taken from our Hospital reports;
the same are in our advertisements, as well as in
every pamphlet we publish.

snceessfn

jy20eod4w*

As a general beverage and necessary
correctiveof water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &e.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
for these purevery other preparation
préparant
A public trial of over 30 years
oses.
uralion in every section of our country
of Udolplio Wolfe's Schnapps, its un-

18 BEAVER

IfAKKINOlV, 31A 1*1·:

je30

Portland & Rochester R. R.

SCHNAPPS

ïiîlVGLil]Nrrï.

CAUSES and CURE, by 01"
who was deaf
yeajs
Treated by most of the notedtwenty-eight
specialists of the
day with no benefit.
Cured himself in tliret
months, and since then hundreds of* others bj
process.

WOLFE'S

§

branches of the German Govern
ment, opened correspondence with our Mr. Mur-

—

Wtreet.

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

In 1877. two

TO

and all points In the

♦♦Stops to leave passengers taken West of North
Berwick only. PULLMAN PARLOR CAB*
on trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00 p.
m.. and Portland at 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m.
PULLMAN
SLEEPING
THROlTCill
CABS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p.m.
am Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through tickets to all points South and West for
sale at depot ticket office ; also at 40 Exchange

TO ENABLE CQKSUMERS TO DISTINGUISH AT

FOOD

Depot Foot of India Street.

and

Denver,

Connections via Portland & Ogdensburg K. H.
Leave Portland 8.25 a. m., 12.40 and;e.00 p. ni.
Returning, leave Bridgton 6.(X) and 10.10 a. m.,
and 5.40 p. in, arriving in Portland at 8.45 a. in.,
12.35 and 8.00 p. in.
Stage connects with every train for No. Bridgton and Harrisou, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERRY, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, Passenger Agt.

p.

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.

PORTLANO,

home treatment. Addresssimple
T. s. Γ AGE, 128 Eas
20th St., New York City.

FAMILIES:

is Hie trade-mark of the Murdoch;
Liquid Food Company of Boston,
protected by the U. S. Government,
blown into every bottle, and on every label and box.

naw.

**Kennebunk, Saco, Biddeford and Old Orchard,
arriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p.m. daily, arrivingat Portland at 10.45

WITH

dtf

Pilffit
WliitrilliOiJ
same

OF

FAVOR

je2

sources

a

MUCH

Its never-failing effect in dislodging and removing
worms of all kinds from tho system.
The facility with which it is administered, being
in the form of TABLETS, delicately flavored
with Chocolate. It is as agreeable to the palates
of children as the most delicious confection.
It does not require any nauseous after physic, each
Tablet carrying its own gentle purgative.
Its perfect harnuessness to the most delicate constitution or the smallest child.
EF~A bux in the house will save many a doctor's
visit. Sold by all druggists. Price 25 cents.

alone.

When the reof tiie pharmaeopœia lrnve been
exhausted, without,
at least, doing more
than mitigating the

FOIM)

Exchange St.,

(ltoctl

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

]e22

Steamer "Gordon'

and after June

35

—

je30

FARE: Round Trip 15 cents. 10 Round Trips $1.00.
dtf

GREENWOOD GARDE

WALDO STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

JAMES PYXE. NEAV YORK.

febia

jel7d3m

ways.

m.,

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Ht. f<oui», Omaha, Magi-

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 29th.

Leave

Leave
p. M.
P.

3.35
5.40
6.20

run

Evergreen.

IIS HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
Mo family, rich or poor should bo without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BE W ARE of imitations
tfell designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
3NLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
llways bears the above symbol, and name of
SAVES

frROM

dressing

1.20
2.35
3.50
5.10
6.45
7.45
10.30

5.00
6.35
8.00

A. M.

CAPT. II. Β. TOWNSEND,

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER
>

P. M.

6.20
7.40
9.35
11.10

3.45

11.00

WASHING^BLEACHING

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

it makes the skin white.
soft and smooth; removes tan andfreckles.l
andI is the ji/uuj.
BEST toilet
wuci uicasulg IN THE WOllLJ
put up, two bottles in one package, coi
sistmg both of internal and external treatment.

All first-class druggists have it.

Moon rises....

"Ε

Also Goneral Managers for New
England for tin
Celebrated

HUMORS,
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
SCROFULA, ULCERS, PIMPLES,
AND TENDER ETCHINGS on all

Little Diamond.

Leave Forest City
Landing, P. /.

STEAMER ISIS.

R. STANLEY & SON,

TETTERS,

Trcfethens.

A. M.

7.20 p.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED KATES

PORTLAND, 1.10 P. M.

Leave

1.15
2.30

8.35 a. m.,

Canada,

Leave
P. M.

Chicago, 9.30

Montreal aud

and 1.30 p. in.
Quebec, 1.30 p. in.
ARRIVALS!

For

From Chicago, and Montreal 12.35 and
5.30 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

to trains

attached

1.16

mixed.

AYER

now

Ôorhnua,

For
a. m.

From LewiMlon and Auburn
12.45 and 5.50 p. in.
From Gorham, 8.35 a.m. and

—AND—

cram;.

Α. M.
6.10
7.30
9.30

Oil and alter Monday, June 22,
the new Steamer

FOR SALE BY

Warrnutcd to Cure

7.50
9.20
10.50

—

ROCHESTER,
NASHUA,

Are

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

P. M.
2.20

M.

FOB

m.,

a.

and 6.30 p. m.
For Ciiorhana, 3.30 a»d 5.30 p. in., mixed.

WORCESTER,

I3P~Tickets over this line, which includes admissiou to Rink, Roller Coaster or Pavillion, 15c.
Twenty rides $1.00.
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea fishing furnished with boats at reasonable rates.
B. J. WILLAKD. President.
jun30dtf

IN THE ORIGINAL

SKIN CURE

speculation and export 1000 bales.

LIVERPOOL, July 30, 1885—Winter wheat at
6s 9d®6s lid ;
spring) wheat 6s 9d@6s lOd : Cal
ifornia average 6s 8d«Gs lOd; club at 7s47s 2d;
Corn 4s 5d; Peas at 5s 7d. I'rovisons, etc.—Pork
55s ; bacon 30s 6d for short clear and 28s Gd for
long clear; lard,prime Western 34s; cheese quiet;
good to flue 40s Gd. Tallow 28s.

C.

.i.

10.25

Leave
A.

P. M.
1.10
2.25
3.40
4.55
6.40
7.55

Minnehaha will be

Great Diamond.

M.
2.00
3.15
4.30
6.00

I».

7.30
9.00

OF ALL KINDS,

DR.

7.50
10.20

Drawing Room Gars

MINNEHAHA.
wm.

Evergreen.
A. M.
6.05
7.25
9.25
10.55

DEPARTlREKi
Lewi«ion, 7.15

leaving

Leave

Leave
Great Diamond.
P. M.
A. M.
1.05
0.15
2.20
7.35
3.35
9.20
4.50
10.50
6.30

of Steamer

Α. M.

,

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 29th. shin Manuel Liaguno, Smallage, New York.

P. M.
1.50
2.50
G.00

A. M.
9.25
11.15

P. M.
1.30
2.30
4.30

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

Leave
Portland.

Bnenos

water, Nut;vitas.
Ar at ltio Janeiro 18th, ship Nancy Pendleton,
steady. Wheat—receipts 69,572|bush j exports
Pendleton, Cardiff.
78,478 busli ; Vi'giVzc lower, closing with more
Slil fin Petit Goave June 23tb, sell Iiockie Ε
strength and doing for export, mainly in spring;
sales 241,000 bush spot; No 2 Chicago at ill Va «
Yates. Harris, Jacmel.
Sid fm Sagua 22, sell Ε S Newman, lieyes, for
92c : No 1 Northern 05c ; No 2 Ked 99VÏC in elev ;
Delaware Breakwater.
No 1 Red State at 1 O6V2 ; No 1 White 98y2c. Ilye
GUI at Windsor, NS, foth, selis Edward Waite,
nominal. Corn opened Vi®%e lower, afterwards
Lee, Baltimore: C Β l'aine, Hillyard, New York ;
strengthened and recovered part of the decline,
closing steady; light export demand; receipts 51,- Hattie Ε King, Hinds, Philadelphia; 28th, Nellie Treat. Dow, New York.
300 bush ; exports 37,954 bush ; sales 23G.OOO bu
Cld at Cheverie, NS, 10th inst. sells Grace Davis
on spot; No 2 at 52%a52Vfec elev; No 2 White
55% η 56c. Oat* Vic lower and fairly active ;
Henley, New York; 21st, Sebago, Clark, Baltimore.
closing steadier; receipts (',750 bush; exports 31,Cld at Kt John, NB, 29th, sell Llewellyn, Col212,000 hush spot;sales 112,000 bush spot; No 3
at 30c ; White do 4J c ; No 2 at 3Gy2®37c ; Wh ite
well, Thomaston.
at 4iy2®42c; Mixed Western at 37U39c, White
Cld at do 29th, selis Julia S, French, Portland ;
do 40 a 45c ; White State 42®45c.
Coffee quiet.
Riverdale, Ferris, Boekland; Wallulu, Keast,for
dull
and unsettled ; refined quiet C at 5V2
Thomaston.
Miliar
@5%e; Extra C at 53/e@5%c: do Wllite at5%c;
Yellow at 4%®δβ ; off A at 5VeC ; Mould A 6%@
Spoken.
8%c; standard A (ic; granulated 63/8:§.6y2c; C01P
July 23, lat3U 30, Ion 72 20, barque Florence,
fectioners A 6Vi sfi ft 16c : cut loaf and crushed
from Turks Island for Boston.
at 0% SdVsc; powdered at 6% a0%c; Cubes 0%
July 21, off Hatteras, barque Horace Seudder,
«;(>%Petroleum—un ted at 98Vic. TiiIIom
from Boston for Brunswick.
easier at 5Ve »» 3-16. Pork firm; mess spot at
Juno 27, lat 3-1 Ν, Ion 42 W, barque Jennie
11 50. Beef steady,
I<ar<l 2 points higher but
Harkness, Amesbury, from New York for Sliangless active; contract grades snot at 6 77Va ;refined
hae.
for Continent at (i 95 ; S Λ at. 7 40. Butter declining; Western 9 «.19c; State at 14@19. Cheese is
«jiiiet; Western flat at 4@Gy2c; State 5% «734c.
Freight* steady; Wlieat steam 2£,2Vid.
Chicago,I .Inly 30. 1885.—Floursteady ; Winter
4 85 α 5 25 ; Michigan 4 50®5 00 ; Wisconsin 4 50
5 00 ; Seconds 4 oo@4 50 ; Patents at 3 oori5 50 ;
Minn, liakers 3 45 u4 25; soft Spring 3 35 <Γ4 00;
lew grades 2 25®3 00. ltye flour at3|60«;3 85.
Wheat strong; July at 86% «873'sc ; No 2 Spring
at 87 (Ϊ 87 Vic; No 3 at 80c ; No 2 at lied 93c ;No 3
at 871,4'».871,ic. Corn lower; July at 45s/s'«46c.
Oats are lower at 28c. Rye firm; No 2 at 5'8V2.
Pork weak ; July nt 10 02 V2@10 12V». Lard is
MEDICATED
weak. Boxed Meats steady ; shoulders—; short
FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
rib at 5 70; short clear 5 β5@6 70.
More than twenty-five per cent of its
Receipts—Flour 0,000 bbls;wlieat 30,000bush;
corn 100,000 bush, oats 108,000 bush, rye 2900
is due to the best remedial
|weigl»t
bush, barley 3000 bush.
known to the profession, by
agents
Shipments—Flour 5,000 bbls, wheat 30,000
it is conceded that in incorbush, Icorn 105,000 bush, oats 10,000 bush, rye
them -with Toilet Paper there
1000 bush,barley 0000 bush.
is a certainty of application and beneST. LOUIS. July 30. 1885.—Flour easy; (family
3 50 «3 05 ; choice 3 95®4 05 ; fancy 4 50W5 00:
fit otherwise unattainable. Unsolici-1
patent 6 15a5 40. Wheat is higher: No 2 lied at
ted letters testify to its remarkablel
Oats lower;
98@98%c. Corn at 41% «42Vic.
curative properties.
One thousand Γ
No 2 Mixed at 24%@2.r>V8c. Lard C 45.
sheets contain more of thesè reme-l
Receipts—Flour 2000 bbls. wheat 50.000 bush,
corn 4,2000 bush.oats 28.00 bush,rye 00000 bush,
dies than any fifty-cent package of I
barley 0000 bush.
Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely
Shipments—Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 11,000 bu,
cirn 9,000 bush, oats 2,000 bush, rye 1000 bush,
wrapped in Tin Foil, and where it c
not be procured of the Trade, we1
barley 0000 bush.
1
No
DETROIT,July 30,1885.—Wheat steady;
Deliver Free on receipt of prloe.
White at 95c; No 2 Red 96%c.
1900 Sheet M 50 cts, 1 Sample Packet 10 eta.
Receipts—Wheat 12,400 bush.
F. F. HOLLAND & CO., Portland, Me.
NEW ORLEANS, July 30,1885.—Cotton quiet;
GEO. C. FliYE,
middling 9%c.
H. I'. S. GOOL1),
MOBILE,July|30, 1885.—Cotton is quiet; midH. II. HAY & SON.
dling 9% c.
SAVANNAH, July 30, 1885.—Cotton is dull;
middling 9 13-16C.
CHARLESTON, July 30,188.-Cotton is dull ;

Sun sets
Length of

POWDER

A. M.
9.00
10.30

2.10
3.25
5.10
6.30
9.00

CHANGE OF TIME.

For Auburn and

—

EXPRESS

P. M.

ST Ε AM Ε R

10.30

Fishermen.
Ar at Provincetown 30th, sell Eliza A Thomes,
with 325 bbls large mackerel, taken in Boston
bay. Reports tish plenty.
Ar at Bucksport 29tli, sch Princess, Davis, from
Bank Qucro, with 1100 qtls cod.
Spoken 24th, in Bay Chaleur, sell Elsie Smith,

Quicksilver preferred
Con. Cal. & Va

000 bales ;

10.30

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ayres 26tli inst, barque D A
Brayton, Huntley.. St Thomas.
Ar at Nanaimo prev to 19tli inst, barque Ferris
S Thompson, Potter, San Franoisco.
Ar at Jacmel June 27tli, sch Alfaretta S Snare,
Smith, St Thomas.
Sid fm Yokohama July 3d, ship Paul Revere,
Wiley, Cebu, to load for New York.

at 3

POliTLAND.July 30,|1885.
The following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc. :

3.00
4.30
G.10
8.00

9.00

Ayres—

A. M.
C.10
7.25
9.25
11.15

1.45

FROM

Union Pacific 6s
Union Pacific L. G. 7s
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s
St. P. M. and M
Wells Fargo Express
U.£S. Express Co

7.30

10.30

p. M.

5.45
7.00

Huntly, Vineyard-Haven.

(By ITelegraph.)

FINANCIAL

M.

A.

LUBEC, July 28—Ar, sch King Phillip, Myers,
New York.
Sid, sells Fleetwing, Johnson, and David Faust,
Smith, (from Calais) for New York.
EAST MACHIAS, July 27—Sid, sch Nellie F,

Reading

12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
9.45

FISI1ER, JR.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City LandV
ing, Peaks' Island.
ing, Peaks' Island.

KltOM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

Sid fm

10.00
12.15

P. M.

A.

CAPT. JOHN

■

preferred

12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
8.00

M.
10.30

P. M.
2.15
3.30
5.00

A. M.

P. M

STEAMER

Sch J G Ferris, Betts, Boston—Ν Blake.
Sch Star, Dickson, Calais—Ν Blake.
Sch Rienzi, Chatto, Blueliill—Ν Blake.
Sch Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Kennebec, to load
for New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Bootlibay—D
Clioate.

do 2d preferred
Pacific Mail
PullmanlCar
Richmond & Danville

Chicago

Λ. M.
8.30
10.30
11.40

P. M.
12.15
2.15
3.30
5.00
7.30
9.30

8.00
10.00
11.15

master.

—

•'Mamma, when I sing Ί want to be an
does it mean I want to be one right off?"
no, dear; why do you ask?" "Becauseif
I'm not going to sing it any more."

A. m.

R Lewis & Co.
Sch Oriental, (Br) Melanson, Port Gilbert, NS.

St. Paul &- Omalia
St. Paul & Omaha preferred
St Louis and San Francisco

California

CAPT. A. 8. OLIVER.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
Leave Portland.
Leave Forest City Landing, Peaks' Island.
ing, Peaks' island.

Cleared.
Baruue Ella, Matthews, Buenos Ayres—W & C
R Milliken,
Buenos

FOREST

STEAMER

NEWS.

Barque Henry Warner, Reed,

run as follows:
CITY.

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.
On noil aller ΊΟ>Ι)Λ¥, June 'J9,
Train· will run as follow·:

LINE.

On and after July 1st the Boats will

THURSDAY, July 30.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Larcom, St Jolm, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Julia S Bailey, Adams. Aniboy—coal to Geo
H Rounds.
Sell Soltaire, from Bay Chaleur. with 400 bbls
mackerel. Reports iisli scarce in the Bay.
Sch Mary Eliza, Morrlssy, Boston.
Sell Sarah Ε ltabson, with 200 bbls mackerel;
R F Hodgdon, 300 do; Cbapparel, 100 do.

Kapids

railroads.

BAILBOAOft.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO. P0MJÉ WORCESTER

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Central Pacific
Canada Southern
Del. & Lackawanna
Del. & Hudson Canal Co
Denver & K. G
Ε. Tenu., Vir. et Ga
do preferred
Hartford & Erie 7s
Missouri Pacific
Houston & Texas
Hannibal & St. Jo
do nreferred
Kansas & Texas
Louis & Nash
Lake Erie & West
Morris & Essex
Mobile & Ohio
Metropolitan Elevated
Manhattan Elevated
New York Elevated
Northern Pacific common
Oregon Nav
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne

do 1 st

FOR

New York. .Hayti
July 31
New York. Rio Janeiro.Aug I
1
Liverpool..
.Aug
Quebec
Polynesian
New York..Havana
Aug 1
Niagara
o£
Para
New
York..Panama
....Aug 1
City
Edam
New York. .Amsterdam Aug 1
Albano
New York..Kingston, J Aug β
Werra
New York..Bremen
Aug 5
Aug 0
Washington New York..Havana
City
Orinoco
New Yolk..Bermuda ...Aug 6
New York.. Liverpool... Aug C
Republic
New York..Hamburg.. .Aug C
Rugia
Andes
New York. .Porto Rico. .Aug 7
Circassian
Quebec
Liverpool...Aug 8
New York..Havana
Aug 8
Newport
Sardinian
Liverpool.. .Aug 15
Quebec
Claribel
New York..Haytl
Aug 18
Ailsa
Merrimack

MABINE

Pittsburg

ΒΕΓΑΚΤΓΚΕ OF MAILS.

Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.05
p. in. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.00 and "J.00 p. m.
Boston and the West—Arriveat 12.05,5.15.8.25
audll.10p.nl. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.00, 5.15
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.25 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. in. and 12.00 n. m.
(j reat Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.05,5.15,
8.25 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.00,
5.15 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.10
p. in. Close at 11.45 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00
a. in., and 1.10 p. m. Close at 11.45 a.m., 4.40
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern,via Grand Trunk Railway

p.

FROM

exciiRRioive.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

..

MORMNG, JULY 31.

FRIDAY

The ι ransactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 378.597 shares.
The following are to-day s closing quotations of
Government securitirs:
United States bonds,
United|States bonds, 4Vis, reg
United States bonds, 4Vis, coup
United States bonds, 4s, reg
United States bonds, 4s, coup
Pacific 6s. '93
The following are to-day's closing quotations ο
Stocks ;
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred

loweil, Augusta. Water ville and Bangor only
This train must lie ta!;ell at Congress Street sta
tion as It is a through train from Boston to
Harbor.
The 11.15 p. in. train also runs through to Bar
Harbor ;i and may lie taken at Portland station.
tTlie 11.15 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sun
days included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond' Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on

Sunday mornings.

Trains

are

due in

Portland

as

follows : The

morn-

ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. in. ;
Lewteton, 8.40 a. m.: the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 p.m.; the afternoon
trains from Maranacook, waterville, Augusta
Bath, liockland and Lewlston at 5.35 p. m. ; Fly
ing Yankee at 5.45 p. m. ; the night Pullman Ex
press train at 1.50 a. m.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert an«l Macliias Steamboat

Company.

COMMENCING MAY 1,1885.
CITY
OF
RICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00p. m. after arrival of night train from Bos
ton, for Rockland, Cantine, Deer Iule, Metlgaa ick,
Month Went Harbor, Rar Harbor
IVIillbridge, Joneaport anil lYBaehiaaport:
or parties tor last three named
points desiring ti
do so can proceed bv rail to Mt. Deacrt Ferrj
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to liai
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the Rich
niond there, as ft does not run to Mt. Desert Verrj
on Eastward trips.
RKTl'RKINGi Leaves Machiasport even
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desei"
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Ban
gor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferrj
same forenoon for Portland via all landings anc
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
liiinited TieUcl», lirai and hccouiI claa», foi
all pointa in the Province» on aale at reHTKAMER

FARE
—

ONLY

—

One Dollar
The Elegant New Steamer THEMONT. and Mie
Favorite Steamer JOHN BROOKS, will on and
after June 22d. make DAY and NIGHT TRIPS,
leaving FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland, every
morning at 9 o'clock and every evening at 8 o'clk,

(Sundays excepted.)
RETURNING, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
7

m. and
n. m.
The DAY PASSAGE gives opportunity for a
splendid OCEAN TRIP, and of viewing the «harming COAST SCENERY.
State rooms secured in advance.
J· B. COYLE, Manager.
je20dtf

at 8 a,

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA
JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.

diaceil rate».

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of lOtli does not connect for San
Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco
regularly
tor
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and furtliei
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.

PAYSON TUCKElt, General Manager.
F. E. BOOT II BY. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, June 25.1885.
je20dtf

113 Mtnir Ntrrri, t
feb8

!E.

A.

Alt

VMM & CO.,
IIion.1 hi., Homo·.
dt|

or.

FBI DAY

MEN

PRESS.

ΊΉΕ

MORNING, JULY

31.

The lecture by liev. C. li. Pitblado at Congress street Methodist church last evening
was delivered before a large and well
pleas
ed audience. The speaker said :

AliVIIKTlNE.TIfcNTM TO-DAY.
AMUSEMENTS.

Eastern New England League Games.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Bummer Specialties—Owen. Moore & Co.

times demand men of culture.
AU kinds
culture is important, but intellectual and moral
culture are of paramount importance. The
imagination demands special attention, because a
perverted imagination leads to all kinds of mischief
in the thinking world. Imagination must be directed to objects that have a real
present existence.

The Last Excursion to the Yellowstone National Park.
Messrs. Kaymond & Whitcomb arc to send oui;
ouo more tourist party to the Yellowstone Na
tional Park. The date fixed for its
departure i
Thursday, August 27th, and it offers the best op
portunlty ever yet presented lor a thorough am
satisfactory inspection of the wonderful geysers
hot springs, canons, falls, etc., of that famous re
glon. The programme of travel will be the sann
as the first party is now
pursuing. W. Raymond
No. 240 Washington street, Boston, will send
descriptive circular, and also a circular of "Fiv<
August Trips."
"Pixie'

MUNICIPAL COURT.
11EFOUK JUDGE GOULD.

Thursday—John Dolan. Intoxication. Ten
days in county jail
;
Patrick C'ady, John W. Smith and Coly Milan.
Search and seizure.
Second offence as to Cady.
Smith and Coly fined S100 and one-third costs
each, (.'ady fined $100 and one-tliird costs and
six months in the county jail. Each appealed.
BRIEF

JOTTINCS.

New sleepers are being laid on the railroad
track on Commercial street.
The granite paving on Congress street be;
low Franklin is now nearly down.
Today four of the Cape Elizabeth Sunday schools will unite in an excursion to
Lake Sebago.

Wednesday seventeen
brought into this port and

swordfish
were
sold to go to the
mountains and seaside hotels.
The First Parish church will be closed during the month of August. Services will be
resumed the first Sunday in September.
Yesterday the schooner Sarah E. Babson
brought in 200 barrelslof mackerel, Solitarie,
350 barrels ; Kalph F. Hodgdon ;i00 barrels.

Remember the gospel revival meetings
held by Mrs. Talbot at the Friends' church
on Oak street this afternoon at 3 o'clock, and
this evening at 7.30 o'clock. All are invited.
Mr. Brewer, the local agent of the Baltimore & Ohio Atlantic Telegraph System is
a-ovcx

imxxxxiig

yvxxat

xnuxciicUlL.->,

UlUJitua

and other business men desire call boxes on
that line pjpced in their offices.

Rev. H. P. Winter while fishing for dinners yesterday morning off the rocks back of
the Ottawa house on Cushing's island,caught
a rock cod weighing eleven and one-lialf
pounds with a common cunner hook.
As stated in the Press some time ago, the
St. Andrews society will go on their annual
picnic to White Head tomorrow, leaving
Franklin wharf at 9 a. m. The society have
engaged a piper, who will accompany them
And furnish music.
The damage done to other electrical apparatus by contact with the wires of the Electric Light company proved to have been
•light. One fire alarm box and an alarm in a
planing mill were injured and the coils in
two of the annunciators at the central telephone office were burned out. Two of Jtlie
telephone wires were melted off.
Peaks' Island Notes.
It was not good island weather
yesterday,
but nevertheless a goodly number of visitors
were (present, and enjoyed the various entertainments.
A party of about 150 from Dover, Ν.
H.,
and intermediate stations visited the island

yesterday afternoon, and after visiting the
places of amusement enjoyed an hour's sail
on the steamer Forest City.
They returned
home about 0 o'clock last evening, delighted

with the excursion. The excursion was under the charge of Mr. J. W. Trefetlien.
Johnny Deehan has just placed a large
sign on the front of the Island Drug Store.
Today and tomorrow will be the last
chances afforded to see the wonderful St.
Bernard dogs at Greenwoon Garden. The

variety performance is first-class, Haynes
and Redmond making a great hit in their
specialties.
The performance at the Pavilion theatre
opens with a weak sketch, but the fine sing»Jng of Air. Bush and the marvellous juggling
of Katsnosliin Awrataare worth going a long
distance to hear and see.
Yesterday afternoon a party of gentlemen
and ladies to the number of about twenty,
members of Ivy Lodge, D. of R., came to
the island on their annual excursion, and
took supper at the Peaks' Island House. The
excursionists say that Landlord Sawyer gave

elegant shore supper. The party
remained through the evening, which they
passed at the Pavilion theatre. Speaking
from an outsider's standpoint we should say
tliein an

that Messrs. Briggs, Barber and Iliggins added much to the

pleasure of

the company.

Knights of Pythias Excursion.
Members of Bayard Lodge, K. of P., of
Cape Elizabeth, with their families and
friends to the number of about 200 went to
Lake Sebago, yesterday, over the Portland
& Ogdensburg, and although the weather
was not exactly propitious for out of door
enjoyment, the affair proved an exceedingly
nloooanf

r\nn

Tlin

noi-i··

i)y Merriman's band, I who

"■

played

a

The ball game was one of the features of
aiàt day's entertainment. It was played between a nine from the band and a picked
nine, the band beating by a score of 23 to 19
in seven innings, when they stopped playing
ball to give a concert, although "McGunniof the

game was
ficiated as

picked

were

strenuously asserts
being beaten if the
Capt. Scott Oliver of-

nine
afraid of

played out.
umpire.

The party returned home at β o'clock, after a most pleasant picnic.
The attendance
would have been much larger had it been a
better day.
Cumberland Bar Picnic.

The annual excursion of the Cumberland
Cushing's Island yesterday, was enjoyed by about 45 legal gentlemen, among
whom were the following guests of the association :Cliief Justice Peters, Judges Libbey,
Foster, Walton, Emery, Virgin, Haskell and
Weeb. The party took tlie 10.30 boat to the
island, and upon arrival there proceeded to
the Ottawa House, where a bountiful lunch
Bar to

set before them at 11 o'clock. After the
lunch, various amusements were indulged in,
and the beautiful scenery was enjoyed to the
utmost. At 4 o'clock dinner was served at
was

the hotel, in the excellent style for which the
house is fast becoming famous.
At the post
prandial exercises Hon. S. C. Strout presided, and short remarks were made by many of
The party returned late in
those present.
the afternoon and in the early part of the

evening.
Yesterday's Seizures.
Yesterday Officers Frith and Massure

seiz-

ed six half barrels of beer at Franklin wharf.
Officer Langmaid took a keg of lager beer
iron» the cellar of the house No. 52 Wasliington-Btreet occupied by Sylvia A. Rose. Officers Newconib and Hicks from a shed in the
rear of the establishment of Mr. Timothy

Twigg's one-half barrel of ale and two
sprinklers each containing a quantity of

tin
li-

quorNational Encampment.
probably the final, meeting
of the executive committee will he held Aug.
It is thought that all the reports will
22d.
be in at that time and the business concluded. The keys to the store in the Union
Mutual Company's building, which served as
headquarters during the encampment, were
The next, and

given

up

yesterday.

A Careless Sportsman.
Wednesday a valuable cow, belonging to
Mr. G. W. Coolidge of Peering, was shot
while in the pasture and had one of her legs
broken. The animal was able to limp home
at night, but was shot yesterday.
It is supposed that some sportsman with more zeal
than ability, shot larger game than he intended;tolhunt.

The following patents have been issued to
Maine inventors this week ;
P. A. Coller of New Gloucester, skimming
device for ,creaming-cans.
W. R. Evans of Portland, tooth brush ; artificial tooth.
J. U. Mitchell of Portland, ready light or
taper.
II. Monk of Lewiston, elevated railway.

Elaborate
Out at

Programme Carried
Fryeburg Yesterday.

Maktha's GlioVK, Fryeburg, July 30.
The adjourned business meeting was held
at 9 a. m. this morning.
The secretary and
treasurer, Miss Ada C. Cole, read her report,
and it was voted that it be accepted.
The committee on nominations reported as
follows :
President—Kev. J. W. Basliford, I'll. D., Port-

In this city, July 30, Augie May, only daughter
J. 1». and Georgia F. Jordan, aged 3 months

of
22

of funeral hereafter.]
In Bath, July 28, James E. Klggs, aged 05 years
In West Bath. July 28, Mrs. Rlioda
Mitchell,
aged ill years 11 months.
Ill Gardiner, July 26, George W. Jack, aged

ed to
ton.

Cadiz, Spain,

has arrived at

Washing-

Hon. Nelson Dingley will speak at the
Lake Maranocook campmeetingat 2 p. m. to-

day.

Mark P. Emery, Esq., and family are at
the Lakeside House, Weirs, Ν. H.
They
will go from there to the White Mountains
next week.
H. II. Hawthorne

F. W. Green
and wife, London, Eng. ; M. Miranda and J.
W. Walker, Boston ; were registered at the
and

wife,

Merchants' Exchange Hotel last night.
J. F. Pullock, Allentown, Pa.; J. Ε.
Rhoades, Cleveland, O. ; J. H. Howe, Wis- ;
consin; Ε. H. Hersey, Bangor; Or. Jos. Pet-'
tee, Philadelphia; were at the Falmouth
last night.
Rev. Mr. Jolliff, of Coaticook, P. Q., who
will be remembered as preaching in this city
a year or two ago, is
spending his vacation
at Peaks' Island, and will
probably occupy
the pulpit of the Congress street Methodist
church, on the evening of Sunday, Aug. 9.
News of the death of Joshua· Staples, formerly in the shoe business with C. H. Staples of this city, has been received. Mr.
Staples was employed in a shoe establishment in Detroit, Mich.
He fell through an
elevator shaft.
Rev. A. McKeown, JD. D., a former pastor
of Chestnut street M. E. church, is in the
city visiting Mr. I. P. Butler, of the firm of
Morgan, Butler & Co. Last evening the doctor conducted the general class meeting at
his old church, and was warmly greeted by
aU.
__________

RAILWAY

MATTERS.

The Color Line

Business.

The Boston and Lowell, it will be

remem-

bered,

refused some time ago to continue to
haul over its Vermont division, the colored

line cars laden with through freight between
the West and Portland, on account of the
rates not being remunerative. The business
was then sent over the Central Vermont and
the Montpelier and Wells River roads.
After a short trial the Montpeliar and Wells
River shut it off, and since then Portland's
only western line has been the Grand Trunk.
The colored lines have again sought connec-

tion over the Boston and
osition has been made to
will probably accept.

Lowell,

and

a

prop-

them which they

The Adventists at Sebago.
The Adventists commence a large cauipmeeting of a week at Lake Sebago Saturday,
under the management of Elder L. C. Mc-

Kinstry. Extensive preparations are made
and the best talent among the preachers and
musicians of the denomination are engaged
to heighten the interests of
the meeting.
Elder E. A. Stockman, editor of the World's
Crisis, will preach during the meeting, and
many others, and the doctrines which characterize this people will be forcibly presented, and evangelistic services will be held.

The usual railroad reduction
P. & 0. Railroad.

are

made by the

Excursion to Old Orchard.
I

Λ

■

"

There

are

Assembly

skating
evening. Particulars

to
as

spend
enjoyable
to trains, etc., m ay
an

be found in another column.
Band

Concert.

Those people who went to Deering Park
last evening, and a good many went, were
rewarded by the pleasure of listening to one
of Chandler's best concerts. The programme
was well arranged, and the splendid music
put thoughts of the muddy roads and wet
grass from the minds of the audience.
Accidents.
Mrs. Fowler and another lady of Cape
Elizabeth were driving on Portland bridge
Wednesday when they collided with an express wagon driven by a man named Fickett.
Mrs. Fowler was quite badly hurt.

Yesterday morning
horse belonging to
took

fright

minutes.
wrecked.

in

a man

U>

liaomuiu,

τι.

Χ lit

NUMBER.

Auburn, Ionian
Bridgton, Mountain Echo
Brownfleld, Doriance
Blddefoed, Tyler
Ferry Village, Casco Bay
GreenviUe, North Star
Kenaebunk, Gradatim
Mechanic Falls, Clio
Norway, Utopian
Portland. Longfellow

4
15
20

120

Portland. Willis
Saco, Wilbur F. Berry

20

1C
Yarmouth, Olympic
14
Beading alone.
East Poland
Baldwin

Market square a
from the country

and made tilings lively for a few
The wagon and contents were

The Last Rites.
At a special meeting last evening Casco
Hay Couimandery, U. 0. G. C., voted to attend the funeral of the late Edward W.
Perkins in a body.
The members will meet
in their hall at 2 p. m.
The funeral services
will take place from the former residence of
the deceased, on Newbury street, at 2.30
o'clock.
SUBURBAN NOTES.
DEERING.

The Knights of Pythias lodge have rented
the upper story of the Newman building on
Forest Avenue, occupied by Mr. L. C. Young
and are converting it into a convenient hall

by adding twenty feet to the length, thereby
giving them a room 40 χ 28 feet. The lodge
is in a flourishing condition and will take
possession ïof the new quarters about the
first of September.
Mr. Itiggs is making good progress with
his building which is to be fitted up for the

Great Falls, Ν. H

season.

Dollar.

«DVERTieUlIENTS.

THURSDAY, AUG. 27, 1885,
FOR

Dak. ;

AMERICAN
We call attention to a small lot of
line SUITS, for Men and Young
Men,
in Sack and Four Button
Cutaway
Frocks that are very desirable and very

and Την Days in

cheap.
Men's, Youths', Boys'

Grand Canon, etc.
The Party will be limited in numbers.
Also Ready—Itineraries of Five August

t^**Send
.v.{

for

Washington St.,

Gentlemen's thin Coats and Vests in
uine, White Duck, Fancy Stripes &c.,

PICTURE FRAMES.

Mohair and

CYRUS F. DAVIS,
jy3i6IO Congress Street. du
ME.

BO* & PORTLAND CLOTHIM CO,
w. C.
jy31

Men's Zephyr \i^lil Shirts made of
line Lonsdale Lainhric; nice and
cool for hot weather. Price
$1.00
Plaid Madras Folded Ties, ΙΟ cts.
each, ifîl.OO doz.

THE

Parris St.

of

Clindda Shawls, extra quality, all
colors, at $2.47 each.

SAMUEL THURSTON, (il
31-1

31-2

LET—Rooms, single and en suite, with
board. 8G STATE ST., cor. Gray St.
31-1

TO

WOULD YOU
**

JU

>3

BUY

SEE

AT

THE

THE

STAND

OI.D

[ESTABLISHED 18β».]

BENT & CO.'S

AND

PIANOS, ORGANS, STOOLS AND
COVERS.
Some Rare

Bargains

Tuning

WATER CRACKERS,
A SOLUTELY

and re-

Block,

CHOICEST FLOUR
Tliey are
Easy of Digestion.
Recommended by

EMINENT PHYSICIANS

Portland.

both sides the Atlantic
Get only

dtf

DRESS

which beat the stamp of
the makers.

GOODS.

For more than four score years the Crackers.
Iiave been unequaled for excellence and their
superior keeping qualities. They are sold by llrstslass grocers everywhere.
BENT & CO.,
Milton, Mass.
may21ThS&T3m

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRA Τ

LARGE m VARIED STOCK.

ning.

OF MEAT. Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stock for Soups. Made Dishes and
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 jars.

KENNEBEC

WALDO COUNTY.
L.
A.
far as
salmon

so

atelier in this vicinity for the season just
aided. He caught 507 salmon, averaging
hirteen pounds each—a total of 0,591 pounds,
t was a profitable season's work for nim.
he

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
quantities of plank for flooring to

Brooklyn

bridge have

recently been

J Ill

the Novelties of the Season in Plain,
Embroidered and Combination.

It will pay you to look over our goods
nd note the low prices. Remember
< hat lookers incur no obligations to
Another case of $1.25
lurcliase.
!rochet Quilts for $1, just received.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. An invaluable tonic. "Is a success
and boon for which nations should feel grateful."—See "Medical Press," "Lancet" &c.
Genuine only with the fac-similc of Baron Liebig's Steuature in Blue Ink across the Label.
The title "Baron Liebig" and photograph
having been largely used by dealers with no
connection with Baron Liebig, the public are
informed that the Liebig Company alone can
offer the article with Baron Liebig's guaran-

ι

<

I. M. DYER &
511
may2

1

Street.

Congress

NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS

5 nil

a full line of
Eye Classes, Spectacles, Spy
[arlne anil Tourists' Classes, Linen
Testers,
j eading ami Magnifying Classes, (toggles,
Eye
S liades etc. Personal attention given to watcli
r jpalrhig, and a record kept of the running of all

84

marlO

Exchange St.
eod6m

For Philadelphia.
Tin' goodJSeli. ANNA FRYE, now
laying at Custom House Wharf. For
freight, apply to GALLAGHER SCO.,
129
•j'.ι commercial
Commercial St.,

CAPTAIN

OF MEAT. To be had of all storekeepers,
Grocers aud Chemists. Sole Agents for the
United States (wholesale only) C. David &
Co., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London. England.

or

to

NICKERSON,

oil

board.
dtf

dlawlvS

j un27

eodtf

Vatches, Clocks, Charts

J) ne watches.
I RA BERRY, JR.,

tee^! genuineness.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

CO.,

FIGURED GLASS
yjflK FOR DOORS CARS, SHIPS AND
CHURCHES MADE TO ORDER.
BROKEN LIGHTS MATCHED.

Sggg

H.

c.
4

FARLEY,
EXCHANGE STREET.

mar-i

eodly

TCHOOLS

eodlm

m7d.

Homœopathist,
439 CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLANO, ME.

Prompt attention given
mall, telephone aud telegraph.

to

all orders by
~

Je25iltf

LL Teachers

OF DEERING.

ATURDAY,

Deering July 28,1885,

PIERCE,
_>

cmd

Week,

BERRY,

(ρακί ffiiitdeij

No. 37 Plum Street.

EXTRAORDINARY
Prices for This Week
All oui- regular $1.00 French
Dress Coods at 50 cents.
All our regular $1.25 French
Dress Goods at 75 eents.
Large job lot of Satin Parasols
at very low prices.
Odd lots of Corsets at just liali'

price.

Rlack Spanish Laces at less than
half price.
Special Bargains in Hosiery and

Underwear.

Fresh lot of Centcuieri Kids just
received.
Exclusive sale of "The Met/ger"
Vulcanized Rubber Circulars; superior to all others.
Agents for the celebrated Pearl
Shirt.
Agent l'or iTIiuc. Dcmorest's Patterns.

TURNER BROS.,
488 & 498

jc23

Congress St.

dtf

FINE

CABINETS
$4.50 Per Dozen.

PANELS!
$5.00 Per Dozen.

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED.

Price 50 cents.
GUARANTEED.

grocer for Baker's Best

Fla^ring^ Extracts.

514

Congress Street.

"By a thorough knowledge
which

of the natural laws
governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the tine
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Kpps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many
doctors' bills. It is by the judicious lise ofheavy
such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies

blood and Γι properly nourished frame."—
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers ; labelled thus :
JAMES El» I'M Sc CO.,
pure

Hoiuœopathic CheniixtM,
mar7

Lomlou, Eng.
STu&wly

Administrator's Sale.
URSUANT to license granted to me, Randall
Johnson, Administrator of the estate of
Lucy J. Shaw, deceased, by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Probate Court of Cumberland County
on the first Tuesday of July, Λ. 1)..
1885, notice
is hereby given that I will sell at public auction
on the premises on TUESDAY, the 18th
day of
August, A. I)., 1885, at 10 o'clock a. m., a lot of
lanu in Portland located on Winthrop street and
numbered 19 and 21 on said street according to
plan in Plan Book No. 5 in the Cumberland Registry of Deeds, being the same conveyed to said
deceased by deed of Moses Gould, recorded in
said Registry, Book 431, Page 278; and on the
same 18th day of August at 3 o'clock p. m., on
the premises/ the homestead farm of said deceased situated in North Yarmouth, known as the
Stephen Kiuney place, bounded southwesterly by
the New Gloucester road, easterly and
southerly
by J. S. Barstow's land and the new county roau,
ind northerly by a cross word. Terms cash.
RANDALL JOHNSON,
Portland, July 17,1885.
Administrator,
jly 18
dlaw3wS

SPIPP
Pliousands of persons in every trade,
profession, and calling, have
been cured by

DR. R. C. FLOWER'S

Ρ

LOOK!_LOOK!
REDUCTION IN COAL!

2000 lbs.
"
1900
"
1800
"
1000

S5.25 Cash
"
5.00
"
4.75
"
2.75

First (iiialitv coal, weight guaranteed.
what you pay lor.

ust

Yon get

CHUS, H. O'BRION,
Brown's Wharf.
jv20

Scientific

Joseph Jefferson, the great actor (whose equal
the character of Kip Van Winkle we shall never
again), states that he visited Dr. Flower in a
ery low state of health. He had given up the
tage on account of his health being utterly orokii down.
Dr. Flower entirely cured him. and he
to-day enjoying the very best of health, after
aving filled last season a heavy professional en-

j>'28eod2w

agement. The two great remedies used in this
elebrated cure were Dr. Flower's Liver and Stomch Sanative and Nerve Pills.

A RAILROAD PRESIDENT S TESTIMONY.
Col. Thos. A. Scott, for years President of the
reat Pennsylvania 11. 11., said just before his suden death, in answer to a question: "There is but
ne Dr. Flower, and it will be a century before
lere is another, and the one medicine for Liver
nd Stomach troubles, and the general system, is
is Liver and Stomach Sanative/'

A CASE

jylH

ME.
PORTLAND,
euilliu

WITHÔÛTA PARALLEL.

In that horrible railroad disaster at Ashtabula,
hio. which every one remembers, Mrs. Κ. M.Coul•t was hurled through the bridge 70 feet into the
Her friend and Messrs. Moodv &
ver of ice.
the sweet singer 1". 1'. Bliss,
inkey's associate,so
as killed, and she
badly injured and lier liervshocked
so
that chronic hysteria fol118 system
She was sent to a private asylum, where.
iwea.
Iter a long treatment, she was pronounced inctirt)le Four years ago a friend sent her a bottle of
The effect was like
r. Flowers Nerve fills.
agic ; 17 bottles were taken, and Mrs. Coulter
as thoroughly cured.

PERFE

fLT

UTINVACTORf

every respect, anil its price refunded
liy seller,
lade in a variety of styles and prices.
Btmare of
ortliless imitations.
None genuine without
all's name on box. Full assortment of these
elebrated Corsets for sale by

lASTMAN BROS. &
PORTLAND,

jel

BANCROFT,
itIE.
eo<12ni

ïENTS' LOW SHOES
—AT—

VERY LOW PRICES.
Former
mark French Calf Low Shoes,
ench Kid Low Shoes,
escott Calf Hand Made Low

$5.00

price

$6.50

4.00
Shoes, 4.00
iglish Enamelled Low Shoes,
3.75
llf Tie Low Shoes,
2.25
ince Albert Hand Sewed Low
Shoes, 4.50
Patent Qua. Calf Vamp,
tys 'ΓΚλ»λ
3.00
ϋ.υυ
umpi
■

These are all desirable and will
g<» quick.
■■

FOB SALK BY ALL DBUOUISTS.

5.50
5.50
5.50
3.00
6.00
4.00

M. C. PALMER.

rice, $1.00 per Bottle, 6 Holtles $5.00.

„„

jelOdliii

1RS. N. L. JONES,
Christian Scientist,
Graduate
the Metaphysical
of Bos-

my29FM&Wlstor4thply
"WOOD'S"
GENUINE

SELECTED

SPICKS.

AUSTIN'S,

89 MIDDLE STREET,

Tlic ONLY CORSET made that
can be returned
y its purchases after three weeks'
wear, li not
>und

ee

sale and retail, at

L. D.

OMETS

Remedies.

RIP VAN WINKLE.

dtf

CELLULOID

requested

to meet at Hiuli
at the head of Pleasant St
at 2 p. in., August 22ud.
JOHN G.
Supervisor.
are

'\, School building,

STEPHEN

PHOTOGRAPHER

ifaterproof COLLARS and CUFFS whole4

Ρ.Ί EXCHANGE PIT.

GEORGE A. CLARK,

EPPS'S COCOA.

THE GENUINE,

FRENCH

COUNTY.
Samuel O. Grover had a nice colt, grade
Norman, two years old, in a pasture at
Bethel. He went to salt |it a few days ago
and found it dead.
He was killed by light-

PURE.

Hand Made from

to order.

Samuel Thurston,
Î Free Street

jyl4

BREAKFAST.

Guaranteed

stIR remain.

pairing

Charles A. True,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Me.

<2 R A Τ KFl'Ii—COMFORTING.

Celebrated Hand-made

OXFOltD

vater works.

'ortland,

iOLD BY ALL DEALERS,

¥jAKÎ3EST NTOI!K OF

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,
State Agents for
NEW
i:«0\4MHWT
Oil.
NTOVE*,
12 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
aprlO
eodGm

Ask for "BAKER'S «ïrcal American
Specific," prepared by Maurice Baker & Co.,

dtf

J

PIANO?

WARE

—A2ÎU-

J. C. STERLING·,
Inapector of Cuatoiua, Portland, :Ue.,any·—
Have used Baker's Specific for Summer Complaint, and it cured me. It is an invaluable
household remedy.

ksjijiour

141,1.

Doctor's fee.

CHOLERA ITIORBUS CURED.
Had occasion to use Baker's Great American
Specific for a very severe attack of Cholera
lVXorbuH and Summer Complaint. One dose
relieved and a second cured me.
A. R. JENNESS, Fryeburg, Me.

SATISFACTION

Henry 0. Dorr of Gardiner has been electprincipal of the Camden High School. Mr.
Dorr is a graduate of Bates, class of '83.

On Sunday afternoon, as a special policenan by the name of Joe Wedge, was passing
Lancey Block, Augusta says the Kennebec
Journal, some females in one of the
iront windows commenced to "chaff" him.
He, together with one Wm. Jewell, went in;o the house for the purpose of arresting the
iffenders, when one of the girls threw them
>oth down stairs. Subsequently, a complaint
vas entered and-Jewell was arrested for aslaultand brought before Judge Andrews

Medicine in tbe bouse

save a

EDtVIN L. PRAT, ESQ.,
35 Potter St., Providence, R. I., nayi:
Was taken with cramps in the stomach, very
limilar to Cholera .viorbua. Took 40 drops
iaker's Specific in water and bathed outside of
itomacli freely, and was entirely free from pain in
liirty minutes and as well as ever. Can cheer·
'ull>- reeoinmeud your meilieine aa η aterling article.

Leather and Canvas Belts for Ladies and Men.

who desire good work to call
WANTED—All
at the hair dressing rooms of REED &

SNOW, City Hotel.

may

MR. GEO. PARC HER,
Collector of Ciiatoma, Saco, .Vie., writeai
Consider Baker's Great American Specific one
>f the best family medicines in use.
Whether
lsed externally or interiuillu, good results are
iqually sure to follow. It is in very general use
η our vicinity, and all
agree that it invariably
rii'es satisfaction.

Canton Silk Windsors for Boys'
and Girls" wear.

IiET—Upper tenement in house No. 03
TO Parris
St., containing nice rooms and bathing
Inquire

A bottle of tbis

COIi. E. C. FARRINOTON,
of <nov. Robie'a staff, irrite*:
"Have used it with perfect satisfaction for two
Have
known many others in this neighboryears.
hood who used it for
cfwlera morbus, internal
and
never knew a single case of dispains, etc.,
satisfaction."
B.C. FARRINGTON,
Fryeburg, Me.

SUMMER SPECIALTIES.

TO LEX.
large JVa story brick house No. 455 St.
John tit. ; dwelling lots for sale on this street
on easy terms.
Apply to ,J. HOPKINS SMITH.
First National Bank Building.
jySldtf
rooms.

ALL Internal & External PAINS.

IV. R. DAI.TON,
Portland, ITIe., Hay·—
I have found immediate relief for Cramps, Culie
and Summer Complaint In Baker's Ureat American Specific.
It immediately allays the griping
pains and distress.

A

ed

Large

Manager.
dtt

»

LOST.

age.

learn,

XVAJLIE,

BKOWN SILK UMBRELLA with hammered
silver handle ; lost at steamer Cadet. Franklin Wharf ; a suitable rew ard will be paid the finder. at SWAN & BARRETT'S, between the hours
of 12 and 1.
Jy31dlw

John Thorndike of Rockport, met with a
severe loss by thieves unknown
entering his
house during his absence and taking $21
from a cloak where lie had it hid away. This
is quite a loss to him from the fact that he
is unable to work, being about 86 years of

champion

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

A

of Warren C.
Mansfield of Camuen was burned to death,as
a result of playing with matches in Somerville, Mass., last week.
It will take 12,000 yards of canvas to make
the suit of sails for the new ship now on the
stocks at Carleton, Norwood & Co.'s yard at
Rockport, and will cost $10,000.

the

03ΧΓΕ

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS ANO RETAIL DEALERS IN NEW ENGLAND.

255 MIDDLE

COMPLAINT,

A2»D —

—

Read these Recent Proofs of its Efficacy from well
known People.

DOUBLE barrelled Shot Gun, English make,
12 guage, top action, pistol grip, laminated
barrels, good as new; cost ¥40, price§25, C. Ο. I).
Also any new gun 10 per cent less than price list
sent C. 6. 1).
W. M. MULLAY.
198 Washington St.. Boston.
jy31dlw

KNOX COUNTY.

was

Seersucker, Imitation and GenTravelling Dusters in Linen,

FOR SALE.

Stella, the youngest daughter

ve can

Alpacca.

STRICTLY

WEIDTRROOK

DEKBING,

quality.

BOYS' SHIRT WAISTS A SPECIALTY.

ECONOMY IN SUMMER RECREATION.

DRAUGHTSMAN'S SUPPLIES.

Pleasant location. Easy or access. Full Courses
of Study, Academic and Collegiate. Students received in Common English Branches. Speeial advantages offered Chose preparing to teach. ExSuperior accommodations. Three
penses low.
terms. Fall term begins Tuesday. Sept. 8. Address
J. P. AVE8TON, Preudent.
jy31
eodlm

Norfolk Jackets at very low prices

CRAMPS, COLIC,
CHOLERA
MORBUS,
ALL FORMS OF
SUMMER

A RTÎ STS' MATERIALS

SEMINARY & FEMALE COLLEGE

INSTANTLY RELIEVES AND CIRES

for the

Bo»tap.t

SPECIFIC

and Children's

Pants very low.

Trips.
descriptive circulars.

W. RAYMOND, 240

TIN

—

CREAT

Incidental visits will be made to Niagara Falls
Chicago, Milwaukee, the beautiful Dells of the
Wisconsin, La Crosse, the Bluffs of the Mississippi, St. Paul, Minneapolis, the Falls of Minnehaha, Lake Minnetonka. the Great Wheat Fields

Bismark,

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

PLAIN

TODAY

FOR THE

BAKERS

Yellowstone National Park.
Dakota,

TENNEY Λ DUNHAM,

PERILS OF TOMORROW

—

Jy3i

COUNTY.
The past ten days of hot weather
lia»
caused something of an increase in the shipments on the Kennebec.
Capt. Rich lias resumed work. The Knickerbockers are shipping at Farmingdale and will commence
again at Smithtown this week.
They will
îinpty their Iceboro houses earlv in September. Bodwell & Allen are snipping, and
Haynes & Lawrence have their houses nearly empty. The Great Falls, Independent
ind llaley houses are constantly shipping.

—

—TO THE—

of

PRCIES,.
eouti

eodlyl stor4thpcW

PREPARE

A Grand Tour of SI Days

ANDKOSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Auburn is sueing delinquent debtors to tli·
sewer tax.
Capt. Whitney of the Lake Auburn steamer Lewiston took an enforced swim in Lake
Auburn, Tuesday evening. The steamer
was coming across the lake with two boats
in tow. The rear boat broke loose from her
fastening and was left behind. The steamer
made a circle around and
Capt. Whitney
caught the boat successfully and taking it
behind fastened it up behind the first boat
and the steamer started up. The only trouble
at this stage of the adventure was the fact
that the second boat was hitched up too
close. The boat tipped and filled and Capt.
Whitney had to swim for it. He was rescued
without much trouble.

The Belfast Journal says: Mr.
.)ow, Brigadier's Island, Searsport,

JLillJUJ» lUCllt υΐ"

Suits, Pants, Vests, Blouses, &c„

Second and Last Party will leave Boston
—

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

je 1 »

It is sold by all Druggists for $1.00; C bottles for
$5.<10. ARA WARREN, Proprietor, Bangor, Me

>Ve have just taken our semi-annual
account of stock and for the month of
August shall dispense thousands of Bargains in

STATE.

THE

oeil

either

IN BUYING CLOTHING.

EXCURSIONS

Last summer mention was made in the
Press of a amall pony being ridden about
our streets by a big man whose
legs were so
long that they had to be tied up to keep them
from under the pony's feet. The little pony
is dead. For some days he went lame in one
front leg, then lockjaw set in and the poor
little fellow was shot. We shall miss him
from our streets. At nearly any hour of the
day or night he might have been plodding
along, drawing a little village cart with
from one to three grown people.
Main street was thrown into a great state
of excitement yesterday by a horse
running
away. He was attached to a baker's wagon
standing on Water street. A thunder shower
was passing over and he became
frightened
at an unusually loud report and ran
away.
As he was turning into Main Istreet the
cart tipped over and for an instant the bottom was knocked out of the breadstuff market and the street was full of bread, pies,
cakes, «fee., at buyers' prices.
This season, up to the present time, has
been very Iquiet about here.
Usually our
streets are full of strangers who come here
from the neigboring beaches to shop, but
they are not at the beaches in such large
numbers this year.
Once in a while we rustics catch sight of a
i handsome turnout belonging to some rich
nabob who is summering in our vicinity.
Col. Silas Gurney of Boston is at his cottage
at Ferry; Beach, and different members of
his family drive to town in very stylish single and double teams.
Mrs. Hamilton, wife of Conductor Orrin
Hamilton, rides about behind a handsome
pair of #1000 blacks.
Joseph Smith, Esq., is spending the summer at Biddeford Pool, and drives an elegant pair of bay horses.
Mr. Smith has
spent many seasons at the Pool, where he
keeps a fine yacht and knows how to enjoy
a "fife on the ocean wave."
The destruction by fire last year of the
hotel at the pool has been a serious blow to
that place and the steamer plying on the
river between this city and that place has
carried an unusually small number of
people
this summer.
One of our business men was out fishing a
short time ago and caught a halibut that
weighed 900 pounds. Knowing there would
be a lot of dealers in Portland who would
like the fish he set sail for that port and sold
his prize for $45. This may seem a strange
story, but truth is stranger than fiction.

More Italian laborers are expected in Garliner by the last of the week to work on the

vacation

ιυι

Saco, July 30.

The force of night watchmen has been reduced, and our citizens sleep undisturbed.
Some person or persons attempted to enter
Mr. II. Leighton s store in the night, a short
time ago. The occupant of a dwelling near
by heard the noise and raised his window.
Mr. Leighton's large dog set up a howling
and the fellow made a hasty retreat.
A large party from the Universalist society at Morrill's Corner went on an excursion
to Harpswell Thursday.
A number of Deering people are at the sea
side and among the mountains spending the

inWs

All Travelling Expeusee Included.
Tlie

ot Exchange St.

dit

RAYMONDS
VACATION

Saco Sittings.
[From Our ltegular Correspondent,]

mander}1.

Com-

jy3i

dlynrm
NEW

Boston, Mass., was represented by two
Cliautauquans and Plymouth, Ma ss., one.

Wednesday, to answer to the charge. Wedge
t seems, bad left town, and the case was
continued until his return.

accommodation of the Golden Cross

janl

1
2
3
1

Cornish

SARSAPARILLA
is a wonderful medicine for humor.
W. A. Johnson is a clothing dealer 011 Pickering
Square, Bangor. "I have had," said Mr. Johnson,
"a cauker or humor about me for a long time,
which showed itself in my stomach and mouth and
I had a feeling which I can best describe as
general ability. Have tried
many remedies, and at
last bought Brown's
I
am
free
to
Sarsaparllla.
say that, so far as my experience goes, it is the
best thing for purifying the blood known."
H you have any disease arising from
impure
blood, 110 matter how serious, you may be sure
that Brown's Sarsaparilla will cure you. If not,
money will be refunded.

my27

1
13
2
c
11
1
1Θ
1
1
2
5
8
2
6
4

25
15
17
11

Fairfield, Fairfield
Fryeburg, Sabbattus

Mn. Frank Cubtib, the well-known hoot and
shoe dealer in Bangor, had trouble with Canker in
Mouth and Stomach. This caused constant sour
stomach, indigestion, etc. Mr. Curtis has for
years tried to get rid of this humor, and only succeeded when he began the use of Brown's Sarsaparilla. Mr. Curtis authorizes the use of his name.
He
lgjin better health than for years. He says

PHOTOCRAPHER,
?Ii<l«lle
Street,
near corner

man.

RENES BROTHERS.
BROWN'S
ONE CAN BE MODERATE
SARSAPARILLA
Expenses,
mil·
«r^yagant

Sarsaparilla

100 Doses One

PRESENT.

8
lti
60
9

We offer to-day 25 dozen Long Wristed Silk Mitts
at 25 cents per pair; the former price of which has
never been less than 45 cents per
pair.

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $6. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries. Lowell,

fifteen circles represented at the
follows :

ïr.ACE AND NAME.

SILK MITTS 25 CTS.

ISO

a»d it helped him more than
anything he ever had
When he went to sea a few days ago he bought a
large supply and said he should come home a well

BROWN'S

shall offer for sale 10 dozen Ladies'
To-day
Handsome Night Dresses with all over
Hamburg
Τ rimming at only $1.00 each.

"I was almost
run down, and was for
four years under completely
medical treatment, being given
up to die by physicians. I have never taken anything which gave me as much benefit as Hood's
Sarsaparilla, which restored me to health and vigor.
I recommend it to any invalid whose
system
is prostrated. It will rebuild the system and
give
new life."
Nelia Noble. Peoria, 111.
"Within a week after taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
my appetite began to improve, my headache left
me, my strength seemed to be renewed, and I felt
better in every part of my body. 1 rejoice when I
think of the good Hood's Sarsaparilla has done
me." C. L. Babbitt, Syracuse, Ν. Y.

υ J

selling
days.

we

Given Up to Die.

as

a

tees of roller

AW >.

are

S2.00 NIGHT DRESSES S1.00.

Describes the condition of many people just now.
The warm weather, late in coining, seems more
debilitating than ever. You may be weak and
tired in the morning, w ithout appetite and without
energy. If so, you need Hood s Sarsaparllla to
build up and strengthen your body, purify and
quicken the sluggish blood, and restore the lost
appetite. This medicine will do you good.
"During the summer months I have been somewhat debilitated orfrun down. I have taken Hood's
Sarsaparilla, which gave me new vigor and re
stored me to my wonted health and strength."
Wm. H.Clough, Tilton, Ν. H.

Hood's

13 cents.
"
50

"

Great sale to-day of all our White Nainsooks at
much lessthan former prices; 5, 7, 9c are the reduced prices of much better goods than prices indicate.

Weak and Weary

FRIDAY.

"

11

WHITE NAINSOOKS 5 CTS.

[The funeral service of the late Edward W.
Perkins will take place this Friday afternoon at
2.30 o'clock, at his late resideuce, No. 1G7 Newbury street.

Pttt

good time should remember the excursion
of Chandler's Band to Old Orchard skating
rink tonight. Special trains will run to accommodate those who go.
Among the attractions will be the concert by Chandler'»
full band at which some of their prettiest se
lections will be played. The continuous music by Chandler's and the rink bands will afford an excellent opportunity for the devo-

Perkins.

wail of a very

"

In our Toilet Goods Department we
many Extracts at special prices for a few

In London, England, July 28, Mrs. Eleanor M.
Hyde, widow of the late Zina Hyde of Bath.

small and angry infant was perfectly
imitât;
ed. The subject of Dr. Dalton's lecture was
"The relation of material progress to human
happiness." The Dr. proved conclusively
that without the moral element, no matter
how great temporal prosperity
be, there
is and necessarily must be, the may
spirit of unrest and dissatisfaction.
An enjoyable Round Table was held in the
Grove House parlor at 7 p.
m., and a rare
treat was furnished in the evening
by Miss
Lillian C. Munger, whose illustrated lecture
on Michael Angelo was well worth the
trip
to Martha's Grove.

.U.VJ

3
I Four Pound Bar

July 14. Ella Ripley, wife of Stephen
Rawson, aged 30 years 4 months.
Ill Topsliam, July 18, Maud J. l'erkins, aged 8
years 4 months,—daughter of Thos. R. and Annie
L.

DAYIS,

WHITE CASTILE SOAP, EXTRA QUALITY
SARSAPARILLA
Ten Cent Cakes best Castile Soap for

42 years.
In Paris,

land.
Mrs. Mazzanovich convulsed her hearers
by her wonderful rendition of "Jane's Ba-

Portland.
7 p. ra.—Farewell
meeting, social hour.

a

BROWN'S

days.
[Notice

111.—Headings, essays, music.
m.—Lecture, An Unexpected lteinforcement—Rev. B. P. Snow, Biddeiord.

lngraham of this city, lately appoint-

was

case

DEATHS.

Mclntyre read an original poem,
"Echoes from Chautauqua."
Rev. C. F. Allen, D. I)., in his lecture on
English Literature, occupied an exceedingly
interesting and instructive hour. The precedence which the English language is taking was particularly referred to.
The afternoon programme was quite elaborate, and embraced a solo by Mrs. Dr. Butler, Mechanic Falls ; readings by Miss JLibby and Mrs. J. G. Mazzanovich ; essay, '"The
Country Schoolmarm," by Miss Allard, and
lecture by Rev. Asa Daltou, D. D., of Port-

gurgling, gasping

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

owns

-----

was

Mrs. X. D.

the

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

are

Ill this cits', July 29, at the resideuce of the
bride's father. Walter H. Thomas, Esq., by Rev.
J. Clark, Walter S. Smith and Miss Harriet M.
Thomas, all of Portland.
In this city,
July 30, by liev. M. Crosley, Peter
J. Masterten and Miss Alice M. Leray, both of
Portland.
In this city,
July 21», by liev. D. W. LeLacheur,
George L. Wescott of Eden and Miss I.ucy Anna
Stevens of Portland.

The Chautauqua ticket was unanimously
elected.
The general assembly was held at 11 a. 111.
The opening selection was a chant
by the
choir. Mrs. Maggie Luce Ilazeltine presided at the new piano with her accustomed
The choir has been reinforced
grace.
by
Mrs. E. G. Pember, Miss Hattie A. Pike and
Allan L. Shirley.
Prayer was offered by Kev. Mr. Ladd.

by,"

AUCTION MAIiEH.

liealtli and happiness; bad blood means
We have purchased 2 large lots of all qualities of Means
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
Scrofula, Canker, Blotches, Salt lthcum, Cancer
Cents' and Ladies' Silk, Serge and Waterproof Rain Tiniples, Bolls, Ulcers, Tumors, Black Heads and F. Ο. ΒΛΙΙ.ΕΥ.
H
ALI.EK.
various other difficulties which
always the outmarl 4
dtf
Umbrellas, and are to sell them at retail at aston- growth of impure blood.
is
Pastor
of
Kev.
Theo.
Gkkrish
the
low
Pine
KtNVNEMN
CARON.
ishingly
prices, as follows:
Street M. K. Church, and author of "The Blue and
Ladies'All Silk Rain Umbrellas,
$1.69 the Gray." A member of his family had a severe
Herbert G. Briggs,
case of Cauker in Mouth and Stomach, tried in
Gents'AII Silk small Rain Umbrellas,
1.81 various
ways to get relief, at last bought Brown's
Ladies' Part Silk 24 in. Sun or Rain Umbrellas
1.19 Sarsaparillâ and was cured. Kev. Mr. Gerrisli ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
"
the above.
—OK—
Cents' Small and Medium $1.50 "
89 cents will endorse
Mk. G. A. Pakchek, of Ellsworth, is agent for
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
Cents' Regular Size and large $2.00 Rain
the American Express Co., and
a drug store.
So. 03 Exchange Street, Portland, .He.
in that town an acquaintance of his
Umbrellas,
$1.25 There
that of sailor. Fram eating
whose vocation
Bar-All business relating to Patents promptly
anil faithfully executed.
None of above qualities were ever offered near so salt food he had contracted a bad
of humor;
julUiftf
face
and
hair
came
out,
covered
with
low, and any one who will need Rain Umbrellas soon blotches. He took one bottle body
ALOJVZO S.
should call at once.

C.

land.
Vic· Présidents—Kev. John Collins, Clielieague;
J. C. Haskell. Auburn; Kev. Mr. Jenkins,
Gardiner ; Kev. Alex. Wiswell, Norway; Β. K. Melclier, Saco; Miss E. A. Bigney, Greenville; Miss
Alice Bucknam, Bangor.
Secretary—Mrs. J. W. D. Carter, Portland.
Treasurer—Mr. Edson, Portland.
Committee 011 Kailroad—George L. Kimball,
Portland.

OTietELLANEOl'g.

PURE BLOOD

MARRIACES.

_

i>. il.
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ion, sports enjoyed by a large number.

that they

An

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

GENERAL.

IN

10 a.
11 a.

PERSONAL.

number

of selections during the day and furnished
music for dancing and skating in the pavil-

gle"

The times demand men of conscience culture.
Conscience makes our moral world.
According
to its standard right thought rises or falls
hi tlie
national, as well as in the personal soul. The best
and truest way to cultivate conscience is to
bring
it into contact with gospel principles.
The age demands men of heart culture.
?
Why
Because heart is queen of the man realm. Meu of
mere intellectual culture
been a curse.
havefoften
Men of heart culture have l>een the great benefactors of the race, not the niartialtsts and the
scientists, and poets, but the reformers, and philanthropists, and churches have been the great
helpers and healers of our poor humanity. The
greatest thing for man to do, is not to tickle! the
imagination, or make a new steamboat, or find out
a new star, but to help lift man in his lone life.
The age needs men of moral courage.
Moral
courage is greater and rarer than physical courage. The courage of Paul on Mars hill was greater thau that of Leonidas and his brave three hundred standing in the famou9 pass to die. Many
men would rather face a lion than an
unpopular
principle. It takes moral courage to live within
one's means. Men try here to "borrow
money to
do it with." It takes moral courage to wear tlie
dress after it is about three months behind the
fashion, and it takes only about six weeks to be
three months behind the fashion now.
Tlie times demand men who will try to be useful. Personal power, made up of talent and culture and magnetism, may become the source of
great usefulness. Money may also be made useful. God must have his say about how we gain
and how we expend our money.
The age can't
put trick on tlie throne of commerce and shut
God up hi a meeting house like a Bible. He must
have his say in the money world.
Political place may also be made a means of
usefulness.
We carry our politicians ou our
shoulders today, and toss them into tlie ditch of
neglect tomorrow. But while it lasts political poposition, may be made useful to the country and
the age.
Knowledge is another source of usefulness, if
properly used. It is behind success. Men may
sometimes bungle into a good place,|but they soon
bungle out of it again. If men would be useful
and successful they must be bumble. No need for
false humility. False humility is pride turned
outside in. How ignorant we are of self, of God,
of the Universe. How ignorant the scientists are
even of matter.
Berkly did not believe hi matter.
Others believe hi nothing but matter. It
sings in
the wind and flashes in (lie
lightning, but we have
no simple, understandable definition of what it is.
Some tell us that there is no difference in kind be-'
tween matter and God.
Man's ignorance suggests humility.
And again, if a man would be useful lie must be
wisely enthusiastic. |A zealousness person is a nobody. Enthusiasm has worked wonders among
all kinds of men and women. With it and some
other qualities woman's sphere is
widening each
year. All the word's gates are opening to lier.
The times demand men of
Christian principle
and sympathy. No man can
help the world in the
least sense until he sympathizes w ith
it, in its
joys and sorrows, sins and sighs. Christian
principle is needed at the foundation of all our social,
political and commercial worlds.
This laud is a
who
will grow up to be a national debaby giant,
mon or a Christian sage,
according to whether lie
appropriates or rejects Christian principle.

sawed at the mills In the eastern part of the
State.

NEARINC THE CLOSE.

Tlie

Boston & Portland Clotliing Co.
To Let—Rooms.
Rain Umbrellas—Rlnee Brothers.
For Sale—Shot Gun.
Artists' Materials—Cyrus F. Davis.
To Let—Kent.
Raymond's Vacation Excursions.
Westbrook Seminary.
For Sale—Mail or Traveling Business.
To Let—House.
Snow & Heed—Hair Dressers.

new

Rev. Mr. March, pastor of the
tional church is visiting friends in CongregaChicago,
111.
Mr. Kilby, former editor and
of
publisher
the Somerset Reporter, has been
visiting old
friends in Skowhegan the past week.

of

Lost—Umbrella.

levers of the weed should try the
Ave cent cigar.

THE TIMES.

Rev. Mr. Pitblado's Lecture at Congress Street Methodist Church.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY
N«n

FOR

of

Pungent, Aromatic, Economical.
THOS. WOOD & 00., BO8TOH.
IïlO

eodly

n.

College

Heals strictly by Mrs. Eddy's teaching.

Rostiilencv 30ΐ

Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 6.

IuimI St.
Consultation
Jy21dtt

